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Compact access to a world 

of processing 

knovatio 

POWERCORE 
COMPACT 

The doorway to portable production 

PowerCore Compact, the newest member of the PowerCore family, brings a world of processing to VST and AU supported 

applications*. Lightweight and with FireWire connectivity, it is designed for artists and studios on the move. Right out of the 

box you get all of the well-known plug-ins from PowerCore Element plus the Master X3, Filtroid, and the Character, a new 

plug-in from Noveltech. PowerCore Compact is the doorway to professional production and mastering possibilities from 

IC Electronic as well as unlimited processing power from 3rd party developers. For more information on the complete 

PowerCore range, visit: www.tcelectronic.com. 

Included plug- ins 

labiles 

Classic Verb 

Vintage CL 

PowerCore 01 

Mega Reverb 

1011.1e EQSat Custom 
Element Voice Strip 

Chorus • Delay 

24/7.0 Limiting Amp 

Master X3 

Fibroid 

Character 

Dynamic EQ 

DeNoise FlreWire 

Compact 

ele n 

t.c. electronic* 

Optional plug- ins from 

SONY" 

{;ieccess 

waldorf 

L,novation 

noveltech 

DSound 

TEHELICON 

t.c.eleeroek 

* REAS support with FXpansion VST-RTAS 

wrapper. See FXpansion.com for details. 

IC ELECTRONIC A/S DENMARK • "i") + 45 8742 7000 

TC ELECTRONIC INC USA • C (818) 665 4900 • MAIL: INFO@TCELECTRONIC.COM 

WWW.TCELECTRONIC.COM 



Beyond Massive. 

Waves Diamond Bundle: 35 world-class plug-ins. 
No filler No gaps All pro 

Get Waves-f-à-Obese unmatched features. 

• All Pro Waves plug- ins are used on more 
hit records and soundtracks than any other. 

• All Usable Every Waves plug-in is world-class-
theres' no filler. 

• Versatile Waves works with Pro Tools, Logic, 

Digital Performer, Cubase, Nuendo, Sonar, 
and more. 

WeriS 
The Professional Standard 

• Upgradeable Waves lets you move up to a 

larger bundle for just the cost of an upgrade. 

• Support With Waves you work with one 
company for support and upgrades instead 

of a pack of different companies. 

Waves huge selection 

of bundles lets you pick the pack 

that fits your needs and budget and 

our Free Demo lets you try before you buy! 

, 4 uay demo ovo;i0Olic oi your VV0vOS ueu!el of WWw.wUVen.COM 
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Introducing a 0 

zonic 
The First FireWire Audio Interface with Keys 

3-Octave FireWire Audio/MIDI Interface and Controller 

• 37 full-size keys 

• velocity-sensitive synth action with aftertouch 

• 4 x 4 analog I/O with mic, instrument and line inputs 

• 40 assignable MIDI controllers including: 
> 4-way joystick 

> 8 MIDI controller knobs 

> 9 MIDI controller sliders w/ drawbar mode 

> 14 MIDI buttons 

• 20 non-volatile memories 

• 5 transport control buttons 

> pitch and mod wheels 

> aftertouch 

> sustain pedal input 

> expression pedal input 

• headphone output with selectable A/B source 

and level control 

• 1 x 1 MIDI I/O 

• SysEx memory dump 

• compatible with free Enigma editor/librarian software 

• powered via FireWire bus or 12V DC adapter 

• ships with Reason Adapted Express 

• designed for studio and performance 

M-AUDIO propellerhpad A 

audio/MIDI interfaces USB MIDI controllers I studio monitors I microphones I preamps I sound libraries I music software I www.m-audio.com 



< Box 
FORWARD MOTION 
Good news, the Ea team is expanding (and not just our waistlines). 

The latest addition to our cast of crazies is the ever-so-delightful 

Eugene Robinson, who joins us as Editor in Chief. Actually, you've 

already met Eugene; he was the author of our piece on Page 

Hamilton and Helmet in the November 2004 issue. 

Eugene is a real journalist — not one of us music-industry seat-

of-our-pants-ers relying on a word processor and a prayer. He comes 

to EO with credits that include Editor in Chief of the award-winning 

Code, editorial work with Apple, Intel, Adobe, and Nikon, freelance 

writing for GO, Vice, The Wire, Raygun, Huh, Grappling, andTV work 

on ESPN. Which means that we're all going to have to make our 

grammar and speling gooder and also make our word usements 

more good two. 

But Mr. Robinson is more than just some journalism-schooled 

pencil-pushing wordsmith. He's also a musician (well, a vocalist — 

there's a copy of Auto-Tune around here somewhere, Eugene) and 

former co-operator of the Bay Area's House Of Faith Studios with the 

estimable Bart Thurber. A short selection of his credits and "worked 

withs" also include Steve Albini, John Golden, Gus Van Sant, Henry 

Rollins, Marianne Faithfull, and a 25-year litany of others. 

Eugene will be based in our San Mateo, CA, offices, where he'll 

be charged with attending meetings, bringing the editorial, sales, 

and production staffs together into blissful harmony (not that we're 

not harmonious already), attending meetings, setting the direction 

of the EO ship, attending meetings, and generally making this 

magazine work like a well-oiled machine. He may also have to 

attend a few meetings. 

But more important, he's going to be contributing hard-hitting 

artist, studio, and technology coverage in his inimitably entertaining 

and in-depth writing style. He's also got some pretty forward-

looking ideas on just what a recording techniques/technology 

magazine should contain and how it should be presented. Not to 

worry; the EO you're infatuated with isn't going anywhere. Under 

Eugene's watchful eye, it's just going to get fresher, more dynamic, 

even more relevant, and above all, more fun. 

We're all very excited to have Eugene join us here at ED 

magazine. Please offer him a hearty welcome! —Mitch Gallagher 

The BAND STAND 
What dream product do you wish had been introduced at 
the recent AES show? 

Eugene Robinson, Mitch Gallagher, Craig Anderten. John Krogh, 
Editor- in- Chief Editor Editor-at-Large Technical Editor 

I - still hoping for a A universal copy A JAW feature that 
obsessed Indtri direct brain-to- protection scheme would analyze the 
surround sound computer interface that's totally virtual mixer signal 
than anything else Failing that, some transparent to path for digital 
these days, I'd have sort of truly universal legitimate users — clipping, so you 
to say a low-cost control surface that and can survive the could track down 
system for doing would let you work demise of the problems and 
surround mixes, without need to look company making the maximize headroom. 
And if that system at a computer product. Otherwise. As things are 
happened to be Pro monitor would be a music software's full now, analog is 
Tools LE, I wouldn't close second potential will never more forgiving to 
have minded, be realized work with. 
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www3ohY.COM/mediasoftware SONY 

Center Yourself 

ACID Pro 5 software, the industry's leading 

loop-based music creation tool, now includes 

an extended set of features and functionalities 

that make it more powerful and versatile than 

ever before. With Media Manager technology, 

Groove Tools, VST and ReWire' support, and 

Native Instruments" Xpress Keyboards VSTi 

soft synth bundle, nothing else comes close in 

helping you realize your musical visions. 

ACIDplanet.com 

.4de 
an/ 

Our ever-expanding collection of Sound Series": 

Loops & Samples libraries offer an endless 

selection of royalty-free music and sound. The 

Premium Series debuts with arhythmiA, created 

by Nine Inch Nails drummer Jerome Dillon 

and sound designer Keith Hillebrandt. Diverse, 

dynamic, and eclectic - use Sound Series: Loops 

& Samples to compose, score and mix. 

ACIDplanet.com is the Internet's leading 

community of digital musicians. ACIDplaner 

artists compose original music, remix major 

label artists, and collaborate on a wide range 

of audio and video projects. And the new 

ProZone' gives you even more reasons to come 

to ACIDplanet. Vibrant and alive, ACIDplanet is 

the place to be. 

Put yourself at the center of technology, art and community with ACID Pro 5 software, Sony Sound Series: Loops & Samples and ACIDplanet.com. 

LIKE NO 011-IER 

Exclusively at Authorized Sony Resellers: the ACID Pro 5 software bundle ilicludes Sound FOrge Audio Studio' software, a $69.95 value based on MSRP. 

Go to www.sony.com/mediasoftware for a list of Sony Authorized Resellers nearest you. 



Book Beat 
Make Mine Music 
By Bruce Swedien 

MIA Press 

No, not the 1946 Disney movie — the 

recently released book by engineer 

extraordinaire Bruce Swedien. The 

man from Minneapolis has written his 

autobiography (so far): detailing his 

exploits recording the likes of Count Basie, Duke Ellington, Oscar Peterson, 

Sarah Vaughan, Quincy Jones, J- Lo, Herbie Hancock and, of course, 

Michael Jackson. (And let's not forget David Hasslehoff. . . .) There's 

special emphasis on his long-standing working relationship with Quincy Jones, 

his mentoring years with the legendary Bill Putnam, and cool stuff on how 

Thriller came together. 

But Make Mine Music is more than just Bruce reminiscing for 288 pages 

about days gone by — the man is still on the cutting edge of the art and 

craft. The book features sections on microphones and microphone technique, 

stereo recording, how Michael Jackson's vocals are tracked (using 

Swedien's custom drum riser), mixing, surround sound, his trademark 

"Acusonic Recording Process" ... there's even interviews by Bruce with 

Robert Moog and Roger Linn 

Top 10 Quotes from Make Mine Music: 

I. " Don't ever underestimate the Norwegians!" 

2. " Save your ears — we only get two!" 

3. "I will always sacrifice a technical value for a production value." 

(emphasis original) 

4. " In the music that I am normally involved in, I have always felt that 

compression and limiting diminish the drama of sound-source transients 

in recorded music." 

5. " I think it's when the technical covers the primitive that we lose the 

passion of music." 

6. "[ Microphones) are the voodoo, the magic wand, the secret weapon 

of the music-recording engineer's or producer's trade and craft." 

7. " I like to think of my stereo sound-field as a ' sonic sculpture:" 

8. " It takes Quincy [Jones) 45 minutes to make a chicken sandwich." 

9. " I always record with three distinct sets of monitor speakers to 

evaluate the music." 

10. " I don't think anyone can intelligently discuss the technical substance 

of music recording without considering the musical side of the 

topic, as well." 

I unch 
Tips & News Vou Can Use 

BY EQ STAFF 

ROOM INTEGRATIVE 
CONCEPT DEMO DVD 
Tom Ammermann — musician, composer, producer, and 

co-founder of the Luna Studio in Hamburg — has 

teamed up with music producer Michael Abbing to 

unveil the first DVD using the Room Integrative Concept 

for 5.1 surround. R.I.C. uses production techniques 

employed in movie soundtracks and live performances 

to integrate listeners directly into the musical event; the 

object is to let them experience music as if they were 

amid the ensemble, in the same room with the musicians, 

or on stage rather than in the audience. R.I.0 provides a 

recording of every single instrument directly, as well as 

in 5.1 surround simultaneously, to capture the room 

ambience and to get a natural sonic image of it in 

the mix. 

The DVD, titled The Room Integrative Concept for 

Surround Music Production in the Studio, presents 

comparative tracks of piano, drums, vocals and strings 

recorded at two room positions using five surround 

microphone systems each. Listeners can also compare 

and contrast identical audio mixes in AC3, DTS and 

PCM formats. Finally, the DVD offers three surround 

music productions recorded and mixed using R.I.C., 

various mixes (5.1, 5.1 without atmo, stereo, 5.1 camera 

atmo), extensive interviews, and a 35-minute making-of 

documentary that examines the entire production 

process. For information on ordering, visit 

Ammermann's website at www.mo-vision.de. 
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jamSync Converts 
Royal Academy to Surround 
JamSync has completed mixing the 5 1 soundtrack 

and authoring the DVD of the multiple award-winning 

documentary The Royal Academy, from Tony Cane-

Honeysett's Vox Box Productions 

(www.marvcanghonevsett.com). Said JamSync's Chief 

Engineer, K.K. Proffitt, "We were able to take Cane-Honeysett's 

original score and re-mix it into 5.1 for the film's soundtrack 

and 5.0 for the DVDs menu loops ... It has much greater 

clarity compared to the stereo version." 

A task like this involves more than lust feeding tracks 

to a surround panner. Proffitt notes, " Denoising location 

dialogue is always a challenge, but the Cedar Cambridge 

makes things incredibly easy. Often filmmakers will cover 

holes in dialogue with music for a stereo mix, but that breaks down completely in a 5.1 mix, so you have to 
treat the center channel very carefully and sculpt room tone and environmental noise. It involves the usual 

EQ, de-essing, and compression, with the added problem of phase relationships for dialogue that has to resonate 

in great halls (and sometimes must surround the listener). I have, on occasion, re-cut a music track to more 

gracefully move with picture. Sometimes the director agrees, sometimes not, but it's always worth a shot if 

you think you can make picture flow more easily so that it doesn't break up the story line. 

"The dialog gave us a real workout," she continued. " We had dozens of locations as varied as the streets 

of London, small shop interiors, public transportation, the Royal Academy, and rooms in Mary's home. They 

had to work together with Tony's voice over. You couldn't imagine the diversity of background noises we had to 

minimize." www.jamsync.com  

Cool Tool: RePorter 
When USB was invented, it was seen as a way to hook up peripherals where you'd pretty much set things 

up, then forget about the connection. However, in today's world of dongles, digital cameras, audio and 

MIDI interfaces, control surfaces, and USB thumb drives, you might find yourself giving your computer's USB 

ports a lot of exercise. These are connectors like any others, and excessive wear and tear will cause them to 

fail — and replacing a USB connector on your motherboard is not a task to be taken lightly. 

One solution: Buy a bunch of short extender USB cables. Plug them into your USB port(s) and USB 

device(s). When you want to plug in a USB device, plug one cable into another. That way, if a USB connector 

should break, it will be on an easily replaceable cable — not your motherboard or USB peripheral device. 

But if you're dealing with more than USB, or you don't want a bunch of little cables 

dangling all over the place, then check out the Marathon Computer RePorter ($59). 

What do you get for your hard-earned bucks? A 5-foot cable that plugs into the 

ports on the back of your computer and brings them out snake-fashion to a 
handy tabletop box. You get two USB connections, FireWire 400 and 800, 

and 1/8' audio in and out. The enclosure 

is shaped to fit comfortably 

in your hand while 

you plug/unplug 

your computer 

peripherals. 

Order it online atew arathoncon 

SCARY 
WINDOWS 
STARTUP 
STUFF 
The other day, I 
had one of 
those scaly 
moments v.iher 
my Windows 
computer 
wouldn't boot. 
Panicked, I started 
to disconnect 
USB devices, 
check connectors, 
and was just 
about to take the 
cover off . . 
when I noticed 
that a manual was 
lying on top of the 
computer's key-
board. Its weight 
was sufficient to 
press down on 
several keys 
that, when the 
computer 
scanned the key-
board on bootup, 
registered an 
error. I removed 
the book, 
restarted, and — 
much to my 
embarrassment, 
but also to my 
relief — the 
computer booted. 

Failure to 
boot can also 
occur if you've 
set your computer 
to boot first from 
CD-ROM and 
have a CD in the 
drive that looks 
enough like the 
system to interest 
the computer, but 
not enough to 
boot. This can also 
happen if you've 
set the computer 
to botit first from 
floppy, and there's 
a bogus floppy 
disk in the drive. 
Remove either 
the CD or floppy, 
then reboot. 



Punch-In o 

THE MATING RITUAL OF CONNECTORS 
i recently had to ride out two nurrrcanes, allo went wrtnout 
power for over two weeks. Although my computers suffered 
no direct damage, when I booted them back up, neither 
worked properly: My office computer had weird mouse 
freezes and crashes, while my music computer refused to 
recognize its Creamware sound card. 
I tried the usual dumb things — substituting a different 

mouse, plugging it in and out a few times, and so on. 
Nothing helped. Then I realize that these machines had 
been in a high-temperature, high-humidity environment for 
quite a while. So I unplugged the office computer, 
grounded myself, and carefully removed and reinserted 
anything even remotely like a connector — including the 
CPU and RAM. 

About 20 minutes later, on boot-up everything 
worked like a charm. Even some annoying mystery 
problems I'd had before the hurricane went away too — 
my office machine has been crash-free since reseating 
the connectors. 

When I talked to Ali at Creamware tech support 
about my sound card problem with the music computer, 
he suggested removing the card and cleaning the contacts. 
Bingo again — it worked, and has ever since. 

Moral of the story: Hurricane or not, it probably doesn't 
hurt to reseat your connectors at least once a year. 

High-End Audio 
Meets ... Football?!? 

Musicplayer.com Forum \\latch 
Don't you just love it when people divulge their secrets? Here are 

some cable labeling tricks from MusicPlayer.com. 

Original question posted byWiggum: Like most home studios, I have cables 

running everywhere. I keep them well segregated and fairly neat, but I don't 

have any identifiers on the cables. I'd like to color-code them, but I've never found 

a reliable way to do so. I've tried colored tape and pinstripe tape, but the 

adhesive seldom lasts. Velcro might work, but the colored packs don't offer that 

many colors. I also thought about short sections of heat shrink tubing, but I don't 

think I could get it past my Neutrik connectors, and I don't want to damage my 

cables dui ing the heating process. I also thought about a paint pen. 

Zeronyne: This place has nine different colors: www.textol.comioroduCteties.htm. 

The Unitag: www.fastenation.com  
Rim: I uso letters of the alphabet instead of colors, which gives you 26 

cables you can label. If that's not enough, I guess you can start using the Greek 

alphabet, too. 

I have access to a labelmaker, a Brother P-loucti. I type the letter enough times 

so when I wrap it around a cable, you can see the letter at any angle. So far, 

those labels have remained stuck on, but if you want to make doubly sure, you 

can wrap Scotch tape around the label. 

where02190: We use the following: 3/4' PVC tape, color-coding. Brother P-Touch 

label on top of tape, usually black (or white if black tape) on clear background. 

Heatshrink over this, extending 1/4' past the edges. For some large connectors 

you'll need to remove one end. 

Rob Campbell: Go to an electrical supply store and pick up cloth cable 

markers. They have long-lasting adhesive. They have numbers and letters. They 

are about 1-1/2' long by 1/4' wide and have the letters/numbers printed all the 

way around so you can see them from any angle. 

Dwayne: I use cheap color-coded tape, 3/8' wide. Red for recording input, blue 

for output, various colors for sound cards and channels, then 1, 2, or 3 pieces 

of 1/4' duct tape to number the cable. For a while I used white tape and a magic 

marker, but the tape would get crumpled up or the lettering smeared and hard 

to read. Color-coding works best for me. 
Bilister: I use medical cloth tape, and write exactly what the connection is, like 

"gate 1 out" or " Board in 16" on each end of the cable. 

Bpark: I build my own, and heat shrink over the labels, so they stay. Radio Shack 

had a yellow wire tie-like device, with a paddle on the end with a writing surface. 

Nice part about them was that you could use soft pencil, and if you changed 

your mind, you could erase it 

with a soft eraser and change 

it. Also, you could just cut 

them off and put a new one 

on should you want to do so. 

If you're in the audio biz, you know about Monster Cable. And now, 

they've put their mark not only on boutique cables, but also on 

"the-stadium-formerly-known-as" Candlestick Park — home of the San 

Francisco 49ers. Monster Cable has been a Bay Area company for 25 years, 

and was founded in a garage in the Richmond district; Noel Lee, known 

as " The Head Monster," was born and educated in San Francisco. 

Last June, San Francisco's Board of Supervisors approved a proposal 

by the Mayor to allow the 49ers to pursue a naming rights agreement with 

five pre-approved companies, which included Oracle, Virgin, Macromedia, 

and Wells Fargo Bank. After weeks of consideration, the 49ers reached a 

deal with Monster. 

The stadium will be Tenanted Monster Park effective immediately. 

MusicPlayer.com 

eeparc Forums 

EWI[(=]nl," 
PARK 
BAN FRANCISCO 

I Ii 
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CO-DEVELOPED WITH 

ERNE 
WIVE 

US-2400 

Now you can use your 
mouse and keyboard for 
what they're good at... 
dealing with on-screen 

graphical interfaces— and 

use the wide-body US-2400 
for what it's good at -- mix 
ing and hands-on control. 

Mute, Solo and 
Select buttons on 
every channel beat 
the heck out of try-
ing to mouse and 

click on-sLreen icons. 

"  Touch- sensitive 
motorized faders 

have io-bit resolu-
// tion — FOUR times 

finer than many competi-

tors' control çll daces. You 
get ultra-smooth, big con 

sole-quality fades. Hit the 
FLIP button and the faders 
can be used for writing 

automated pan or aux send 
moves while channel levels 
remain accessible on the 
LED rotary encoders. 

Total hands-on command 
of your Pro Tools® empire. 

LED ring 

encoders give 
you hands-on 
"analog" of 

your DAW's pan and aux 
sends. Special channel 

strip and meter modes 
are provided for DAWs 
that support these 
functions. 

With 24 

049-72 73-16• 

channel 
faders, bank 

switching is kept to a 
minimum. But for really 

big projects, the US-2400 
is ready to control up to 
192 channels! 

Footswitch 
jack for punch- ins 

In/Out-poi-nt buttons 

Mac OSX and Win-
dows' XP compatible 

ealeefeeeeel:400) 
— r-' 

le> Adjust DAW software 

parameters such as 4-
band ED via the rotary 
encoders 

a-

©2004 TASCAM All Rights Reserved. All specifications are subject to change without 
notice. Pro Tools and ProControl ale iegistered trademarks of Uigidesignalvid. Control 
124 is a trademaik of eugidesigniAvid and Sorne arty dcsignei who dimmed the wierd 
"r mark un their keyboard. SaneWave is a trademark of some mad scientists in the 
basement of an old building In the Northwest logging town of Snohomish. All other 
trademarks are propei ly uf their respective owners. 

For a fraction of the 

cost of a ProContror or 

Control 1 24 ", you can 

make Pro Tools snap to 

attention. 

Our US-2400 features 

twenty-five, 

100mm touch-

sensitive, high-resolu-

tion motorized faders 

and twenty-four com-

plete channel strips 

with rotary encoders 

plus Mute, Solo and 

Select buttons. 

For more info on the 

first affordable DAW 

controller with enough 

faders to handle typical 

recording sessians 

without lots of hank-

switching, e-mail us for 

a brochure at tascam 

lit@teac.com or visit a 

TASCAM dealer. 

Joystick for 

surround 
sound 

panning. 

Assignable 

Function keys 
can be set to 

Autopunch, 

Record arming, 
Undo, etc. 

Recessed jog/— 
shuttle 
wheel 
and solid-
felihlg 

transport controls. 

[he US-2400 is 

compatible with 
DigidesigieRro 

1Ools'.5teinberg 
Cubase' and 
Nuendo*, MOTU 

Digital Performer-, 
Fmagic Logic-, and 
Càkisuralk Sonar-. 

TASCAM 

CONTRACTOR 

www. 
tascam 
.com Di AND 

PRODUCER 

Fffl 

get* 

PERSONAL 

CREATIVITY 



Punch-In o 
Gimme One Good Reason 
"You gotta promise not to tell anyone. I mean if I tell you 

guys you gotta promise NOT to TELL ANYONE. Promise?" 

It was our personal Deep Throat. Yeah, yeah, we won't tell 

anyone because we know it's a secret and secrets you 

wanna keep you always tell journalists. So forthwith, we're 

not telling you that Propellerhead Software is announcing 

version 3.0 of their award-winning music software system 

Reason for "expected" release early 2005. And just like we 

didn't tell you that we also won't tell you that the whizbang 

Oh-Ah Factor has everything to do with it's new 

Combinator module that lets you link Reason instruments, 

effects, pattern sequencers and so on and save them as 

Combi patches. You should also not be told how cool this is. 

And yeah, you didn't hear it here first. 

Now if we promise to send it back when we finish with 

it, can we get a copy to play with? Please? 

Looking to Score 
Some Good Weed 
The idea is very simply: genius. And explaining it to you, full-on 

Hollywood pitch meeting style, won't even come close to touch-

ing how good of an idea it is. It's called Weed, and we want it. 

The premise? File sharing doesn't suck. 

More than that it doesn't have to rip the artists off, doesn't have 

to penalize music fans and doesn't have to leave everyone 

involved po', broke and lonely. Why? What? How? 

Simply by sort of recognizing the networking potential in 

process when Gal B shares a song with Dude A. This is not 

inherently a bad thing to do. And if Dude A digs the song, he 

should be able to listen to it a few times while digging it. But 

at some point he may dig it so much that he has to have it on 

his little iPod dealie and so he DOWNLOADS it from Weed. Pays 

some small fee that goes straight to the artist AND the per-

son who made the referral. 

Now everybody's rich. With song, with cash. Genius. 

And now, as part of eBay's digital music pilot program that runs through 

the end of January, you too can wander through the Weed store. 

Dig it. 

PS: If the people at Weed thought the lame weed jokes were 

ever going to stop they were s0000000 wrong. 

htto://stores.ebav.com/VVeedshare 

htto://www.weedshare.com 

Surfboard 
As we peruse the inner recesses, nooks, and crannies of the web, 

were constantly flagging sites, news items, and useful tidbits that 

we feel will be of interest to you. Such as: 

• www.j_ª_mwith.us 

Remember the Res 

Rocket Surfer project? 

From this 1,000-member 

strong jam association 

sprang the Rocket Network 

and their mission to bring 

interactive jamming out of 

the basement and onto 

the internet. Born in the 

halcyon days of hi-tech, 

stock options, and 

venture capital, the company was eventually purchased by Digidesign, 

and vanished from view. 

But lurking in the underground was a rabid cadre of inveterate jammers who 

refused to let the idea of world-wide jam domination fade away. Some of those 

stoic web musicians have created dawSYNC. DawSync is a free tool that allows 

project synchronization and audio compression / decompression between 

DAWs on both Windows and OS X platforms. 

The software client allows for FTP transfer of multitrack session 

information created by software such as Cubase, Logic, Sonar, and so 

on. The idea of the site is free jamming, and the site doesn't save data 

on its webspace — basically what you're getting is a communication system 

with a graphic user interface. 

Here's how it works: Someone starts a multitrack session and uploads it 

using dawSYNC. Someone else can then download it, add parts, and re-upload 

it, after which others can download, add parts, and so on, until the song or 

jam session is finished. The dawSYNC software " locks" the session so that 

only one person can download and work on it at a time — everyone has to 

take their turn in this jam session. 
The clients have currently been tested with Cubase VST, SX 1, SX 2, and 

SX 3, Logic 5.x/6.x, and Sonar 1 and 2. The software currently runs 

on Windows 9x, ME, NT, 2000 XP, Mac OS X and most flavors of Linux. 

—  - 

Raw- c CM 

II ...... ......., 
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• www.raw-tracks.com 

Want to work on your 

mixes, but lack good multi-

track files to get you start-

ed? Raw-tracks.com may 

be just what you need. The 

company provides the raw 

source tracks for a complete 

song for download or on 

CD — each track is a separate 

audio file in either WAV or 

MP3 format. You can also 

download a " demo" mix of the song, as well as a track sheet. 

The songs contains up to 22 tracks; up to 10 drum tracks, as well as guitars, 

vocals, keyboards, percussion, and bass. Load the audio files into your DAW 

of choice, and create your own mix. If you want to discuss your work, log 

into the Raw-tracks discussion forums. There's also space to post your mix 

for others to hear and critique. ( Be nice! Or.. not.! 

Prices aren't too bad: $ 12 ( plus shipping and handling) for the tracks on 

CD, $ 10 for WAV download, and $8 for MP3 download. There are also free 

"demo downloads" that contain 30 seconds worth of each song, and a free, 

multitrack drum download. 
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LET GO AND FLOW 

SONAR Producer Edition has earned a reputation for delivering powerful production tools in a streamlined interface. 

Now in version 4, the new recording, editing, comping, and navigation tools give today's professionals like you the 

freedom to flow. They're so fast, you just have to see it to appreciate it. And the ride doesn't stop there; version 4 adds 

innovative surround and AV capabilities, along with precise engineering tools—seamlessly combined together to make 

SONAR 4 Producer Edition the definitive audio production environment on the Windows Platform. 

VERSION 4.0.1 
update now available 

cake walk 

SONAR Download the demo and watch the video at WWW.SONAR4.COM 



Session Fi es by Lisa Roy 

DATE: End of 2002-July 

2004 ( time off over six 

months with sessions 

conducted for approxi-

mately 3-4 week periods) 

STUDIO: The Warehouse, 

Compass- Point, Hit 

Factory/Criteria 

LOCATION: Vancouver, 

Bahamas, Miami 

ARTIST: R.E.M. 

PROJECT: lead vocals with 

Michael Stipe 

ALBUM: Around The Sun 

PRODUCER: Pat McCarthy 

ENGINEER: Jamie 

Candiloro 

Michael Stipe 
(left) and Jamie 
Candiloro ( right) 
making music, 

not so automati-
cally, for the 

people. 

R.E.M.: Vocals 
important for me to create a situation where 

I1_ 5  the recording process is transparent ... 
where the person can walk in the room, 

pick up their instrument, hit record, and do 

something spontaneously, never feeling 

like they're even being recorded," states 

Jamie Candiloro, R.E.M.'s engineer of 

choice for the last four years. " Part of my system is 

being set up to go at any moment and still being able to 

match what we did a week ago." It's this mindset that 

has made Candiloro first choice for top 

rockers: Ryan Adams, Luscious 

Jackson, and Courtney Love, to name a 

few. " Courtney said to me once, 'I 

know when I go into the studio with 

you that we'll come out with something 

usable, it's a war zone basically and 

we'll survive it together.' I was so 

flattered because that was kind of the 

way I felt." 

In between finishing up 5.1 mixes 

for R.E.M. with Elliot Scheiner and 

cutting news tracks with Gemma 

Hayes and Randy Weeks the in-demand 

engineer took a break to give EQ a 

behind the scenes look into recording 

vocals with Michael Stipe. 

SIGNAL PATH 

"Michael ( Stipe) wanted to do all his 

vocals in the control room; we liked 

the immediacy of being able to work next to each 

other," confides Candiloro. " So I put up a straight mic 

stand and an Audio-Technica AE5400 with no pop filter 

and ran that into the John Hardy M-1 mic pre. Although 

we did the basic tracks on 2-inch 24-track analog, by the 

time we were recording vocals we dumped everything 

into Pro Tools." 

MIC POSITION 

"When we did Michael's vocals we were at Hit 

Factory/Criteria in Studio E. It's a mid-size control 

room with two outboard racks at tabletop height with 

a walkway between the two. In the middle is where 

we set up his mic stand," explains Candiloro. "On one 

side was outboard gear on top of the rack and the 

other side was Michael's station with his headphones 

ready to go. He liked the Fostex T-50s and we used 

the same pair for the whole record. Most of the time 

it would only be Pat [ McCarthy] and myself in the 

control room with headphones on while Michael was 

doing his vocals. He would work the mic — grab it 

sometimes. He's very consistent. He's been doing it 

for a long time and knows his voice so well. It's an 

instrument he's kept in great shape; he knows exactly 

how to work a mic." 

PROCESSING 

"During the recording I really didn't use much pro-

cessing at all," Candiloro states. "On fitting his vocal 

in the mix, most of what I wanted to hear was his 

voice naturally. Every so often I used a Waves C4 

multi- band compressor if I needed to pull certain 

frequencies out. With less heavy compression I 

could get the vocal to breath a little bit more. We 

were on the SSL 9000J but I didn't use their compressor, 

I was using an [ Universal Audio] LA-2A. With Pro 

Tools you can do some quick automation and it's 

always going to sound more natural than compressing 

the life out of something just to get it to cut 

through. Michael likes plate reverb on his voice, so 

we used that too." 

TRACK NOTES 

"Usually after Michael does a 

few takes, he'll walk out of the 

control room saying, ' Now do 

your thing, sprinkle your fairy 

dust on it.' I usually know that 

means he wants me to add a little 

compression on the insert, 

pumping it up, beefing it up a 

little bit, doing a tiny bit of EQ, 

and seating it in the mix with 

either a little delay or a little 

reverb," Candiloro concludes. "On 

this record he sang so amazingly, 

he might do five takes of a song and to the average 

listener you probably wouldn't be able to tell. You'd 

say each one was completely brilliant. He's great at 

knowing exactly what he wants to do and he'll 

basically put that in front of the mic. It's really my 

job to stay out of the way and translate what he's 

putting in front of the mic. He's one of the last guys 

that doesn't need processing; he doesn't need to be 

hidden in the mix. You end up putting the spotlight on 

his unique vocal character and making it a huge part 

of the songs." 
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Firehouse Recording Studios 
Pasadena, USA 

Santa Barbara Sound Design, Santa Barbara, CA 

Nlith over 30 years of experience in the business, Santa Barbara 

Sound Design has proven their ability to adapt to the changing 

landscape of the professional studio market. Now a Digidesign' 

ICON-empowered facility, they've been able to expand the number 

and type of services they're offering to their growing clientele. 

"For many years we've been mainly a tracking facility 

for the mainstream market. With ICON, we've grown 

to once again become a full-service facility." 

Dominic Paul Camardella I Studio Owner/Engineer 

Visit www.digidesign.com/icon to learn more about the ICON integrated console. For more information on 

Santa Barbara Sound Design, visit www.santabarbarasound.com. For ICON inquiries, email ICONinfo@dlgideSign.com. 

• 

National Film Board 
Montreal, Canada 

Caffeine Trax 
Atlanta, USA 

Arnyox 
Tokyo, Japan 

SAE 
Amsterdam, Netherlands 

Fully modular, state-of-the-art console control • Pro Tools I HD Accel DS P and I/O resources • 192 kHz sample rate support 

Industry's finest plug-in options • Automatic Delay Compensation • Integrated video and delivery • Total session recall 



Success Stor 
la COMPANY: Columbus Sound Studio 

CONTACT: www.b3monaco.com  

LOCATION: Galena, OH 

KEY CREW: Tony Monaco 

by Mitch Gallagher 

Tony Monaco makes no bones about it: 

The Hammond organ rules. " My two 

passions have always been playing 

Hammond organ and recording studios." 

His first two albums (Burnin" Grooves and 

Master Chops Ton Summit Records) 

were recorded mainly in commercial 

studios. Then he re-discovered an old 

friend: Cakewalk (later Cakewalk Sonar), 

and for his third album, Intimately Live at 

the 501, Monaco took a more DIY 

approach. "With Intimately Live I used an 

Akai recorder and transferred all the 

tracks to Sonar for mixing and mastering." 

For his fourth release, a commercial 

studio was again required for tracking. 

"On A New Generation I used a studio to 

get all the tracks down because this was 

a special recording featuring both my trio 

and the Joey DeFrancesco Trio. With two 

organ Dls, two Leslie speakers, two drum sets, and two guitars 

going simultaneously, I needed to concentrate on my playing. 

We did the whole CD in 3-1/2 hours with only one retake. I took 

I know the way the organ 
is supposed to sound. I like 

to be in control of what's 
out there in terms of 

sound and quality. 
the Pro Tools tracks from the studio, imported them into Sonar, 

and mixed and mastered the CD myself." 

For his fifth album, Fiery Blues, Monaco built a private studio 

optimized for capturing the best Hammond B3 sounds possible. 

"Columbus Sound is attached to a wing of my ranch located on 

four acres of woods. Isolated from the city buzz, the studio is 

relaxing and the mood can be creative. I set up the studio so 

you don't have to wear headphones. When I record organ, I isolate 

one Leslie speaker and use a second for room monitoring. 

"Fiery Blues is my first fully produced, recorded, mixed, and 

mastered project to come from Columbus Sound. I feel that I'm 

now free to record and explore my ideas without having to pay 

tons to get the right sound or take." 

14 EQ JANUARY 2005 www.eqmag.corn 
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Monaco's infatuation with all things Hammond doesn't stop 

at recording albums. He's also created a Playing Jazz Hammond 
instructional series (available through B3monaco.com). " I've 

recently finished my new Playing Jazz Hammond — Part 4 DVD 

instructional video. In addition to lessons, there are seven 

songs that show my hands playing the organ (teaching drawbar 

settings, techniques, and so on) with my band playing along. It 

was recorded at Columbus Sound." 

Monaco intends to keep building his business in the future. 

"My goals include producing a ' private series' of recordings 

available only through B3Monaco.com, along with continuing 
my instructional series. In addition, I'd like to help other organists 

by recording and producing them and possibly getting them a 

record deal. I'm talking with Summit Records about starting a 

sub-label where I would be executive producer. This sub-label 

would focus on building a catalog of organ recordings: Jazz, 

funk, rock, blues, whatever, as long as its got the Hammond 

organ roaring in it somewhere!" 

Technical advances have also caught his interest. " With 

Sonar's new ability to mix in surround, I'm thinking about 

recording a jazz organ big band CD in surround. Can you imagine 

the sound of four mics on the Leslie? Or better yet, two Leslies 

spinning all around the room?" 

Wherever his Hammond-fueled vision leads, Monaco 

feels that taking his recordings into his own hands was the 

right move. " I know the way the organ is supposed to 

sound. I like to be in control of what's out there in terms of 

sound and quality." 

Are You a Success Story? 

Listen up EQ readers: Have you found a unique way to turn your home or project studio 

into a profitable business? If so, we want to feature you as a Success Story. Send an 

email letting us know why you should appear to mgallagher@musicplayercom. 
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MXL 2003 MXL 603 

11=2::1•11111MI» 
• 1.06" ( 27mm) gold-sputtered, 3 micron density diaphragm 
• Balanced transformerless output 
• 3 position switch: Bass Cut, -10dB pad 
• Durable brass enclosure 
• Complete with mic clip and zipper pouch 

A lications 

• Vocalist mic - Lead and Background 
• Voice Over, Announcing, Dubbing 
• Close miking Guitar Amplifiers 
• Overhead miking 

II=EZE:1111111•11, 
• 20mm gold- sputtered. 6 micron gold diaphragm 
• Satin silver finish with etched engravings 
• Mic clip included 
• Supplied with Carrying Pouch 

A licatiorts 

• Stringed instruments, bass, guitar 
• Piano miking 
• Drum overhead 
• Percussion 
• Room miking 

The <Mk Recording Pac was designed with the working musician in mind. It was 
developed for recording music and vocals into digital or analog recording devices. The 
combination of these two highly respected studio condenser microphones is perfect for 
working in recording studio and home music recording applications. The unmatched sonic 
excellence and superior component quality, make the Recording Pac Plus the best value 
on the market. Audition your Recording Pack Plus today and experience the music you can 
only achieve with MXL Studio Condenser Microphones. 

www.MXLMics.com I sales@mxlmics.com I 800-800-6608 
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The Black Eyed Peas' WILL I. AM 
all Grammy-nominated, 5 million-
sold-alterna-hiphop cool, twists his 
technology into the craziest amalgam 
of monster part production heard this 
side of Dr. Funkenstein's Castle. Oh 
yeah? • "He takes all these different areas puts them all 

together and operates as kind of a one-man band. He 

Standing in line at 

6am in a non-descript 

coffee shop just off 

Hollywood and Vine, a 30-something businessman in a crisp white 

shirt with an iPod in his pocket turns to me, " Need to get that coffee 

huh?" he asks, looking way too happy before sunrise. 

"Nah, a chocolate-chip muffin actually," I manage from behind 

dark shades. 

"You heading to work?" 

Too many questions this early, " I'm heading out to Vegas." 

"Ah. For work or pleasure?" the man asks with a little smirk. 

"I'm interviewing William," I offer thinking his next question will 

be, " who?" 

"I love the Black Eyed Peas! I have their music on my iPod. Hey 

can I come with you?" 

With a 4-pack of Red Bull, a chocolate-chip muffin and a box of 

Shermans, I, too, plug in my iPod loaded with BEP music as I head 

North on the 1-15 to meet with the man behind and, in front of, the 

Black Eyed Peas. 

Because it's Will's vision both technically and creatively that put 

BEP on the map. This summer BEP was in the living room of 

every home with a living room during ESPN's promotional campaign 

for the NBA playoffs (and finals) with their single Let's Get It 

Started. He also, anticipating a new kind of future between 

gaming and music making, lent his talents to The Urbz: Sims In 

The City game, which includes an iTunes download card for BEP 

unreleased tracks. 

Ron Fair, president of A&M and co-executive producer of BEP's 

newest, Elephunk, is quick to point out how his co-exec producer sets 

new standards in keeping his music, eyes front. " Will is a guy who 

started out as a breakdancer and a writer of rhymes for Eazy-E. He 

came from the streets but along the way he developed an incredible 

tool box of skills starting with an MPC and making beats and 

moving from there to sequencing music to mastering Pro Tools and 

continuing to develop himself as an artist at the same time," says Fair. 

• 

makes records instinctively and on top of it BEP functions 

with a live band, where other guys use canned beats. He 

starts with a beat that he makes with gear but then 

translates it into a live framework, which is really unusu-

al. That's why people like Kanye West and Pharrell Williams 

look up to him. Because what he's doing with live music-mixing it 

with the beats is really the forward movement of hip-hop and pop 

and how they blend. So when you have a guy who's as potent behind 

the scenes as he is in front... it's a great combination." 

After wrapping up a photo shoot that proved as entertaining to 

watch as BEP's show, William joins me poolside at The Palms. We 

settle into a private cabana with the afternoon Vegas sun splashing 

in and, with recorder on, Will opens up on engineering, producing, 

the new Black Eyed Peas' CD Monkey Business (release date: 2/05) 

and just how bright the future looks ahead. 

EQ: Chris Lord-Alge said that when he worked with you he really 

respected you because as a producer and an engineer, " Will saw 

the finish line and I helped him get there. He heard in his head the 

way he wanted it, and all his comments were just, which I respect:" 

How do you feel the role of the producer has changed? 

William: I think the role of the producer's the same as it ever 

was. There are just different tools to execute your thoughts and ideas. 

The tools have made it a little bit easier to articulate your thoughts, 

made it a little bit more user-friendly to those that are aspiring producers 

to bring forth the things they have in their heads. I remember record-

ing and editing on two-inch tape. But now it's totally different; we 

can do so many things, it's limitless now. 

How easily did you make the transition from analog into the 

digital world? 

Dave Pensado said [ imitates Pensado), " Hey, Will, you can do 

really good with this Pro Tools stuff, you should give it a shot. Go 

meet with Rhett Lawrence, he will teach you all the things you need 

to know about Pro Tools." So I went to meet Rhett. He showed me 

a couple of tricks. I would call them to troubleshoot. They were 

really, really helpful. 

You've got a studio in your house in LA. Dish on the goodies? 

Pro Tools: I've got the Digi 002, the Control 24, the M-box. Then, 

I have some vintage analog gear like a Clavi, Moog, Hammond organ, 

drum set. 

And no going back from Pro Tools? 

I don't program on a sequencer anymore. I do it all on Pro 

Tools. For me, it's the now and the future. I don't know what 
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b—a) of the Funk 
tomorrow's going to bring; all I know is 

that right now, the way I produce music, I 

wouldn't want to change it, because I see 

it on Pro Tools. I see the way it forms. I see 

the grid, I sequence on that, it gets played 

there and edited there and mixed there. I 

used to use the Akai MPC; I do everything 

on Pro Tools now. It wasn't designed to be 

a sequencer, but I sequence on that and 

program on that. So I get my drums right, 

or the combination of my stock sounds that 

I created and a live kit, and I manipulate it to 

make my program. 

When you go into your studio what 

comes first? 

The beat. I have a live kit, but instead of 

playing the whole kit or sampling a hi-hat, 

I just play hi- hat for three minutes. Then 

I'll go play the snare for three minutes; 

then I'll program the kick. That's what makes 

hip- hop, hip-hop—the focus the drum 

machine gives each drum without the bleed. 

So why don't I interpret what a drum 

machine does live, take out everything else 

and just play the hi- hat? 

Then, I will treat the drums the same 

way I would treat vocals. The way you would 

do a vocal and ad-lib a vocal, I have a drummer 

come in and ad-lib my drum program and put 

the fills and the crashes in. 

Same way with horns. I try not to let 

the horns play at the same time—saxes go 

first, trumpets second. So I treat everything 

like a vocal. 

A bass line comes second, or the guitar. It all depends on what 

the driving force of the beat is. Sometimes I'll just get a hi-hat and 

a guitar riff and then I'll build around that. Or sometimes just the beat 

and then the guitar riff, or sometimes when it's just me in the stu-

dio, it's the beat and the bass line, and then I play the keys or 

Hammond or Clavinet over it. 

I work best with guitarists. I'm fascinated by the guitar. I don't 

want to learn how to play it because I like the art form of collaboration, 

somebody else's interpretation of what's in my head and the journey 

of trying to get there, communicating and dictating to the guitarist 

what it is that I'm thinking, or interpreting what's coming from 

the guitarist. 

What tips would you have for someone in the deep end of 

Pro Tools possibilities? 

Well, I would like those people to keep this in mind: this equipment 

is becoming more and more affordable, so you're going to get a lot 

of young guys that are going to do all these crazy tricks. The one 

thing that technology can't mimic is that natural raw magic. 

Capturing that is worth more than any crazy trick and plug-in that 

you could put on a vocal. You can do all the editing tricks in the world, 

but natural magic is natural magic, and capturing that is priceless. 

You went from analog tape machines, to your laptop. Now, 

you're recording on your bus, you're recording on the road... 

Yeah, we recorded on a plane, at the Louvre in France. We 

recorded on the Bullet Train, the fastest train in the world, in Japan. 

ST.ST...STUDI1 
STUDIO 

The Stewcha 

THE HARD GEAR 

Novation K-Station 

Triton 

CREATIVE Gear 

Moog Source 

MPC 

Clavmet 

Fender Rhodes 73 

OW Drum Kit 

FT GEAR 

Pro Tools HD 

Pro Control 24 

M-Box 

Plug- ins: echo farm, amp farm, sans 

amp, vocal align, the Waves Bundle 

(Renaissance Compressor gets a lot 

use), auto tune ( for the Roger from 

Zapp effect), atmosphere, Trilogy 

VOCAL MICS 

Rode Classic Il 

Neumann M-147 

THE BACKPACK GEAR 

G4 titanium (for music) & Book 

(for email) 

M- Box 

Reason 

M-Audio Speakers 

M-Audio Oxygen 

Sony headphones 

STUFF 

Pro Tools has made it to where we're like a 

newlywed couple with music and you're just 

screwing anywhere: " hey, let's go do it in 

the bushes? Let's do it on the bus?" So it's the 

same enthusiasm with music. "Why don't 

we go sneak over there and record in the 

Notre Dame?" So I got the Pro Tools in my 

backpack, with a little mic, I got my head-

phones, and I record. But I think the biggest 

thing that's going to happen in the future is 

mobile technology. 

Wireless? Bluetooth? 

It's distribution of music. I could make 

something on my laptop and straight from my 

laptop it could get to somebody's phone. You 

don't even have to go to a freakin' master 

plant anymore. Straight from the artist, artist 

to consumer—no middleman. Any minute 

now a phone company is going to see that 

vision and take advantage of it. It's going to be 

out of the UK, Germany, Japan. It'll probably be, 

like, Australia, since nine out of ten people 

have phones in Australia. It isn't going to 

be a record company. 

It's interesting to think that distribution 

of music will probably change how it's 

produced. 

Well, I can't wait until they make speakers 

that tap into your nerves, to where you could 

actually feel bass frequencies instead of hear-

ing them. I can't wait until instead of knobs and 

faders you have three-dimensional objects 

that you manipulate to get the sound that 

you wish. If I wanted a big bass sound I'll just 

move the sphere rounder. ' Moves his hands in the airl If I want it 

louder I'll move it closer to me, or position it lower until it resonates 

out. Or if I want a distorted guitar, I'll manipulate the sphere to more 

of a spike. I wish you could EQ shapes that would represent 

sound and frequency. 

And outside of this new record, in a philosophical sense, 

what are you looking forward to? 

Keeping it. First, the inspiration was to get it. "Oh gosh, I 

can't wait to do this, I can't wait to do that." And now we've done 

a whole lot of things, some things that we dreamed of and some 

things we never dreamed of, and now that we've achieved these 

things, there are other things I want to achieve. But now the 

motivation and the driving force is keeping it. Momentum and 

longevity and at the same time being enlightened by other people's 

process of how they keep it or get it. 

Especially now that there are no rules anymore. There are no rules 

on who sings good, there are no rules on who is the hot producer. 

All that crap is forced and just bullshit. 

But what I do is no different than what somebody reading the 

magazine could do. I'm no better than nobody else. I'm not the 

best singer, I'm not the best keyboard player, and I'm definitely 

not the best producer. But it's all interpretation. I believe my interpretation 

and that strong belief that somebody else will believe it as 

well, and appreciate my interpretation of music. That's all it is, 

perspective and interpretation. 
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Sweetwater: 
Imitated, But Never Equaled 

Twenty-five years ago, Sweetwater was founded by a recording studio owner who 

needed the same things you need today: quality gear at great prices, expert advice before 

the sale, and first-class tech support and service after the sale. He assembled a staff 

of audio professionals who could provide top-notch service to recording professionals 

like you. Over the years, continued growth, dozens of industry awards and (above all) 

customer loyalty have shown that "The Sweetwater Difference" has made a difference 

in the way engineers and producers buy gear. 

A quarter century later, other audio retailers have figured out that presenting themselves 

as " professionals" is a good idea. And if imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, well, 

we're flattered. But Sweetwater Sales Engineers, tech support staff and service experts 

remain the yardstick by which all other dealers are measured. So no matter what you need 

for your studio — from cables to consoles or anything in between— count on Sweetwater 

to be your first and best source of information, great prices and total support. 

SWEETVVATER HAS WON 
DOZENS OF INDUSTRY AWARDS, 
INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING 

Music & Sound Retailer Awards 
- • Rest Customer Service 

Best Sales Staff 
• Best Recording Retailer 
• Best Software Retailer 
• Best Keyboard Retailer 

Several Music Inc. REX Awards 
for Retail Excellence 

Inc %10 list 

Dealer of rho Year Awards 
• 'murk* 
• Ounce Design 
à PreSoned 
• Universal Audio 
• Waves 
and many more 

In addition to our retail operation, we also have a state-of-the-art recording 
studio that's a gear proving ground and framing center for our Sales Enginee 

CALL US TODAY FOR THE ANSWERS TO YOUR AUDIO QUESTInNSI 

Sweetwater, 
music technology direct" 

(800) 222-4700 
www.sweetwatercom 

Fax ( 260) 432-1758* 5335 Bass Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46808 

e•MINkaliessea.ausiiinoin >rump,' 

Hot Off The Press! 
Call for your FREE copy of our 300-plus 

page ProGear 2005 directory packed 

with the latest pro audio gear. 
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THE (BETTER, 
FASTER) RE 

aybe it was because the show was in San 

Francisco, a wide open city with a reputation 

for living la vida loca. Or maybe it was the 

powers-that-be at AES, who tilted the convention 

into more edgy territory than the standard " My 

slew rate can beat your slew rate" bill of fare. 

Or maybe it was the eclipse that set the stage for cosmic coolness 

the day before the show opened. 

Or maybe it was just time to party. 

Whatever the reason, AES 2004 at Moscone Center (theme: 

"The Art of Audio") had the most traffic since 1998 — FYI, the 

last time the show was held in San Francisco. Note to AES: I 

see a trend here. 

By now, the laundry lists of gear have circulated on the web, 

been discussed on the MusicPlayer.com forums, and trumpeted 

by manufacturers hoping to part you from some disposable 

income. So are we going to give you more of the same? No 

way. EC) takes you beyond the hype, and covers the trends that 

will influence the world of audio for the near future. 

TREND #1: JUST MAKE IT 
SIMPLER FOR ME, OKRV? 
Talk about instant gratification: Last month, EQ ran 

an article called " Keeping the Art in State of the Art." 

Seems we're not the only ones who just want to 

make music and not get drowned in the bitstream. 

Manufacturers are hitting hard on making your audio 

life easier, faster, and more trouble-free.The feature 

wars are subsiding, as companies try to seduce their 

customers through convenience and speed. For 

example ... 

PLUG & PLAY PLUS POWER 

Dedicated music computers are trying to fulfill the promise that 

computers will make your life simpler, not more complex. For 

example, Open Labs OMX64 Extreme is an AMD Opteron-

based Windows-based box that's ready and waiting for you to 

install programs and plug-ins — there's Lynx I/O, memory, and 

everything else, ready to rock and designed specifically for 

music. If the $ 12,995 price tag would cause your budget to 

crash, go for the budget-conscious OMX64 LE, which weighs in 

at $2,200. www.oreenlabs.com  

Talk about specialization: SequoiaDigital integrates computer 

systems specifically for running Magix's Sequoia high-end 

recording/mastering program and accessory software, like the 

Algorithmix noise reduction programs. Again, Lynx cards handle 

the audio interfacing. www.seauoiadigital.com  

Like Carillon (which announced the very cool Garritan 

Personal Orchestra DAW), Digital Audio Wave, Alienware, 

and other companies that make computers designed for audio, 

the pitch to the end user is " Pay for this, plug it in, and it will 

work. And we'll support you if it doesn't." 

www.carillondirect.com, www.digitalaudiowave.com, 

www.alienware.com  

Speaking of which, another interesting idea that surfaced at 

AES came from Obedia, a company headed by Steinberg veteran 

Steve Garth. The company's premise: 24/7 technical support 

nationwide, via phone or on-site troubleshooting. They do 

maintenance contracts, consultations, and guarantee 100% 

satisfaction. The company currently has a network of about 40 

specialists, and their rates, while not exactly cheap, are highly 

cost-effective if your computer goes down while you're in the 

throes of finishing a major product. www.obedia.com  

CUT THE CABLE! 

Or maybe a better phrase is " fire your wire." Frontier 

Design's Tranzport stole the show (see "AES Buzz Box"), but 

there was more. The Lynx Aurora 16 is a 1U, 16 channel 

A/D+D/A converter with an expansion slot for FireWire, ADAT, 

or whatever; you can control it from the front panel or via 

AES16, and it speaks Mac or PC. Not impressed yet? You will 

be when you control it via infrared from a Pocket PC — zap 

the box while you play couch potato in the sweet spot. 

www.lvnxstudio.com  

WORKFLOW: TM NEW HOLY GRAIL 

The world of software is less about feature wars and more 

about convenience. You can't get much more convenient than 

Apple's Logic 7, which bundles every plug-in and instrument 

that any reasonable person might want. Concerned about 

incompatible plug- ins, varying methods of copy protection, or 

companies that fade away and take your hard disk authorizations 

with them? Logic 7 puts all the pieces together. 

www.a_pple.com  

Or look at Acid Pro 5 from Sony, which revitalizes the original 

loop music franchise with features designed to make your life 

easier — like folder tracks, better ReWire support, and databasing 

your samples to make choosing and using sounds that much 

easier. ( Incidentally, we begged, we pleaded, we had compromising 

pictures ... so we got a copy of the production version at the 

show. Check out our exclusive review on page 60.) 

www.sonv.com/mediasoftware  
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And conside' Cakewalk's Sonar 4 With all the attention 

being focused on their surround implementation, a lot of the user 

interface enhancements slipped under the radar. One of the most 

interesting: Key command sets that match those of various hosts. 

If you were a Logic Windows fan and switched to Sonar rather than 

switch platforms, you can call up a set of keyboard shortcuts that 

match Logic's. Same for Cubase, Pro Tools, Samplitude, and others. 

Steinberg's Cubase SX3 is another program that, among the tech 

tweaks, has also added a bunch of Ul enhancements — see our 

review in the next issue. www.cakewalk.com www.steinberg.net  

COOPERATION, NOT COMPETITION 

Rather than sticking with proprietary formats and fighting format 

wars, companies are working together to integrate their products 

as part of a system. Steinberg trumpeted Nuendo's Advanced 

Authoring Format (AAF) integration in version 3, which lets it 

play nice with Adobe Premiere, Apple Logic Pro, SADiE DAW, 

Merging Pyrarnlx, Avid rviedia Composer, and Pro Tools. And the 

Studio Connections initiative with Yamaha is bearing fruit, 

too; check out that Yamaha SPX2000 panel sitting within 

Studio Manager 

120-1 CRAIG RNDERTON 

Nuendo, acting just like it's a plug-in. Which in a way, it is. 

wwvv.steinberg.net www.yamaha.com  

TREND #2: AUDIO GO-GO 
Let's face it, the current star of the music technology firmament 

isn't surround, DVD-A, SACD, NetMD, 24/96, or any of that 

AES kinda stuff: It's the almighty, inimitable iPod. Clearly, 

people like their audio small, portable, convenient, and with 

a high instant gratification factor. Which maybe explains 

why recording — not just playback — is learning to " get 

small." Really small. Like " laptop on an airplane" small. 

EDIROL GETS SMALL 

The biggest surprise in mobile-land was Edirol's R4 recorder (see 

"AFS Buzz Box"). Frankly, I think the response even surprised 

Edirol. But Edirol was also playing the double whammy card with 

their R1 ($550). It's only a bit larger than a pack of cigarettes, and 

records MP3 (for maximum recording time) or 

24-bit WAV (for best fidelity) onto a 

CompactFlash cartridge. There's a built-in mic, 

metronome, tuner, and effects (mic simulator, 

noise suppressor, hum cut, EQ, reverb, center 

channel cancel, and so on). That " thud" you 

just heard was broadcast journalists dropping 

their Minidiscs and the last of the portable 

DATs. www.edirol.com  
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MOTU Traveler 

SPEAK TO ME OF FIREWIRE 

And hey, what about MOTU's Traveler? It does the FireWire interface 

thang at up to 192kHz, with 20 channels and four mic ins. It's just 

like MOTU's big guys except, well, smaller ( 14.75" x 9"). And it 

also follows the " Make It Easier" trend, with front panel digital 

input trims offering ldB resolution — you don't have to adjust gain 

from software alone. Power it from FireWire (9 watts), battery, or 

DC adapter. And yes, you can take it with you. www.motu.corn 

Want something even smaller? The PreSonus FireBox 

($4491 provides 6 ins (two mic, two line, S/PDIF) and 10 outs at 
24/96, then pumps it all through FireWire to and from your 

favorite host (although if you don't have a host, it also comes 

bundled with Cubase LE). Go for bus power or battery. 

www.oresonus.com  

PreSonus FireBox 

ge" 

ITREND #3: DSO GETS RFFORDIRBLE 
Not impressed by high-res audio? Expect to have your mind 
changed. In the opinion of many with golden ears, and quite 
a few with lesser auditory endowments, Sony's Direct 
Stream Digital is the closest yet to analog tape running at 
30 ¡Ps — sans hiss and distortion. So far those with SACD 
players have heard DSD, but few others have because the 
cost and availability of authoring tools has been limited. Yet 
at this AES, DSD made its move. And we're going to see it 
move more over the course of the year. 
TASCAM'S COUP 

It used to be you needed Bill Gates-like wealth to get involved 

with DSD, but no more: The TASCAM DV-RA1000 ($ 1,4991 records 

high-res audio — up to 192kHz, as well as the DSD format — to 

blank DVDs. See "AES Buzz Box" for more.  wvvw.tascam.com  

More DSD: Philips is offering a DSD plug-in for Pro Tools 

Mac. It's available separately or as part of the SACD Creator Pack 

which is intended for creating SACD 

cutting masters and disc images. Look for 

more DSD in Merging Technologies' 

Pyramix, too. About time, eh? 

www.superaudiocd.ohilios  corn 

www.raerainq.com 

¡NEWS FOR NERDS 
And we mean that in a good way, of course. 

You have a Pocket Protector, but it's an Yves Saint 

Laurent pocket protector with a Mont Blanc pen that 

would never leak on your Armani shirt. Yes, you're an 

epicure nerd — you get your jollies from hip chips and 

computer-aided design. So what lessons can we draw from AES? 

FireWire is about to get easier and cheaper to implement. 

Wavefront Semiconductor has created the Digital Interface 
Communications Engine (DICE) II IEEE 1394 Audio Video 

System (AVS), a single chip connectivity solution for IEEE- 1394 
applications. With jitter-free synchronization at up to 192kHz 

sampling rates, it's ideal for a variety of applications, including 

mLAN (Yamaha considers it a key player in getting mLAN-based 

products designed and out the door). 

www.wavefrontsemi.com  

DSP is getting a whole lot faster. Analog Devices introduced 

two new SHARC 400M Hz processors, the ADSP-21367 and 

ADSP-21368 ($ 29.95 and $34.95 respectively, in quantity). 

These include 6Mb of on-board RAM and 6Mb of ROM, 

handle sample rates up to 192kHz, and are rich in ports. 

But maybe the even bigger news is the development of the 

Crosscore drag-and-drop editing environment, making it relatively 

easy to develop new processes on the basis of these chips. 

www.analog.com/SHARC  RES BUZZ BOX 
The Top 10 Products People Told Me I Had to See 

• 

Frontier Design Group TransPort 

This $ 199 2.4GHz wireless remote control was the hit of the 

show — control your DAW (transport control, track arming, 

punch in/out, marker setting, loop start/stop, and more) from 

anywhere in your studio without the " line of sight" limitations 

of IR remotes. It's compatible with Mac OS X and Windows 

2K/XP, and currently has profiles for Pro Tools, Logic, Sonar, 

Digital Performer, Cubase, and others. As a bidirectional 

controller, TranzPort also provides feedback on signal levels, 

timecode position, track names and more, via a backlit LCD 

display and LED indicators. www.frontierdesign.com 

Spat:trammels. Stylus BMX 

This drum groove and loop-oriented plug-in for Mac and 

Windows was the piece of software that made jaws drop, 

heads turn, and credit cards appear. As Phil O'Keefe said, 

"I was extremely impressed with the ability to control, 

process and manipulate individual beats within a stereo 

loop, and I'm not even a real big loops/groove oriented 

guy!" And the sounds have the Eric Persing imprimatur . . 

enough said. At $299 list, this is picked to click. 

www.soectrasonics.net 
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Three mks on a drum set? 
You have to hear this! 

A Stellar Drum Sound 
The new Earthworks DrumKitTM System provides 
an astonishingly better drum sound with three 
mics, than with seven or more quality microphones 
from other manufacturers. You must hear this for 
yourself. The difference will blow you away! 

More Than a DrumKit- System 
The Earthworks DrumKit' System features new 25kHz 
microphones: two for overheads, one for kick drum, a windscreen 
and a KickPad'''. We chose to optimize the kick drum mic via an external 
XLR package. This allows you to also use the three DrumKit"' 
System microphones for stunning results on a wide variety of instruments 
and vocals for recording and/or live performance. The KickPad "' will also 
improve the sound of other popular mics used for kick drum. 

Available in Cardioid •St Omni 
The " Recording DrumKit''' System tj 25/R has two omnis 
and one cardioid, while the " Live Performance" DrumKit" System 
DK25/L has three cardioids. The omnis are time coherent (allowing 
all frequencies to reach the diaphragm at the same time) and the 
cardioids utilize our patented cardioid pick-up pattern technology 
for smoother off- axis response and more gain before feedback. 

The DrumKit ' System brochure contains a free Demo CD. You will 
hear the DrumKit r., System (using three mics) on a drum set, compared 

  against seven quality microphones 
from other manufacturers. You will 
also hear demonstrations of the 
KickPad"and the use of DrumKit 

  mics as overheads on multi-miked 
drums and much more. It's very 
impressive, so get your free 
DrumKitTM Demo CD today. 

Earthworks 

7C-25 

Competitive 
Miciophowe 

The TC25 has a very fast rbe time. and the diaphragm 
oomes b reel di only 75 microiesconds (I.e. when it goes 
to* b • mentpdnine). The competitive microphone is world 
renowned end le 4 Onee the cost of the TC25 Compare 
Ow. den /me and diaphragm seeing time. This translates 
IIbS Manse aullble difference. 

Winner of this year's 
PAR Excellence award 
from Pro Audio Review 

KickPa 
plugged 
into mi 
line. ; 

beeM 
KIT 

To get your free DrumKit " Demo CD and 
brochure visit your nearest Earthworks 
dealer, viqit www.earthworksaudio.com 
call (603) 654-6427. 

The DrumKit ' System 
comes in a beautiful 
wood carrying case. 

PRECISION AUDIO 

To lots>, mur v.earest Lartnworka daalai. call (KG) 6544542/, email 
sales@earthworksaudio.com, or visit www.earttvworhsaudio.com 



The SMART Console 

Clever idea, expensive implementation .. 

but they may be on to something. 

Basically, this is a digital mixer — but one 

designed to address the issue of " page-

flipping." An arc across the top of the 

mixer shovvs all the available channels, 

and by simply touching it on the space 

that represents a specific channel or group 

of channels, the control surface in front of 

you reconfigures itself to place those 

channels front and center. 

For example, suppose you have the 

drums off toward the left of the arc, and 

vocals near the middle. When you want to 

work on the drums, just touch the drum 

part of the arc and now all the drum-related 

faders sit in front of you. In terms of user interface, 

this is pretty hip. Whether it's compelling enough to 

justify the price tag is something we'll know more 

about at the next AES. www.smartay.net 

Stylus RMX 

Adam ANF10 Passive Monitors 

For many, to hear an Adam speaker is to lust after it. I 

first heard one at the Frankfurt Musik Messe and even 

under trade show conditions, I could tell there was 

some special mojo going on. So f asked about the 

price. Okay. . maybe someday. 

Well, that someday is now. Sure, you have to supply the 

power amp, but at $700/pair, this is probably as close as you're 

going to get to " budget" Adam speakers. And they still sound 

great. www.adam-audio.com  

Edirol R1 

Mackie C4 

Human control, anyone? Mackie's C4 ($ 1,299) is the ticket to 

controlling your soft synths and processors along with volume, 

pan, and other more mixer-like parameters. www.mackie.com  

TASCAM DV-RAI 000 

Yes, it records DSD, and for a list of $ 1,499. But you can also 

use It as a USB 2.0-compatible DVD I.R/RW drive with your Mac 

or Windows computer, record audio CDs, 

and add multiband compression or 3-hand 

EQ thanks to some built-in mastering 

tools. Oh yes, word clock too ... this is 

the equivalent of a DAT machine for the 

21st century. www.tascam.com  

TASCAM DV-RA1000 

Edlrel R-4 

This portable, 4-track recorder does up 

to 24/96 recording on an internal 40GB 

hard drive, with USB 2.0 transfer, an 

on-board limiter, built-in mic, simultaneous 

4-channel recording, processors (3-band EQ, 

graphic EQ, noise gate, enhancer, compressor/de-esser), 

and waveform editing on a decent-sized LCD. At 

$1,895, the price says "Take that, Nagra." 

www.edirol.com 

Euphonix MC Intelligent Application 

Controller 

This workstation control surface is designed to speed 

up working with any application, as the surface 

detects the latest active application (the application 

that's "on top") and resets all controls to match. The MC has a 

full sized keyboard with dual trackballs for standard operations, 

along with 56 LCD SmartSwitches, 4 faders, 9 rotary controls, 

and a monitoring section. It connects to a host workstation 

computer, which must be running an MC driver, via Ethernet. 

wyvw.eup_honix.cilm  

Euphonix MC 

1/41/44* 

Masterpiece 

Mastering 

Processor 

Conceived by veteran 

mastering engineer Billy 

Stull, with all circuitry 

designed by audio legend 

Rupert Neve, the 

Masterpiece is a unique 

analog mastering 

processor. The 6U frame 

holds eight vertically 

oriented filter modules 

that offer precision peak 

and shelving equalizers, dynamics 

section, tape texture (with a real 

tape drive circuit), incremental 

phase rotation, and various classic 

audio functions. The downside: 

$19,000. www.legendaryaudio.com 

Masterpiece Mastering Processor 
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Radial ProDI 

Jun mes s the little things that count. 

So when some people said to me " Hey, 

you're into direct boxes, you should see this 

cheap one that sounds good," I had to check 

it out. Well it is, and it does. It's claimed to 

be phase accurate throughout the audio 

spectrum, and features a linear custom made 

transformer that can handle high levels 

without saturation — all for under $ 100. 

www.radialeng.com  

ICITHER COOL STUFF THAT WE JUST HAPPENED TO LIKE 
No, this isn't a comprehensive list. Hey, it was an AES show, 

with more stuff than you could fit in three times the number 

of pages we have available. But here's some of what caught 

our attention. 
Looks like Steinberg's migration of Cubase and Nuendo to 

the same code base has finally 

borne fruit. Nuendo 3 cuts 

through the " should I use Cubase 

or Nuendo"? question by adding a 

slew of post-only features that 

firm up Nuendo's niche as a 

post-production tool. 

www steinberg net 

You nover thought of a CD/DVD 

printer as cute, right? Well, check 

out Primera's Signature Z1, 

which connects to Windows 

XP/2000 machines via USB 1.1/2.0 

and prints with waterproof thermal 

transfer ink. Each disc takes less 

than a minute to print. 

wyvvv.primera.com  

The Sony Pictures Sound 

Effects Series is a five-CD collection 

of sound effects from the Sony 

Pictures studio archives. That's 

right - - not sound effects made 

for movies, but sound effects 

taken from movies. Would that be 

considered " reverse engineering?" 

Sony also introduced their Premium Collection loop 

libraries — two-CD sets with 24-bit resolution. 

www.sonv.com/mediasoftware 

Digidesign's Pro Tools 6.7 Software for Pro ToolsIHD and 

LE Systems now offers tempo-dependent audio placement, 

tempo-dependent automation, graphic tempo editing, precise 

control of meter changes, MIDI step input, enhanced support 

for instrument plug- ins, MIDI Detective, and Beat Detective 

LE. The update also brings cross-platform parity for simplified 

session transfer, with major MIDI functionality enhancements 

to Windows. www.digidesign.com  

DTS has introduced the Pro Series 6.1 Surround Encoder 

for Mac/PC, and the DTS Pro Series Network Encoder for 

large post facilities based on Apple's Xserve RAID storage 

system. www.dtsonline.com  

The Mackie Onyx 400F FireWire Box 

($8991 is a 10-channel, 192kHz-capable 

FireVVire audio interface that features Onyx 

microphone preamps, along with an on-board 

DSP mixing matrix for latency-free headphone 

mixing and routing that's independent of the 

DAW software. Bonus: It's built in a 1U rackmount 

steel chassis, with extruded aluminum front 

panel with machined aluminum knobs. 

www.mackie.com  

Like old school sound but new school control 

capabilities? The Resolution Audio Reso Pre 873 

is an 8-Channel, remote-controlled mic pre using a vintage 1073 

analog circuit design, yet is controllable directly from ProTools, a 

MIDI source such as a control surface or software plug-in, or the 

front panel. www.oroaudiodesign.com  

The Waves L3 Peak Limiter plug-in delivers maximum 

loudness, minimum intermodulation, no need for an overall 

wideband limiter to catch overshoots, and easy adjustment 

with a simple master threshold parameter. Also, Waves' new 

plug-ins in the IR Convolution Reverb series include the IR-360 

for multi-channel surround, IR-1 Version 2 (allows users to 

capture their own samples), and the IR-L, a " lite" version with 

simplified controls. And if you 

want more impulse response 

samples, go to 

wvvw.acoustics.net with samples 

from both the company and 

individual users. www.waves.com  

API's DSM (Discrete Summing 

Mixer) is basically a mini API 

console for DAW users who want 

analog summing. This rack unit 

provides analog summing, mixing, 

control room switching/monitoring, 

patchbay facilities, and studio I/O. 

Models provide 24, 48, or 72 output 

channels. www.aoiaudio.com  

The Weiss DNA1, a 2U 

processor for mastering, offers 

24/96 de-noising, de-clicking, 

ambience recovery, Pow-R dithering, 

and UR and M/S processing. 

www.weiss.ob  

Holophone's H2-PRO 

Surround Microphone ($6,000) 

incorporates eight DPA Model 

4060 mics, and records up to 7.1 

channels of discrete surround sound. www.holoohone.com  

Submersible Music's DrumCore drum library for the Mac, 

and now PC, provides loops, fills, hits, and kits from 10 drummers 

(Matt Sorum, Sly Dunbar, and so on) and integrates with various 

DAWs. www.submersible.com  
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ITHE PHIL O'KEEFE REPORT: TRANSDUCERS-R-US!! 
At AES, I tried to see every mic I could find, as well as preamps 

. and related mic gear. Feet hurt. Eyes blurry. Must go on. 

I Must...go...ON. Because, well, because there's a lot to see, 
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Glory Comp 

and all in all, it was a very cool show with 

positive vibes aplenty. ( FYI all prices 

quoted are list prices, and all products 

should be shipping by the time you read 

this unless noted otherwise.) 

The BIG ($2,095) and BIG-er ($2,8951 

mics (www.bigmics.com) on display at 

the Vintech booth looked interesting and 

sounded pretty good — although a trade 

show is hardly the best place to audition 

mics. Vintech (www.vintech-audio.com) 

also showed the 609CA ($2,995) 2-channel 

compressor, and the 273 mic pre 

($1,995), a 2-channel, 1U version of 

the 473. 

A couple of other mics impressed me, 

like the AEA R92 ribbon mic ($9001 from 

Wes Dooley, which is similar to the R84 

but designed for less proximity effect and 

use at closer distances 

(wwwvvesdoolev.com). The other was the 

Soundelux E250 ($3,000), a cardioid-only 

version of their ELUX 251, with a bit more 

mellow top end and some proximity effect 

adjustments (www.transaudiogrouo.com). 

Nady also had their new RSM-2 ribbon 

mic ($4401 on display, and it 

sounded pretty good. PMI 

Audio showed the long 

awaited Stephen Paul mic, 

but we still couldn't hear the 

thing. They're shooting for a 

$2,199 list and March 2005 

release date, but that's subject 

to change. 

Dave Derr showed the 

Empirical Labs Lil FrEQ ($ 1,999), 

an 8-section, single channel EC) 

that offers a lot of tonal control 

(www.emoiricallabs.com). 

And Aspen Pittman at 

Groove Tubes (www.groove  

tubeulom) gave me a full 

demo of the new Glory 

Comp ($ 2,999), a really cool 

new compressor with a high 

"covet factor." 

Off the miç beat, I dug the Under Cover brand of custom 

made gear covers — how can you not like a variety of 

styles and materials, custom manufacturing for any gear, 

AEI R92 

Adam S6-A Mk II 

and affordable prices 

(www.undercovernvc.com)? 

At $700 per pair, the new 

Adam ANF10 passive neer field 

monitors bring ADAM sound 

quality to those on a tight budget. 

At the opposite end of the price 

scale, the S6-A Mk Ils are some 

of the best mains I've ever 

heard, but at $30,800 I won't be 

buying a pair anytime soon 

(www.adam-audio.com). The 

SMART console created a buzz 

at the show. Nice concept, but 

with no Pro Tools support and at 

$50,000 — $ 150,000 depending 

on size and configuration, they 

face a lot of competition 

(www.smartay.net). 

L'-/NN FUSTON 
MAKES THE 
MONEY PICKS 
' was told to keep my picks 

down to five. Yes, yes, The Man 

wanted me to keep them down 

to five, so I did SIX. And would 

have done a lot more. Would 

have, could have. I mean if I 

wanted to. Yeah, it was that kind 

of show. 

AEA R92 Ribbon Mic 

by Wes Dooley 

One of most striking products 

at the show was the new 

AEA R92 ribbon mic. This 

chrome-domed mic looks like 

it traveled to the show 

straight from the 1940s set of 

some fevered futuristic 

spaceboiler flick. It's more 

compact than the R84, which 

has become a studio standard 

in the past two years since its 

introduction, and offers the 

black silk covering like its big 

brother, the R88. Those two 

have a lot in common, as the 

92 has the same motor 

assembly and large ribbon 

size of the R88. When I 

compared it up close with 

the R84, the difference was 

amazing. The bottom end on the 84 is exaggerated up close, but 

on the 92, it's very smooth even when working as close as 

The R92's top end was astounding, almost sounding like a 

condenser compared to the R84. Did I mention the list price 

www.egmag.com JANUARY 2005 Ea 27 
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is under $900? What a cool mic. (I ordered two 

on the spot. Ribbon fanatic? Who, me?) 

www.wesdooley.corn 

Tascam DV-RA 1000 Standalone DSD 

recorder 

Tascam was showing a 2U rack mount recorder 

capable of 24/192 recording and also DSD. With 

built-in converters, it records to DVD-R and has no 

internal drive. The DVD-R will record one hour at 

the 2.8MHz DSD sample rate. When you're done, 

pop it out and pop in another one for another hour 

of recording. It records industry standard . DFF 

files that you can import directly into SADIE or 

Pyramix. With a PS-2 keyboard input on the front, 

you can now type all your info in instead of 

scrolling and selecting one letter at a time. This is 

the natural successor to the Alesis MasterLink, 

with much more flexibility and capabilities. But the 

price? Last year, the entry level for DSD was about 

$8,000. So how much for the Tascam? $ 1,499 list. 

Now that's amazing. www.tascam.com  

The "New Improved" Manley 

TNT Mic Pre 

Even before its release ( Manley showed it at 

last year's AES), Manley overhauled its new 

TNT preamp to include variables never before 

seen in a mic preamp. Featuring controls like 

variable Iron/Anti-Iron, 60s/70s/Clean switch, and 

five impedance settings that vary not only the impedance but 

also voltage gain or current gain modes, this preamp promises 

to be like nothing else we've seen before. With one channel of 

Tube (" T," featuring the preamp from 
the SLAM!) and the other channel 

solid state (" NT" for no tube, a 

completely new design based 

around classic English Class A 

consoles), this design offers a 

range of sounds previously not 

available in a single chassis. 

Soundelu x E250 

Designed with input from a host of world-class 

engineers at the 3D Audio Preamp Summit in early 

2004, this unit covers a long list of engineer's 

wishes for the ultimate preamp. With a 10 2005 

release date, this preamp is on the short list of 

impressive, flexible, no-compromise preamp 

designs. www.manlevlabs.com  

Soundelux E250 Tube Mic 

I stopped by to see David Bock of Soundelux, and 

got a chance to hear his new $3,000 marvel, the 

Soundelux 250. This cardioid-only tube mic is 

based on his very successful Elux 251 without the 

multipattern head, along with simpler manufacturing 

and power supply. But can it sound like a high 

dollar mic without the high dollar price tag? Yes, 

and I was very impressed. For a great tube mic at 

a very reasonable price, this is the most serious 

contender I've found. www.transaudiogrouo.com  

Pendulum Audio's Quartet II All- In-

Wonder Box 

This is one impressive piece of design. I have seen 

and listened to it before but never had a chance to 

peer inside it. What a testimony to Greg Gualtieri's 

design genius — it's a work of art. The power supply 

puts out seven different voltages and occupies 

almost a third of the inside of the unit. The features 

and sound of this unit make it a "one size fits all" 

kind of piece, especially if you're looking for color. 

Two input transformers (switchable), Pultec style EQ, delta-mu 

compressor, limiter — there's nothing I can think of that this unit 

won't handle well. It's 2U of sheer genius. www.oendulumaudio.com  
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Pendulum Quartet H 

Sadie PCM2 

SADIE BB-2 Portable Editing System For Pc 

Sadie showed its new " Baby Sadie" BB-2, which is the size of a 

trackball controller and includes a spacebar, shuttle wheel and 

eight programmable soft keys. With connections for power, USB 

port, analog and digital I/O, headphone and mic input on the 

rear, it is one seriously capable package. I kept asking Mike 

Porter of Sadie "This connects to what?" His answer was 

"Straight to your laptop." Baffled, I followed up " But it's 

just the remote, right? Where's the actual hardware?" 

"That's it." Sure enough, all the DSP is included 

inside the unit; this controller with a footprint 

smaller than a jewel case is it. You can get this 

24/96 capable unit with the full Sadie software 

or in two other configurations, the least expensive 

being a straight edit only version for just 

$1,200. The version with the full-blown software, 

which will also run Cedar's ReTouch, is $3,800 — 

a steal when you consider an entry level SADiE 

was $8,000 before. And that price includes unlimited 

tech support and free upgrades for life. What a deal. 

www.sadie.com  
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PREMIUM ANALOG MIX: 
III.•• • • 
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Mackie's new Onyx series premium analog mixers 

don't just raise the  bar. They completely change 

the game. That's because, once equipped with 

the optional FireWire card, Onyx mixers let 

you plug in up to 16 mics and record them as 

individual tracks directly to your Mac or PC with 

a single FireWire cable... Not to mention being able to 

mix ancLEO a live show in the process.  

YX M/C 

And what about sound quality? Glad you 

asked. Built upon our new flagship Onyx 

mic preamps, warm "British" -style 3-and 

4-band Perkins EQ, and premium analog 

Pc rk 

EQ 

circuitry, the Onyx series easily 

makes the best-sounding analog-

to-digital interface at anywhere 

near its price. 

\  To get you going, we also bundled a fully 

licensed copy of our acclaimed,"no-fuss" 

Tracktion music production software so 

. . 
. ••• :••• 

Irn! :•••¡ L.. 

you can be up and 

running on your 

latest smash-hit in 

no time at all. 

• • 

• 
•": 

• ' 01.41 • 

. .. .. 
• • 

IIIF)199 

Sure, you cari opt to spend your cash on dedicated 

FireWire I/O boxes, outboard studio mic preamps, out-

board British-style EQ processing, a mixer and recording 

software. Or you can just visit your local Mackie dealer 

and check out a much simpler Onyx solution. 

-Onyx:-it!s superior sound quality, single-cable FireWire 

connectivity, and a powerful recording application 

all packaged into a premium 

analog mixer. 

t)r/ 

info ., inackie.com 425.487.4333 Outside U.S.) C 800.898.3211 (Toll free within U.S.) 
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JOHN KROGH: AUDIO KILLED 
THE VIDEO STAR 
The AES show and surrounding events, as usual, provided no 

shortage of mind-bending and productivity enhancing widgets 

SoundMiner 

rug reidr M.011 

••••••••erlre OM.* MY. •••••■ % NI 

Smeskraer IXI 

for me to lust after. Make that 

I_UST after, since my primary 

music production work is 

composing, recording, and 

mixing music and sound design 

for commercials, where lust 

figures heavily. In my world, 

things need to happen crazy fast, 

and yet sound like you've had a 
luxurious production schedule 

and an actual budget. So when I 

happened upon PreSonus's 

ADL600, I immediately added it 

to my " Must Audition list. 

The ADL600 iS a 2-channel 

Class A tube mic preamp 

designed by Anthony DeMaria, 

who's widely known for his 

high-end tube compressors. But 

what got me was thé fact that the 

ADI.600 offers variable impedance 

settings, so you can tailor the 

sound of your microphones, or 

shade stereo DI'd keyboards, for example. This opens up a wealth 

of options for getting the " right" tone. And for those with passive 

summing mixers such as the Rolls Music Folcrom (reviewed on 

pg. 84), the ADL600 becomes even more attractive. Pair it with a 

high-quality stereo EQ and compressor and you have an impres-

sive DAW front end. www.oresonus.com > 

CONGRATULATIONS! 

Darrell Thorp in Studio D, Ocean Way, Hollywood 

Conservatory graduates Darrell Thorp 

and Moka Nagatani were recently 

awarded Grammys for: 

— Best Engineered Album, 

Non-Classical, " Hail to the Thief" 

Radiohead: 

— Album of the Year, "Speakerboxxx/ 

The Love Below" OutKast. 

We'd like to congratulate them and 

all our other graduates who earned 

Platinum Awards working with the top 

artists of 2003. 

Conservatory of 
Recording Arts & Sciences 
2300 E. Broadway Road A Tempe, AZ 85282 

1-800-562-6383 
wvwcras.org/eq.htmI 
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Millennia • >mi.._ 
Music & Media Systems 

Adventure for Mark Mancina includes 

collecting guitars. With over 100 guitars in 

his collection, Mark says, "One of my favorite 

acoustics is a McAlister Terz. We just did a 

session with it using the TD- 1. What a sound!! 

I've had guitars made for different movies 

(Speed, Training Day, Tarzan...many others). 

I can always count on Millennia gear to give 

nie hie detail that these instruments deserve. 

The recordings always hold up even in a 

large orchestral setting. I love having the 

best of both worlds. In film scoring you 

need it. Great mics and outboard gear — 

the TD- 1 supports that relationship. It's 

my 'go to' piece." 

Finally, a no-compromise analog recording 

channel priced within reach of small studios 

and home recordists ($ 1,495). Millennia's new 
TD-1 is all about pristine sonic performance, 

extensive signal path routing, and "go to" 

versatility. 
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Customized travel 
accessories include Cordura 
gig bag and leather handle 

Hand made in Northern California, 

employing REAMP', Speaker Soak', Twin 
Topology', Millennia's acclaimed HV-3 mic 

preamp, pliant DI, multi- impedance bridging, 

fully parametric NSEQ, three audio transformers, 
nine outputs, and military build quality...TD-1 is 

destined to explore uncharted sonic territory. 

141-AMPS,. rewstetett U 3 I radernerk 

used under hcense U S. Pet no 6005 950 

40/ityt 
.gelie,entarolls? 

Mark Mancina 

Grammy and multiple award winning composer; 
producer, conductor; songwriter; performer.... 

w vti gât 
530-647-0750 
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On the productivity front, I was finally able to get an up-close 

and personal look at SoundMiner, which is billed as an 

"asset management system" for Mac OS 9 and OS X. 

Basically, SM3 combines a sophisticated searchable database 

engine with a multichannel ReWire compatible audio 

engine, allowing you to organize and catalog samples on 

any number of drives. From within SoundMiner you can 

mireeese, 

Fis r-7 Pia "T 
... its a control thing 

audition sounds, process them with VST effects, and directly 

export them into a variety of host programs such as Pro 

Tools, Digital Performer, and Logic. In addition to on-the-fly 

sample rate conversion, Version 3 features support for REX 

SDII, AIF, broadcast WAV, AAC, and MP3 files, as well as 

CoreAudio compatibility and much more. Given 

SoundMiner's comprehensive management tools, I suspect 

I'll be able to cut my production times considerably. 

www.soundminer.com  

On a related note, I was pleasantly surprised by 

Mackie's latest control surface, the C4. I always wondered 

whatever happened to Emagic's Phat Channel, which 

was previewed a couple years ago. When Emagic and 

Mackie parted ways on their joint development of 

Logic-specific control surfaces, it seemed this 

knob-laden controller was destined to live in the limbo 

of " Cool Gear That Never Saw the Light of Day." Well, 

fortunately for those of us who prefer hands-on tactile 

control over our virtual recording environment (and who 

doesn't?), the PC has been re-released under the 

Mackie brand as the C4. It features four banks of eight 

V-Pots each, and four full-size displays that provide 

instant access to as many as 32 software parameters, 

virtually eliminating the need to constantly " bank 

Switch" in order to access parameter-packed software 

instruments and effects. The C4 can be used alongside 

Mackie Control Universal and Logic Control surfaces, as 

well as Mackie Control Universal and Logic Control 

Extenders. www.mackie.com  

wireless DAW control 

lé 2-way RF for wireless, through-the-wall communication with your DAW 
«. Presets for Pro Tools®, Digital Performer", Sonar, Cubase® and other DAW apps 

(r. Easy setup, fast access to your most often-used functions 

«. Remote control of transport, mutes, solos, punches, markers, loops and more 

«. Onboard metering, time display, track info, footswitch jack 

(e. Compatible with Mac® OS X and \Añndows® 2000/XP 

FRONTIER 
DESIGN 
GROUP 

www.frontierdesign.com 

EQ JANUARY 2005 www.eqmag.com 



Ultimate Upgrade for — 
Digital Audio Workstations 

RAT II 

• * 

• 44.10 192k Sample Rate 

• Upto Four Cards per System 

• Works with Magma PCI Expander for Laptops 

• AU, VST, MAS, DX, & RTAS* Plug- In Support 
• WinXP & OS X Panther Support 
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Awards for UAD 1 and/or included Plug•Ins 
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The UAD-1 is possibly the best value 
of any product available for a DAW. 

Mike Clute - Pro Sound News, October 2002 
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Warming Trends 
Tube Warmth: Cure? Or Crock? 

When did blind listening tests for my comparison 

CDs in 2000, one of the objectives was to pick 

out which preamps were tube and which were 

solid-state. Easy, right? We were shocked to find 

that even with a room jammed to the rafters 

with experienced engineers, none of us could 

reliably pick out the tube preamps — a task 

we all thought would be relatively simple 

because of the " warm sound" of tubes. It was 

a real ear-opener. 

Since then I've pursued the tube versus 

solid-state argument, seeking to use my ears as 

the only criteria, instead of looking for the little 

glowing bottles to assure my conscious mind of 

a unit's " tube-iness." I inquired of tube experts 

whether my experience was singular or universal. 

I asked them to comment on some common 

statements concerning tubes. This marks Part 

of the answers they gave. Watch for Part II in 

a future issue. 

Several of the designers simplified their replies in 

order to conform to our space limitations and broad 

audience. For expanded info on this topic, go to 

3d13: www.3daudioinc.cornicai-bin/ultimatebb.ccd 

MYTH # 1: Everyone knows that tubes are "warmer" 

sounding. This is important because digital recording 

Es so sterile and we need tube warmth to balance out 

that sterility and harshness. 

Oliver Archut: The warmer tube sound is quite 

a marketing tale; when pentodes and beam-power 

tetrodes were first introduced during the 

1930s, the hardcore triode users at the time 

(and still today) brought up the same warmer tone 

argument. Yes, there are tube designs that do 

sound horribly sterile and just putting a tube 

into the signal path won't change the tone 

response too much. 

But what some people refer to as a " warmer" 

sound is a sum of components and design philosophy. 

Some classic audio designs require a certain tube 

or tube maker and cannot be replaced without the 

sound being compromised. 

Hutch Hutchison: There are a ton of misconceptions 

about tubes including the belief that they 

sound " warm." Tube circuits have about as 

many sounds as there are circuits. It is more 

about the topologies used and aims of the 

designer as to how a circuit will sound. In 

fact, it is usually the transformers that are 

the enemy 

sound 

by Lynn Funton 

typically used in tube-based products that 

create the illusion of " warmth." There is a lot 

of vintage solid-state gear that used transformers 

and is commonly described as " warm." A typical 

transformer adds some odd-order distortion at 

the lowest frequencies and tends to restrict the 

ultrasonic frequencies, which we subtly perceive 

because of the phase shift. Part of this effect 

also seems to smooth transients. Tubes probably tend 

to offset some of that effect, because a little THD 

tends to exaggerate transients. 

Perhaps the only aspect that is generally true is that 

tubes rarely sound sterile. Digital converters, and 

specifically their filters, have completely different 

problems sound-wise, but it might be over-generous 

and a holdover from the days when we were told that 

"digital is perfect" to just use the word " sterile." It's 

a bit more complex than that. 

Aspen Pittman: There is a common myth that 

tubes are " warmer" sounding. It certainly can 

be said that cranking up a tube amp will make an 

electric guitar sound " warm, fat, or distorted." 

That scenario, however, is one in which distortion 

is desirable. On the other hand, distortion is 

of the engineer who is attempting to record a 

source faithfully and realistically. Here you want 

accuracy 

might be 
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Oliver Archut 
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Mitch Margolis 
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President, Groove Tubes 
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and transparency rather than any coloration that 

described subjectively with a word like " warm." 

Fortunately there are many types of tubes and 

related circuitry that result in a comparatively 

transparent sound. 

As far as tubes " warming up" digital record-

ings, there seems to be a lingering implication 
that there's something inherently deficient in 

digital recording. While some purists will always 

make a case for analog over digital, the fact 

remains that the vast number of pro recordings 

today are made with digital recorders. Rather than 

saying that tubes " warm up" digital, it would be 

more accurate to say that tube mics deliver a 

truer, more pleasing sound when auditioned 

against the comparative dynamic improprieties 

of a solid-state mic. 

Doug Fearn: Let's face it: no recording has ever 

sounded exactly like the live event. No audio 

professional is likely to be fooled into thinking any 

recording, no matter how good, is equivalent 

to listening to a live performance. But that's okay, 

because what we do is provide an alternative 

experience that isn't precisely the same, but is 

potentially equivalent in emotional content. > 
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sHRNGHA I into home recording? 
EQ:s Craig Rnderton 
susses out the score 
at Music China. SURPRISE 

Stepping off the plane in Hong Kong, a city that packs 6.3 

million people into a space the size of San Francisco, the 

first thing I saw was a thermal image of just one of those 

people: me. Being searched. For? Guns? Bombs? Windows 

XP cracks? No, elevated body temperatures. Something 

about SARS. 

But Hong Kong, the I/O port from China to the world — 

incredibly wealthy, occasionally decadent, and a poster child 

for capitalism in a communist 

country— and how I got here 

actually started at the 

Frankfurt Messe. At the Alto 

booth, to be exact. I saw their 

Typhoon mixer (June 2004), 

whose innovative shape, size, 

build quality, and pricing 

intrigued the hell out of me. 

I started asking lots of 

questions, including ones 

about working conditions. 

Eventually, a representative 

said " Maybe you should just 

come to China and see how 

they're made:" 

And so: Hong Kong. And 

beyond that China, several 

delightful meals that may 

have been of extra-terrestrial origin, nights at a Karaoke TV 

(KTV) " private room" surrounded by a bevy of beautiful, uh, 

"hostesses:" late night solo walks around town ("You want 

watches? Rolex? DVDs? Massage? Sex"?) and of course, audio 

mania. Starting with "Alto Day" where the company 

introduced 37 new products to their worldwide distributors, 

moving on to a tour of the Sekaku factory that makes the 

Alto gear (as well as gear for a bunch of other big music 

industry companies) and ending up with three days in 

Shanghai for the Music China trade show. 

ALTO DAY 
The Chinese music industry exists largely as the result of 

aggressive partnership arrangements: Alto is run by an Italian 

and Taiwanese, using European and North American engineers, 

with manufacturing in China and Taiwan. Much of the product 

line revolves around live performance, but one of the big intros 

at Alto Day was their " Esotar" line of high-end preamps for 

studio and live. 

High-end Chinese? Yes. 

As Gian Piero Staffa of Alto said, " Usually we decide on a 

price, then design the gear. This time we designed the gear first, 

then figured out the price." The result: Gear that costs in the 

sub-$ 1,000 range, but competes with gear in the over-$ 1,000 

range. First up: The MP2D stereo and MP8D (8-channel) mic 

pres with ADAT 44/48/96kHz outs, along with AES/EBU and 

S/PDIF outs with up to 192kHz sampling rates. Both units 

look extremely promising. 

There was much other cool stuff ( like the Cyclone mixers 

that fill the slot between compact mixers and large mixers 

for live use, and some tasty digital equalizers), but the Big 

Deal was the " Orient Express." It looks like a Miele vacuum 

cleaner on super-steroids, and rolls around like a suitcase — 

but holds a 1,000W portable 

PA with satellite speakers, 

subvvoofer, mixer, mics, cables, 

and even speaker stands. Two 

Alto guys set it up, and two 

minutes later, a three-piece 

band from the Philippines was 

making loud, hi-fi music. There 

are also drop- in modules for 

wireless mic receivers and an 

MP3 player. 

Price? Under a grand. 

Amazing, as was the product 

introduction itself: A club in 

Shenzeng (home of the Sekaku 

factory), where to pounding 

dance music and a bunch of live 

dancers, the Orient Express 

appeared amid smoke machines 

and lasers. White courtesy phone for NAMM: you could learn 

something from this. 

THE FACTORY TOUR 
You've heard the rumors about slave labor, 12-year-olds working on 

dirt floors, toxic chemicals, and the Chinese version of Fritz Lang's 

"Metropolis." But I saw a modern factory with plenty of light and 

ventilation, top-shelf test gear, an ethic where quality control mattered 

more than sheer output (they even QC'ed their shipping boxes), and 

housing and a restaurant for the 1,500 (soon to be 4,500) workers. 

Like China's economy, the factory is growing exponentially. 

One China vet assured me that sweatshops do exist. But as he 

said, "The people here are sort of like migrant workers in the US. Many 

live in [sparsely populatedl Western China, and come here to make 

money and send it to their families. But after breaks like Chinese New 

Year, about a third didn't come back. Sekaku's jobs require skilled labor; 

they 'observe' for two weeks before they even touch a product, then 

they undergo the actual product training. Rotating a third of your work 

force was a problem. So Sekaku made working conditions that are 

science fiction by Chinese standards. People want to work here, 

turnover is way down, and the quality is extremely high." 

Was this just a Potemkin showcase for gullible Westerners? 

I broke away from the main buildings, past some of the guards. 

I half-expected to be stopped and politely told to return. Instead, I got 

a wave and a smile . . . and saw more of the same type of facilities. 
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SHANGHAI SURPRISE 

The level of quality control borders on the fanatical; here's where the 
heavy-duty work with integrated circuits occurs. 

The Orient Express in action at an after-hours club in Shenzeng. 

MUSIC CHINA 
The attendance says it all. The first show in 2002: about 8,100 

people. The 2003 show: 21,000. The 2004 show: All space 

sold out six months in advance, temporary tents for the overflow, 

a bigger venue for next year, and 34,000 attendees. China 

wants to be a player, and convert " Made in China" to " Made 

by China." Yes, they're going to take over the world — not by 

force, but by one billion highly directed people seducing the 

world's consumers. 

That said, a trade show is a trade show, but with a few 

significant differences. 

First: no software. Zero. As a musician from Beijing told me, " It's 

all cracks and PCs." In a country where you can buy a knock-off 

$15,000 wristwatch for $25, I'm not surprised. 

Second: traditional Chinese music is huge. You couldn't go far 

without hearing the strains of an erhu, or Chinese flutes. 

And thirdly: you know all those Chinese mixers and mics at 

NAMM? Well, this is where they come from, except there's a zillion 
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CME's home-grown USB keyboards are slated for introduction in the US in 2005. 

times more. Large-diaphragm condenser mics, tube mics, matched 

stereo mics, vocal mics, inexpensive mics, really, really inexpensive 

mics, mic accessories. I think there were more mics on the floor 

than cockroaches in NYC. 

And how about mixers? 8 ins, 48 ins, with power amps, 

without power amps, with effects, portable, huge, cheap versions, 

quality versions. Anyone concerned about a possible mixer 

shortage need not worry. 

Piano manufacturing, also from joint ventures, is a real-

ly big deal. But some companies are breaking the mold. 

CME, from Beijing, showed a line of USB keyboards 

that turned heads. They're metal, solid, have a great Ul, 

and are way competitive (try 88 keys for about $600). And 

I loved the Cnk Roll Piano, a flexible keyboard controller 

you could roll up into a little cylinder. I want to hook that 

up to my laptop and run Reason. 

The bottom line: Just as Japan turned the corner from 

cheap knock-offs to gold-standard quality, China is turning 

that corner too. And they're turning it fast, which seems 

to be the Chinese way. 

Would I go back? In a millisecond, even though the 

dominant form of pop music seems to be jailbait-age girls 

singing sentimental songs (and I heard a disturbing amount 

of Kenny G). And is it really a commie police state? If it is, 

it's well hidden, at least where I was. I wouldn't want to cross 

that threshold where I'd be considered a troublemaker, but these 

days, it's apparently a fairly high threshold. 

China is opening up wide, and that's going to change the 

world, and the world of recording, even more than it has already. 

You could see the seeds being planted at Alto Day, at the 

Sekaku factory, and at the show. I wouldn't have missed this trip 

for, well, all the tea in China. Which, come to think of it, is quite 

a lot of tea. 
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ECt's Top 10 Guitar Recording Mistakes 
Making them once is one thing. Making them again 
(and again and again) is just plain wrong. 

Whoa! That was some bad note. 

So naturally, you re-record the 

part. But are you paying attention 

to the other mistakes — the 

ones that involve the recording 

process itself? The following 

mistakes can tear your tone 

in two, so a word to the 

wise: Avoid them. 

1. Forgetting to check for mono 

compatibility. You love your cher-

ished, vintage AxeBlaster Flanger 

with its super wide stereo spread. 

Ah, but the way they get that stereo 

spread is by flipping the phase 180° 

on one of the output channels. This 

may sound great live, but when the 

signal gets re-combined in mono, 

portions of it (maybe even all of it) 

will disappear. Ouch. This can also 

happen with stereo mics on a single 

sound source, so always check what 

a track sounds like in mono before 

you sign off. 

2. Stringing along with dead 

strings. Yes, change your strings 

before that important recording ses-

sion and no, adding compression to 

increase sustain is not a suitable substi-

tute. With new strings, your axe will sound 

brighter, notes will sustain longer, and tuning 

will be more consistent. Don't just boil them 

— go ahead and splurge, spend the $2-$4, 

and re-string. 

3. Using " automatic double tracking" 

instead of playing the part twice. It's 

that popular preset in your multieffects: 

Automatic Double Tracking, where the 

processor copies your signal, delays it a bit, 

detunes the copy to " humanize" it, then 

recombines it with the straight signal. 

Although ADT is a valid effect in its own 

right if you want a sort of more focused 

version of chorusing, nothing substitutes 

for doubling a part by actually playing it 

twice. Furthermore, when you record each 

part on a different channel, you can spread 

the stereo image — one track more right, 

the other more left — for a bigger, more 

enveloping sound. 

4. Mixing direct and miked signals 

without compensating for delay. Here's 

the deal: Sound travels at about one foot 

per millisecond, while electrons move at 

186,000 miles per second. So the miked 

signal arrives at your mixer at the speed of 

sound, while the direct signal arrives at the 

Fig. 1:The green track is the direct signal, and the blue, 
the miked signal.The upper view shows their original time 
relationship.The lower view shows the same tracks after 
being time-aligned in Cubase SX. 

speed of light. If the mic is one foot away 

from your speaker, zoom in on the tracks 

and shift the miked signal ahead in time by 

about a millisecond until they line up ( Fig. 

1). You'll hear a much fuller, punchier tone. 

This is particularly important with bass. 

5. Falling into a "mic rut." You found a 

condenser mic that sounds great on 

by Craig Rnderton 

acoustic guitars, and have a favorite 

dynamic mic for amps. And you've used 

them forever. But maybe you need to 

experiment. For example, one of the 

things that surprised me was just how 

great a Royer ribbon mic can sound on a 

guitar amp. And I once got an ultra-fat 

sound on an acoustic with a dynamic mic. 

Why be normal? Just don't do anything 

dumb, like placing a super-sensitive 

condenser in front of an amp blast-

ing at the levels of a Saturn 5 boost-

er rocket. 

6. Not orienting an electric guitar for 

minimum noise. 

appropriately named, because they 

pick up a lot more than strings — like 

buzzes, electrical hash, dimmer noise, 

and the like. The good news is that the 

pickup is directional, and changing the 

guitar's position can make it less prone 

to picking up garbage. Don't use your 

ears; look at the meters, because the lev-

els will be really low. If the noise is hitting 

at -45dB, it may not be that obvious, but 

it will be if you start adding effects like 

compression. Try moving the guitar posi-

tion, and you may be able to get that 

noise down to -55 or even -60 dB. 

7. Turning up your amp too high. We all 

know that you need to turn an amp up to a 

certain point to get a good " tone:' But don't 

go past that point widely known as 11. Why? 

Aside from the possibility of overloading 

your mic, things in the room will have more 

of a tendency to rattle, and poor room 

acoustics may be overemphasized. As 

Johnny Cochran once said, "Once you 

get your tone, leave it alone." 

TUNER 

ORIOIRATIC 

(moot 

111WERIESKI Paco 

4/1.11 /1111M2 

DROP 71)74 
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Fig. 2: If you're using software that includes a guitar tuner, take advantage of it This shows the tuner 
from Native Instruments' Guitar Rig, which is one of the components in the Guitar Rig " virtual rack." 
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8. Forgetting to bring a spare set of 

tubes. Tubes fail, tubes go soft, and they 

sometimes do it at in opportune 

moments ... ' nuff said. And remember, 

if one tube of a matched set fails, you 

need to replace them both. It's a good 

idea not to trust the tubes you buy, but 

to try them out immediately in your 

amp to make sure they actually work. 

Once you're satisfied they're okay, pull 

them out and save them for when 

they're needed. 

9. Not paying attention to tuning. 1 his 

doesn't just mean tuning up before the 

session; we all know that's a good idea. 

But have you adjustod bridge intonation 

lately? Just changing strings can be 

enough to throw the intonation out of 

whack. You may not notice that there's 

any problem until you start recording, 

and everyone's listening to your guitar 

undor tho audio equivalent of a micro-

scope. In my experience, few things 

can destroy a session faster than hav-

ing to adjust intonation on a guitar 

with dead strings ( mistako #2), beCause 

it will be next to impossible to get it in 

tune. Tempers will fray, harsh words 

may be exchanged. And while you're at 

it, leave a tuner in-line at all times, or 

use the tuner in a piece of software 

(e.g., Native Instruments' Guitar Rig 

and Cakewalk Sonar both have built-in 

guitar tuners). It's better to take 30 sec-

onds to check tuning before recording a 

part than having to re-record the part 

because the tuning was off. 

10. Using a stompbox with an AC adapter. 

Or for that matter, with batteries. If 

you record with a stun ipbox that can uso 

batteries or AC, try both and see which 

sounds better. With some old stompboxes, 

the AC adapter might add some noise or 

buzz that batteries will eliminate. Conversely, 

if the batteries aren't super-fresh, the lower 

voltage may degrade tone. Moral of the 

story: When you show up at the session, 

bring both the AC adapter and a fresh set 

of batteries. 

Also, note that rechargeable batteries 

sometimes peak out at a slightly lower 

voltage than alkaline types. Normally this 

shouldn't make any significant difference, 

but if you use rechargeables (which is 

indeed a good idea), make sure that the 

sound is equivalent to what you get with 

standard alkaline batteries. 

Of course, there are plenty of other 

mistakes that guitar players make in the 

studio, from snorting cocaine to bringing 

in annoying people who aren't a part of 

the band. But if you're working with an 

engineer, one of the biggest mistakes is 

not letting the session evolve according 

to the engineer's working style. Your job 

is to play a great part; the engineer's is 

to record. Don't worry too much about 

any fine points that should be reserved 

for the mix ( not " fix it in the mix," but 

"perfect it in the mix"). Give the engi-

neer a lot of space, and don't try to do 

two jobs at once. If you're really con-

cerned that the recording isn't right, 

then record a dry part so you can re-amp 

later if necessary. 
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IThe Rit of Recording Can you, ECt? 
Ell can be your mix's best friend, or it can be an 
enemy to be feared. Learn to love the difference. 

Fix it in the mix. 

It's an overused phrase that can mean many, many things, 

depending on what horrible mistake you're trying to correct. But the 

hard, cold truth is there's a limit to what can and cannot be fixed. 

Lame lyrics? 

Sorry, no amount of compression, distortion, or reverb will fix 

those. But when it comes to dealing with a muddy or lackluster 

mix, there are a variety of tools at our disposal. And first on the 

list is EQ. Equalization can be a powerful ally in your quest for a 

clean, well-balanced mix. 

EQ TYPES 

You'll encounter several kinds of EQs in 

both hardware or software environments 

so it's important to understand the various 

EQ types and which is best suited to 

address whatever miserable mistake 

you're trying to fix, mix-wise. 

Shelving. Applies equal gain change 

for all frequencies above/below a certain 

frequency. These can be useful for general 

shaping — adding brightness or beef to 

a sound. 

Lowpass/highpass. With lowpass 

EQ, frequencies above a certain 

point, commonly referred to as the 

cutoff frequency, are attenuated while 

frequencies below the cutoff pass 

through unimpeded, hence the name 

"lowpass." Likewise, highpass EQ 

attenuates frequencies below the cutoff, 

allowing frequencies above it to pass 

through untouched. 

The rate at which frequencies are 

attenuated is called the slope, and is 

represented as a ratio le.g.,12dB/octavel. 

(See Figure 1). 

Peak. The peak EQ boosts frequencies 

at, and around, the center frequency. This 

type of EQ allows you to accentuate or 

emphasize a limited slice of the frequency 

spectrum without dramatically affecting 

the general tonal quality. Often, you can 

control how wide or narrow the " slice" is 

(called bandwidth), for broader or more 

focused changes. (See Figure 2.) 

Notch. Similarly, notch EQ is used 

to " notch out" or cut a narrow band of 

frequencies. Use this to reduce computer 

noise, ground hum, and so on. It can also 

help get rid of ringing drum tones, or take 

the " point" off electric guitars, snares, 

and other piercing mid-frequency sources. 

In most DAWs, peak and notch EQs are 

often combined as one type, giving you the 

choice of cutting or boosting from one EQ. 

Parametric. Parametrics are so called 

because they offer parameters for adjusting 

the EQ's frequency, bandwidth, and gain. 

ar ceer 

Fig. 2. A highpass EQ with a center frequency of 200Hz, shown with three different slopes. 

• 
• 

by John Krogh 

Most DAWs combine several EQ types 

into one " multi-band" parametric E0 

(e.g., 4-band, 5-band, and so forth), where 

you can choose the type (lowpass, 

peak/notch, high-shelf) for each band. 

Fixing Common Mix Problems 

The combination of tracks and the way they 

interact can cause frequency ranges to 

build up, resulting in a dull or uneven mix 

(e.g., too boomy). Additionally, some tracks 

may " jump out" at certain frequencies. 

A well-balanced mix where no single 

instrument or frequency range consumes 

too much sonic space may require a fair 

amount of nipping and tucking. Often, 

individual tracks need to be massaged to 

blend better with others, which requires 

close scrutiny to hear problem areas. To 

zero-in on these offending frequencies, it 

helps to use a peak EQ with considerable 

gain ( 10dB or more) and sweep this across 

the frequency spectrum.You won't use this 

EQ in the final mix, but as you sweep the 

center frequency, you'll be able to hear 

which frequencies help define the track's 

tone, and which ones are problematic. 

Experiment with this to find the " center" 

of various instruments — it's an exercise that 

will pay off big when you run up against 

mixes that are: 

Muddy. Possible cause: Build-up of low 

and low-mid information as a result of the 

proximity effect from cardioid mics, too 

many tracks with extended low-frequency 

material, or poor room acoustics. 

Solution: Highpass EQ on any track that 

isn't supposed to sit in the low frequency 

range (percussion, vocals, guitars, strings) to 

make room for bass guitar and kick drum. 

Start somewhere between 100-200Hz, with 

a semi-steep slope. You can sometimes get 

away with a higher center frequency, 

provided you use a more gentle slope, 

which will make the EQ less obvious, but 

still clear out space in the low end. 

Possible Cause: Similar-sounding instru-

ments competing for space in the midrange. 

Solution: Separate similar tracks by 

using peak EQs to emphasize different 
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frequencies, while cutting others, so that 

sounds complement and fill in around 

each other. On double-tracked guitars, for 

example, try boosting one at around 

1.5kHz, cutting at 600Hz, and rolling off 

some of the highs starting at 3kHz. 

Conversely, reduce the other track by 

2-3dB around 1-1.5kHz, and use a high-

shelving EQ starting at around 3-4kHz to 

bring out more of its highs. This will 

allow both tracks more space, and create 

a better blend. 

Dull. Possible cause: Midrange-heavy 

tracks masking and crowding high-frequency 

material (strummed, driving acoustic guitars, 

tambourines and shakers, vocals). 

Solution; Apply lowpass starting around 

5--6kHz on tracks that don't need to 

"sparkle:' making space for high-frequency 

tracks to shine. Additionally, if mid-frequency 

tracks are still getting in the way, you can try 

cutting around 1-2kHz. You can also use 

shelving EQ ( 1-2dB of gain) to brighten 

similar tracks, such as grouped background 

vocals and guitars. 

Shrill. Possible cause: I ligh 

frequencies being accentuated 

by one or more tracks. 
Solution: Apply lowpass 

with a gentle slope to strident, 

overly bright tracks. If this isn't 

enough, try making a slight dip 

in the 4-5kHz range. 

Piercing. Possible cause: 

Ringing drum tones; resonant frequencies 

from room acoustics picked up by the 

microphone, or from the instruments and 

vocalists themselves. 

Solution: Notch EQ with narrow 

bandwidth to reduce or completely cut 

out unwanted frequencies. 

Fig. 3. Peak filter at 1,200Hz with wide and narrow bandwidths 
(left and right, respectively). 

ZOOMING OUT 

During mixdown, EQ shouldn't be limited 

to track-specific changes — feel free to 

make more " global" tonal changes, too. I 

often use EQ sparingly to treat the overall 

mix. I may use a little high-shelving starting 

at around 7-8kHz to add " air," or cut out 

some of the low-mids with a gentle dip 

around 400Hz, which also helps to de-mud. 

However, if you make radical EQ changes 

to an entire mix, it's likely there's something 

wrong on a micro level. Go back and solo 

each track, paying close attention to whether 

anything is adding too much bass or high 

frequency material, then adjust accordingly. 

With practice, you'll reach the point of 

quickly recognizing EQ-related problems, 

and how to fix them. Just remember to use 

your ears, not your eyes, and whenever 

possible, reference on several systems. 

This will help uncover any trouble spots, 

and ensure that your mix translates well to 

other playback systems. Your listeners 

will thank you for it. 
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CD JJe Now 
New recording channels designed from 
the grounk to deliver di warmth and • 
clarity you want k your trade Addsome 
color to youdocks - and yierack! 

PMI Audio Group 1845 W 169th St Gardena, CA 90247 tel: 877 563 6335 fax: 310 323 9051 

web: www.joemeek.com Joemeek s a registered trademark of PM! Audio Group 2004 PMI Audio Group At Rights Reserved 
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The biggest 
new feature 

doesn't show 
on a spec 

sheet: Better 
workflow. 

Cakewalk Sonar 4.0 
Producer Edition (Windows) 
It's not just about adding surround anyr iore. 

- Surround Pan 

U0 Pen Output: Surround 

SQL 

UAD LAM [surround I] - MISSING LIVE Mecum 

L,'R 1 Ls/Rs1 C 1 LFt 

Plug-in Instance Configuration 

Plug-inn Left Input 

1 Left 
2 Left Surround 
3 Center 
4 LEE 
5 

_-.J 411 )(1 

Surround Bridge 1 

Right Input 
Right 
Right Surround 

• 

Plug in g Control N erne 
4 LEE Peak Reduction 
4 LEE Gain 
4 LEE Comp/Limit 
4 LEE Meter Setect 

atching Sonar evolve is 

like watching a 

makeover show on 

reality TV: "We took Cakewalk 

Pro Audio, did a CPU tuck, user 

interface enlargement, and took 

care of 'time stretch marks: We 

then improved the complexion 

by appropriate use of color, and 

removed unsightly interface 

complexities. And now, it's time 

for ... The Big Reveal!" 

Well, Cakewalk has converted 

the ugly duckling called Pro 

Audio into the swan of Sonar. 

On the way, they've picked up 

major market share, created a 

lively set of user forums, and 

changed public perception of 

the company's products from 

"Don't they make something 

for [grimace, sneer] 

Windows?" to " Sonar rocks." 

Sonar 4 ($959 list for the 

Producer Edition, $499 for the 

Controls Linked to Group Enable 

Studio Edition with a lesser 

feature set) brings the fourth 

version in four years. An 

upgrade from Sonar 3 

Producer will set you back 

$179; Sonar 3 Studio, $229; 

Sonar 1 or 2, $249; Sonar 4 

Studio/Pro Audio/Project 5, 

$299; registered Cakewalk 

owner, $349. Frankly, for a 

Sonar 1 owner to pay $249 

and get Sonar 4 Producer 

Edition is a helluva deal. 

As with the Acid Pro 5 

update review, we won't get 

heavy into Sonar's specs as 

you can find them on the web 

Ihtto://www.cakewalk.com/ 

Products/SONAR). We'll 

concentrate instead on the 

Top 10 upgrade features. 

FORE! WITH FOUR 

Actually, this review is of 

Sonar 4.0.1, which lets you 

turn off real-time plug-in delay 

compensation calculations 

(000h, that sounds so 

scientific!) to minimize audio 

engine gapping. But no 

worries, it recalculates and 

compensates when you 

press the transport's Stop 

button, so PDC doesn't go 

away. 4.0 1 also fixes a 

bunch o' bugs and adds 

some new features. 

Sonar still has a benign 

copy protection scheme; just 

enter serial number and install 

from CD. Sonar handily passes 

the " My computer died, but at 

least I can re-install my 

sequencer without exploding" 

test. A DVD includes additional 

content, including a Public 

Enemy song with the original 

Sonar project used to make it. 

The biggest new feature 

doesn't show on a spec 

sheet: Better workflow. This 

results from multiple 

tweaks and changes, with a 

cumulative result that projects 

get done faster. There's 

something about Sonar that 

lets you get into a groove 

and stay there. As to the 

other features . . . 

SurroundBridge is what makes 

the surround implementation 

special. Insert any mono or 

stereo effect into a surround 

bus, and Sonar clones it 

enough times to cover all the 

channels.You can control all of 

them from the interface for one 

of them, or unlink parameters 

to make adjustments for 

some channels but not others. 

Yes, there's a surround version 

of the Lexicon Pantheon 

Reverb and Sonitus 

Compressor, but 

SurroundBridge means you 
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Thinking TAPCO? 
Think Sweetwater. 

S*5 Active 
Studio Monitor 

$349 
MSRP s 499.00 

SW• 10 
Active iSubwoofer 

"Clear and focused." 
— EQ 

"Impressive evenness." 
— Electronic Musician 

"Beautifully designed." 
— Sound on Sound 

S • 8 Active 
Studio Monitor 

499.00 
MSRP S 749.00 

Judging from recent magazine reviews, if you're thinking about buying a new set of studio 

mointors, you should be thinking about the TAPCO S-Series. With their genuine Mackie-

designed pedigree and top-notch components, the TAPCO S•5 and S•8 nearfield monitors 

and new SW•10 subwoofer are being praised as the best in their class. Need a second opinion? 

Give your Sweetwater sales engineers a call and ask ern what they think. That should say it all. 

1_. 

Li 
r  L97 

Í 

by MACKIE. 
Sweetwater 

music technology direct - 

1-800-222-4700 • www.sweetwater.com • 5335 Bass Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46808 



Cakewalk Sonar 4.0 
can use any of your fave effects (including 

VST) in surround-world. 
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OK 

I always thought Prosoniq had great-

sounding time stretch algorithms. 

Apparently Cakewalk thinks so too, 

because they've licensed their MPEX3 

algorithms. The sound quality is light years 

ahead of Sonar 3's stretch functions. 

It's never been easier to edit acidized 

files in Sonar, as you can now audition 

individual slices ( is the click in that slice 

from picking up part of the next transient?), 

and the Now time marches across the 

window so you know where you are in 

the loop. But in a Rex-like flight of 

fancy, there are also pitch, gain, and 

pan envelopes for each slice, so the 

loop construction window is more of a 

creative tool as well. 

Dump tracks into a Track Folder? Sure. 

But the Track Folder itself creates a clip 

that you can slip edit, move, cut, copy, 

normalize, and otherwise process. When 

you perform operations on a Track Folder, 

they affect all eligible tracks within the 

folder (of course, an audio process won't 

affect MIDI tracks). However, you can't 

nest folder tracks. 

Because of the new " Show Layers" 

option, you can loop record into a single 

track, then " unfold" it into multiple 

lanes of takes. Next, a Mute tool lets 

you mute and unmute sections to come 

up with the perfect composite track. 

Then " Bounce to Clip," and all the 

good bits end up in one track and all 

SO\ IC CIRCUS 
Serious Studio Infrastructure 

The most comprehensive selection of recording 
equipment in the world. 

w w w . s o n j e cir cus.cr3 ni 

1-888-SC4-GE AR NIC 
RCUS 

le) 
Drummer Pack 
Loops, fills, and variations for AppleLoop-compatible products. 

Includes: 

• Jeff Anthony (Sheryl Crow) 

• John Bishop (Eme Watts) 

• Tony Braunagcl (Donnie Rditt) 

• Ned Douglas (Dave Stewart) 

é Sty Dunbar (Bob marley) 
• Zoro (Lenny Kravitz) 

• Malt Sorum (Velvet Revolver, G'n'R) 

• Michael Shrieve (Santana) 

• Ben Snell (Heart) 

• DJ Syze-up (UttraNaté) 

• Alan White (Yes, John Lennon) 

$49.99 suggested retail 
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THOMSON 

COURSE TECHNOLOGY 

Professional o Trade le Reference 

MUSICAL INSPIRATION 
KNOWS NO LIMITS. 

Whether you're a beginner on one of the many audio applications, a long-time 

hobbyist, or a pro looking to fine-tune your skills, our learning resources will take 
you to a new level in music production, recording, and engineering. With coverage 

of so many topics and software, the possibilities are endless... 

POWER! 

. Live Sound -. 
Reinforcement 

PRO TOOLS 6 
S1(.011) I DI I ION 

CUBASE SX 3 
IONITEI 

- 

VISIT US AT THE WINTER NAMM SHOW 2005 

BOOTH 5404, HALL B 

Ei.btsg•11., Eclot.on 

e 

- 
• Foreword by Bob Br. 

coOlbreete 

Aqhp,.d (:).go pi A.A.:, fro, 

POWER! 
The OFFICIAL GUIDE 

to Sony ACID Pro 5 Software 

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR OFFERINGS 

AND ENTER OUR RAFFLE TO WIN PRODUCTS! 

For information on these and many muie of our products 
and to order, visit www.courseptr.com or call 800.354.9706. 

BOOKS 

Live Sound Reinforcement, 
Bestseller Edition 
1-59200,691-4 • $49.99 

Sampling and 
Soft Synth Power! 
IoS92O0l327u $29.99 

The S.M.A.R.T. Guide 
to Mixers, Signal Processors, 
Microphones, and More 
1-59200-694-9 u $39.99 
RELEASING THIS MONTH! 

Ableton Live 4 Power! 
1-59200-531-4 u $34.99 

ACID Pro 5 Power!: 
The Official Guide to 
Sony ACID Pro 5 Software 
1-59200-329-X I $34.99 

Cubase SX 3 Ignite! 
1-59200-538-1 • $21.99 

Cubase SX/SL 3 Power! 
1-59200-537-3 • $34.99 

Digital Performer Power! 
l-59200-066 5 a $31.9 
RELEASING THIS MONTHS 

Home Studio Ignite! 
1-59200-519-5 us $ 19.99 

Logic Pro 7 Power! 
1,59200-541-1 • $34.99 

Pro Tools .6 Power! 
1-59200-505-5 IN $34.99 

SONAR 4 Power! 
1-59200-507-1 • $34.99 

INTERACTIVE CO-ROMO 

Abletun Li' e 4 CSi Master 
1-59200-578-0 in $49.99 
RELEASING THIS MONTH: 

ACID 5 CSi Starter 
1-59200-491-1 5 $29.99 

Cubase SX 3 CSi Starter 
I - 59200-621-3 • $29.99 
RELEASING THIS MONTH! 

Pro Tools 6 CSi Starter, 
Second Edition 
1-59200-570-5 • $29.99 

Pro Tools 6 CSi Master, 
Second Edition 
1-59200-571-3 u $49.99 

SONAR 4 CSi Master 
1-59200-568-3 • $49.99 

PUBLISHING 

ArtistPro Publising products are now a part of Course Technology 
and available online at www.courseptr.com. 

Ignite/Starter = Beginner 

Power/Master = Intermediate to Advanced 



Cakewalk Sonar 4.0 
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the other lanes go away. This is fast, 

efficient, and pain-free. 

It's not the synth to end all synths. But 

as a general purpose GM module, it's a 

considerable improvement over the older 

VSC. The Roland-powered TTS-1 has 256 

GM2 sounds and 9 drum sets, 32- bit 

internal processing, supports 96kHz 

sampling, and doesn't stress your CPU 

too heavily. The sounds are fairly 

editable, so you can also store 512 user 

DISCRETE DRUMS 
SERIES FOUR 

Heavy Mental Drums 

Powerful 
Practical 
Professional 

sounds. Like any GM module, you'll find 

some sounds useful, and some not; but 

given the paucity of bundled instruments, 

this one is welcome 

, 
Wart A....6 

Ye... Tr. 

Yee,. to. 

11•••• 

Sh. 
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Even Sonar V1.0 had a freeze function, 

but most people didn't know it. So Sonar 4 

re-packaged it as a one-click operation, 

with of course Unfreeze to blow away the 

frozen data ( hey, why don't companies just 

Learn 
the Art 9f 
Recording 

î 

'World- class (yet affordable) education in 
Recording Engineering & Music Production 

'Full-time, two month experience to chart 
your career and change you! life 

Recording Workshop 
www.recordingworkshop.corn 

infoerecw.corn 
800-848-9900 
740-663-1000 outside US 

REC 
Foundcd 1971 • 155 bia,leyllle Rd, Chillicothe, Ohio 45601 
Licensed by State Board of Career Colleges and Schools 
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WHAT IS IT THAT [DRIES sE min 
THE PROFESSIOI1RLS CHOICE? 

Rob Kelly 
'We have used the SE Gemini on various sessions ( 1,1 

at Strongroom Studios. and they stand up to the best • 
valve mics in our collection. They are clear, full and 

detailed sounding. We bought two for Strongroom, and 
several of our clients who got to use them have 

put orders in for their own mics without hesitation.' 
Strongroom Studios 

Geoff Dugmore 
iThe coolest grooves the hardest beats the funkiest vibe 
only come together when I'm using the meanest mics. 

GET THEM OR GET OUT Or THE STUDIO. 

Robbie Williams, Tina Turner, Dio... 
Bruce Springsteen, Jeff Beck, Rod Stewart 

Sidh Solanki 
'... in the studio we usually have the pick of the crop when 

it comes to microphones but I keep coming back to 
my Gemini - I use it for almost everything from recording 
bass cabs and kick drums to acoustic guitar and vocals - 
knockout detail and luscious warmth - plus the two valves 

glowing in the back... simply beautiful.' 

Email to arrange 
your FREE 7 day trial 

Outkast 

Steve Levine 
'The Gemini studio tube microphone is a very 

unusual microphone as it combines both 
the traditional warmth. expected of a high quality 
studio tube condenser microphone, along with an 

exceptional transparent high end, normally 

only available with solid state designs.' 

Culture Club, The Creatures, 
the Beach Boys, Westwortd 

Paul Borg 
'The Z5600 is a great all rounder. I have found 

it to be a great work horse using it on vocals. 
acoustic guitar and even bass amps. It has plenty 

of depth and handles low frequencies well whilst 
delivering real clarity on the high end with vocals 

and acoustic instruments.' 

Busted, Mc Solaar. James Brown, 
Gangstar, Urban Species, Sugababes 

Et -623-5E81 
www.sonir-distribution.com 

usa@sonic-distribution.corn 

MUSIC ! HAI MAGAZINE 
Recommended 

; SONIC 
DISTRIBUTION 
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Cakewalk Sonar 4.0 

INECIDIER 

34:04:8o3 

call it " thaw?"). But there's also a " quick 

freeze" and " quick unfreeze" mode, 

which retains the frozen data so you can 

diddle with effects or other parameter 

kerospie 
Urna • the moderm 

(red gienelti 
craig andatioa 

dove tettates • comepeut 
°room Melthons • ftelboeit 

re 

changes while unfrozen to see if you like 

them better. If you don't, you can quick 

freeze again. The bad news: If you do like 

the changes, you can't just " re-freeze." 

You have to quick freeze, then unfreeze, then 

freeze. Not a huge deal, but a re-freeze 

command would save mouse clicks. 

I first got into Cakewalk Pro Audio because it 

could load just about any video format into a 

resizeable video window without complaining. 

Sonar 4 adds video thumbnails that can show 

absolute frame numbers, which simplifies 

navigating around an audio-for-video project. 

BMW 

r7/1111,111 -17— 
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»IN» 41■11•11111111111111•1011 I 
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And speaking of navigation, there's a project 

overview with a resizeable zoom rectangle. 

Drag it over the part of the project you 

"When I started RIT, almost 2 years ago, I didn't have any knowledge of computer 
editing/recording, signal processing, consoles and outboard gear or even the recording 

process. It was a shame for me, because being a musician myself, I realize now how 
important it all is! 

Now, thanks to my education at RIT, not only have I worked with Steve Vai, Eddie 
Kramer, Paul Gilbert, Jeff Peters, Yardbirds etc., I also know what I need to attain my 

own personal musical goals. Thank you guys at RIT." 

- Enrico Sesselego 
RIT Graduate 

geeE '11.2%*Pel .4 
:Q :ia.:IP  

Hands On! Experience 
Saturday, January 22 2005 10:45 am 

For reservation, call 1-800-255-7529 ext. 151 

RECORDING INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

L'S/C/.4N r /111A11: 

CALL USA/CANADA: 800.255.PLAY 

INTERNATIONAL: 323.462.1384 

6750 Hollywood Blvd, Hollywood CA 90028 

Fax: 323.462.6978 WWW.M1.EDU 
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Mastering Regained.  
The World's First Auto-
Summing Multi-Band Limiter 
automatically optimizes headroom 
across all bands for a louder, yet 

A more musical result. 

IDR Dithering & 
Noise Shaping 
retains the finest sonic 
detail and ambience 
when requanti7ing 

L3 Muitimaiimizer 
Thre hold 

00 

Ou Mire 

ma, 

Out CulOn 

0.0 

5-Band Phase Linear EQ 
delivers sweet highs and punchy 
lows with tern phase distortion. 

Min 

D'e•• L  
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Master and Individual 
Release Controls let you 
maintain transparency or dial in 
as much vintage vibe as you need. 

Grertey DroOnty 

Gen  

Pnorrty 

bee la 

Brick Wall Limiting 
on 5 bands guarantees no 
overshoots without the hassle of 
adjusting 5 individual limiters. 

Priority Controls 
let you tweak each 
band's attenuation 
for even more tonal 
character, 

Separation Control blends band 
interaction from a crisp five band 
sound to a smooth wideband sound 
or anywhere in between. 

Presenting Waves L3 
What could top Waves acclaimed L2 LlItramaximizer? The 13 Multimcneimi7erTm, a new concept in u 
mastering plug-in. Featuring multiband limiting, phase linear EQ, automatic heodrocrn optirni7ntion, and 
unique controls that deliver tracks as transparent, vintage; dynamic or slammin' as you like. Fat lust 
action, use the 13 IJltramnximi7erTM, with its easy L2-style interfaCe bind big selection of expert piesels. 
Either way, the 13 gives you truly one plug-in mastering. 

L3 Ultramaximizer" 
Same sound, easy Control 

Purchase or upgrade to Diamond or Platinum today to get your version of the amazing L3. 

Current Diamond or Platinum owners covered hy the Waves Upgrade Plan receive L3 FREE! 

ide. 

  "441 PLATINe 

Platinum Bundle Includes L3 UltramaximizerTM 

Diamond Bundle Includes L3 MultimaximizerTM & L3 UltramaximizerTm 

14 day demo available at www.waves.com 
(HEADQUARTERS) 

Cei del 3, 

The Triangle Tower, 32nd 

Floor Tel-Aviv 67073, Israel 

Phone 972-3-608 4000 

Fax:972-3-608-4056 

(NORTH & SOUTH AMERICA) 

306 W. Depot Ave., 

Suite 100, Knoxville 

Tennessee 37917 

Phone:1-865-909-9200 

fax !1-865-909-9245 

11111 MPS 
The Professional Standard 
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Cakewalk Sonar 4.0 
want to see in the Clips pane; shrink the 

rectangle to zoom in, expand to zoom out. 

This saves much time when you're jumping 

around in a long project. 

Here's the " defector's" feature: Call up 

keyboard shortcut sets that duplicate 

those of Cubase SX, Digital Performer, 

Logic, Nuendo, Pro Tools, Samplitude, 

and Vegas. I used to use Quickeys on the 

Mac to do this when reviewing different 

platforms so I could get around with a 

familiar set of shortcuts, and believe me, 

it does help a lot when you're making 

the transition. 

That's it for the Top Ten, but also 

note the horizontal and vertical " nudge" 

commands to move clips land notes in the 

Look and sound 
like a million bucks. 
Pay only $990. 

-7> DISC MAKERS CD AND DVD MANUFACTURING MADE EASY 

1,000 CDs in jackets 
for only $990. 
Package includes our award-winning, 
three-color on-disc printing, and full-color 
jackets with high-gloss WI coating. 

You'll be thrilled with how incredible your CDs look and sound when you choose 

Disc Makers. You get 1,000 CDs in full-color jackets for the remarkable price of 

only 8990. And you get them super quick. Complete your package by adding our 

affordable award-winning graphic design, mastering services, and promotional 

resources such as posters and postcards. 

-1111 GET OUR FREE FACTORY-DIRECT CATALOG 
' 1-800-468-9353 • www.discmakers.com/eq 
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Piano Roll editor) in fixed increments — 

from as little as lms to as many frames, 

samples, ticks, notes, measures, or 

seconds as you like. Sonar now has real 

dither from Pow-R, more export options, 

and a better audio engine that's not 

quite as gapless as Ableton Live, but 

seriously good. And there's much better 

color customization. 

VERSION 5 WISH LIST 

I'd like to see better integration of 

time-stretching and loops, like Cubase 

SX3 has done, where you can convert a 

stretched loop to a standard audio file 

using stretch algorithms. I also like 

Live's ability to " warp" hard disk audio 

to arbitrary rhythms. And maybe it's 

time for Cakewalk to resurrect . CAL 

files as a well-implemented suite of 

MIDI effects. They're wonderful, but 

don't get no respect. 

Finally, Apple's Logic 7 has really 

raised the bar for including loads of cool 

plug-ins. The Sonitus effects suite rises to 

the challenge, but the instruments don't. 

Sonar needs to augment the TTS-1 with a 

good virtual analog synth (the 

DreamStation is starting to look pretty 

tired), a slammin' drum machine, and a 

basic sampler. Of course, Sonar veterans 

have the DR-008 drums, VSampler, and 

Timeworks effects from previous versions, 

as well as the outstanding Cyclone DXi. 

But someone just getting into Sonar will 

want to factor some decent soft synths 

into the total price. 

THE SKINNY 

I've always appreciated Sonar's ease of 

use. The latest version takes workflow to 

a much higher level; this is a truly efficient 

land stable, by the way) sequencer that 

gets out of the way when you're in The 

Creative Zone. Sonar 4 is a program that 

rewards the faithful, and just may cause 

others to wonder if perhaps the grass isn't 

a bit greener — or at least needs less 

mowing and weeding — on Sonar's side 

of the fence. 
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unumummilmion— 

You've already heard 

about the best place 
to manufacture your disc 

emon giveee 
You've more than likely already heard—from your fellow musicians, the 
BBB, and independent reviewers—that Oasis offers the most reliable and 
innovative CD and DVD manufacturing and marketing services. 

Now we want you to give us a call! 

• Are you thinking you can't afford the best? Now you can! Our dramatic 
price reduction earlier this year means you can now bring Oasis quality 
and trustworthiness to your project at surprisingly fabulous prices. 

• Are you being tempted elsewhere by a too-good-to-be-true 
sales pitch? When promises seem too good to be true in CD and DVD 
manufacturing, they are. At Oasis we don't over-promise. Not about 
delivery dates, not about total project cost. Maybe we lose some potential 
sales by being so straightforward, but for us it's a matter of pride. 

Look, your heart and soul went into this project. Now it's time to make 
sure the discs you send out into the world actually embody your original 
vision. That calls for the most quality-obsessed manufacturer in 
the business. 

That calls for Oasis. 

FREE:All-new 64 page Full-Color catalog! 

NOW - reduced pricing 

:OASIS:] 

CD !MAN1 ' 1- AC I CRING 

web oasisCD.com 
tel (888)296-2747, (540)987-8810 
email info@oasisCD.com 

Official CD & DVD Manufacturer: 
North American Folk Alliance 

Official CD Manufacturer: 
Wolf Trap Foundation for the 
Performing Arts 

DVD Manufacturer: 
Manhattan Short Film Festival 

ü Oasis is the only national 
BBB disc manuficturing 
m company certified by both 

The Better Business' Bureau 
and BBBonline 

Call us now at (888)296-2747 for our brand new new catalog 
and greatest ideas for packaging and promoting your CD or 
Absolutely no obligation, no hard sell (unlike the rest of the 
staff doesn't work on commission), and it'll arrive in your ma 
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RER R88 by Lynn Fuston 

LType: Stereo ribbon microphone 

Price: $ 1,895 

Contact Audio Engineering 

Associates, www.wesdooley.com 

Capsule: two Large Ribbon Geometry 

elements ( LRG) 

Polar pattern: two figure-8 mics fixed 

at a 90-degree offset 

Frequency response: 20Hz to 15kHz 

1±3dB) 

Output impedance: 270 ohms 

Maximum SPL 165dB at lkHz 

ut higher 

Rn encore to that old ribbon mic magic 

onfession: The AEA 

R84 has become one 

of my favorite mics. 

It's taught me so much about 

ribbon mics that after reviewing 

it, I couldn't bear to send it 

back. So a pair of R84s 

became my constant 

companions in the 

studio. For orchestral 

work, brass, 

acoustic guitar, 

group vocals, even 

lead vocals, they're 

good at capturing a 

diversity of sounds. 

The R84 

(reviewed in the 

Sept. '03 issue) 

was AkAs first 

original mic design 

after years of 

restoring/recreating 

classic RCA 44B 

ribbon mics. But 

it's more versatile, 

lighter, and afford-

able than the 4,1B. 

TWO = 

BETTER? 

When I hoard that 

Wes Dooley at AEA 

was planning a 

stereo version of the 

R84 — the R88— l 

was interested. I 

frequently use my 

R84s for stereo 

miking, but putting 

two 12' long mics 

end-to-end at 90 

degrees on a single 

stand at a height of 

8 12' is no small 

task. The ability to 

position one 

mic for Stereo 

was appealing. 

The R88 is the 

same diameter as 

the R84 ( 2.5'), but is 

13 long — 9' shorter 

than an R84 pair. With 

its black " stealth" finish, the 

R88 is much less attention 

grabbing than an R84 pair — 

a good thing for live and 

videotaped performances. 

The R84 has three layers of 

protection between the ribbon 

and the outside world, with 

another layer on the back. The 

R88 does away with most of 

that protection. " The goal was 

to put as little as possible 

between the music and the 

dancing ribbon," according to 

Dooley. Translation: Greater 

clarity, less resonance within 

the mic chamber, and 

greater susceptibility to outside 

nuisances like wind. 

THE SOUND 

I tried the R88 on a piano I've 

recorded many times, which is 

bright arid present. I tried 

1184s on this piano but wasn't 

impressed. But the R88, 

compared to even my standard 

rniking setup for this inStrument, 

was the choice of everyone in 

the Control room. The imaging, 

with the mic just inside the lid, 

about 18' above the strings, was 

superb. It had separation of the 

high and low strings, but made 

the instrument seem like a 

cohesive whole. It also tamed 

the brightness of the instrument 

and made It wrap around and 

support the vocalist without 

drastic EQ. 

On voice, it was apparent 

that the extra acoustic protection 

was gone — where's that pop 

filter? At a distance of 8', 

the R88 has enhanced low 

frequencies compared to the 

R84. Tho R84 seemed more 

present and forward when 

up close, while the R88 was 

flattering on the top and bottom 

of the voice. With a shaker at 

12', differences were also 

noticeable, mostly in the 

presence range. 

The R88's stereo imaging 

is wonderful, but may seem 

narrow to those accustomed 

to spaced cardioids. The 

R88 presents a natural, 

almost binaural sense with 

strong center image and very 

precise imaging. 

OUTPUT 

For those concerned about 

using a low-output ribbon 

without a high-gain preamp, I 

tried an experiment using a 

Digidesign Mbox. Would the 

output from the R88 be 

enough using this preamp? 

Yes: I was able to achieve 

good levels on a soft voices: 

although I had to run the gain 

wide open. This proved that 

louder sources, such as brass 

or electric guitar (both favorite 

ribbon applications), would be 

fine without a special preamp. 

Even though they share 

near-identical motor designs 

(the magnetic assembly that 

surrounds the ribbon) and 

identical ribbon dimensions, 

the R84 and R88 are different 

mics with different strengths. 

I think either would make a 

great addition to anyone's mic 

closet. Are they different 

enough to own both? Yes. 

especially considering how 

versatile they are, their afford-

able prices, and the sonic 

qualities each offers. 

Strengths: 

• Easy setup 

• Uniform polar response 

• Black-on-black for reduced visibility 

• Integral shock mount 

• Excellent low end 

B Effortless imaging 

• Wonderful mic case 

Limitation: 

II Large physical size makes it difficult 

to position 
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Princeton iiTM 
Reverb 2016 

Three Legendary Eventide Reverbs from Princeton Digital 

Princeton Digital PLATE REVERB 

Princeton Digital 
  LEVELS 

Dig Clip 

0 — 
a 
•— • 

0 - 9 
-20 9-9, 

111 - 9, 
9- 9' 

-40 9— le 
L 

Input 

Reverb 2016[ r. 'Jet 

REVERB 

Predelay Decay ( RT601 

Position 

• 10  

Front — Rear Low— High 

STEREO ROOM 

Go to www.princetondigital.com for a free trial 
Eventide is a registered trademark of Eventide Inc 

www.plugzilla.com 
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by Craig Rnderton Sony Acid Pro 5.0 (Windows) 
Lower your PH with some good Rcid 
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Acid was 
miraculous, 
scandalous, 

and the birth 
of serious 

groove 
software. 

In 
1998, Acid didn't just 

change the world — it 

created a new one, 

where audio went from a rigid 

bunch of bits to the musical 

equivalent of Silly Putty. 

Perhaps more significantly, 

Acid provided a shortcut to 

the " look and feel" of musical 

talent for those without any. 

It was miraculous, scan-

dalous, and the birth of serious 

groove software. It was even 

the kind of program that made 

diehard Mac addicts who'd 

drunk the Cupertino kool-aid 

hold their noses and get a 

PC, just so they could run this 

wild new software that turned 

the sequencing paradigm 

inside out. 

Acid's claim to fame was 

that you could bring audio of 

just about any tempo and key 

into the program, and like 

magic, convert it to the current 

project's tempo and key. 

Previously, you had to either 

fit your tune to the available 

audio, or apply arduous digital 

signal processing techniques 

that usually did considerable 

violence to the audio quality. 

The program even included a 

bunch of loops to get you 

going, and Acid aficionados 

started to notice them in 

everything from dance music 

to TV commercials. 

GIMME (VERSION) FIVE 

You'll note there's no Specs 

sidebar; Sony's web site has all 

the specs you need — go 

www.sonv.cornimediasoftware, 

click on Products, and then go 

to the Acid Pro 5 page. We'll 

concentrate on the main 

update features, and their 

impact on the user experience. 

Version 5 has three 

obvious goals: 

• Higher quality sound and 

more flexible looping 

• Better project management 

and workflow 

• Improved compatibility with 

the rest of the world 

Acid also has a more 

efficient audio engine. The 

engine stops while you're 

inserting effects, but then 

picks up where you left off. 

There's also a blip when you 

insert a bus, but other than 

that, it's pretty gapless. 

GETTING STARTED 

You insert the CD, install the 

program, then the Media 

Manager (which requires 

installing the included 

Microsoft Data Access 

Components 2.8), then 

restart. If MDAC is already 

installed, this step, including 

restart, is unnecessary. Next 

up: Install the Native 

Instruments Xpress 

Keyboard Instruments, call 

up the program, enter the 

serial number, and finally, 

authorize the program on the 

Sony web site. 

I was pleasantly surprised 

at the two CDs of loops, one 

with 439 new loops for Acid 

(Electronica, Dance, Hip-Hop, 

Rock, Organ, and Ambient 

Cinematic). The other is a 

sampler of 668 loops from 

Sony's deep library of Acid 

grooves. Yeah, it's a teaser, 

but it's license-free — so 

don't complain. 

TOP 10 NEW 

FEATURES 

Let's take a graphic tour of 

Acid Pro 5's greatest hits. 

Acidization markers tell the 

software where hits occur so 

they can maintain the correct 

rhythm when the tempo 

changes. But Acid now offers 

separate beat anchors and beat 

(stretch) markers. You can force 

a note that's off beat to hit on a 

beat anchor, but you can also 

shift the beat anchor and fool 

the loop into thinking that's the 

beat. This lets you lag, lead, 

swing, or correct beats. 

Overall, there's a lot 

more control over stretching 
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Live lets you focus on what really matters: your music. 

, 11e1G 111. 3. 

Real-Time Music Production for Mac OS and Windows 

Audiu 
Studio 4—> Stage 

Recording 4—> Remixing 

Sampling e—i Sound Design 

Composition 4—> Improvisation 

Orle Interface 

version 4 

Ableton Live is the only music-production solution that allows you to spontaneously compose, record, remix, 

improvise and edit your musical ideas. Live brings your acoustic, electronic and virtual instruments together 

in a single audio and MIDI production environment with unparalleled ease of use. 

Available Now. Download the Live Demo at www.ableton.com. 

Distributed WI-AUDIO 
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4060 
cardioid vacuum tube 
condenser microphone 

Audio-Technica's AT4060 cardioid vacu 

urn tube condenser brings the warmth 

of vintage tube sound to every shade of 

the SPL spectrum. With a dynamic range 

that far exceeds that of other tube micro-

phones, it as easily captures the subtlest 

nuances of vocal and instrumental per-

formance as it handles guitar cabinets 

and other extreme SPL environments. 

Featuring hand-selected, individually test-

ed and aged tubes, the AT4060 achieves 

the coveted, classic sound of valve design 

without compromising the specification 

standards required for the most demand-

ing recording situations. 

AT4060. Vintage sound, rock-solid relia-

bility and amazing versatility for studio and 

live performance. From Audio-Technica's 

premium line of 40 Series microphones. 

audiotechnica 
always listening 

www.audio-technica corn 

Acid Pro 5.0 (Windows) 
characteristics with the new groove tools, 

including the ability to apply grooves to 

acidized files. Acid Pro 5 comes with 52 

grooves, but you can create and customize 

your own based on how you've placed 

stretch markers in an acidized file. 

The stretching sounds better, and tho 

beat detection engine seems more accurate, 

requiring less " tweaking" to get loops to 

stretch over a wide range. Although Acid 

hasn't added Rex file-type capabilitios to 

change characteristics of individual 

slices, it has reclaimed first place as 

the best environment for creating 

acidized loops. 

...IL, oat., 
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Acid has always had a "one loop, one 

track" philosophy. This makes it easy to 

draw loops in a track, because Acid 

always knows which loop goes in that 

track. The downside: Variations on a part 

can chew up a ton of tracks. 

Folder tracks group tracks into one 

track. You can nest folders within folders, 

and do anything with a track within a 

folder (change track height, move, split, 

• .T:4 1ti iiitl ,= 

add envelopes, and so on) that you can 

do when it's not in a folder — including 

"cluster edits" on collapsed folder 

tracks. You can also mute and solo folder 

tracks, however, you can't do operations 

on the folder track itself. Drag pans out of 

tho folder any time, as well as minimize 

folders to minimize space; this is a fine 

implementation of a much-needed feature. 

Yes, that's a VST effect (out of a chain 

of five) you're seeing — Acid speaks 

something other than DirectX, and it 

still maintains PDC so the sound doesn't 

get all phasey when it goes through 

multiple buses. It's also learned how to 

shut up its effects, thanks to a " bypass 

all" command, and can do multiport 

VST instruments. 

4.0.3 
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What the critics say: 
"Sonically the M940 delivers. The 
mics are small and light enough 
to be pusitiuued anywhere and 

the mounting hardware allows 
you to exactly set the angles. 
Brilliant! I really liked the M930s 

on every source I tried and in ev-
ery case they came through with 
fine imaging and 

open sound. Give Eci 19 
them a try. You'll be 

convinced. I was; 
I bought them." itCiAll 

- Mitch Gallagher 11 

EQ Magazine 

"Honey they shrunk my M49! 
Compared to my $ 10,000 

reference, both had that big bold 
Neumann sound, yet the M930 
seemed to have a deeper low 
end and was definitely quieter. 
Wow was I impressed! Despite its 
diminutive size, the M930 
contains a full 1" diaphragm and 
amazingly hip electronics. The 
tiny form factor makes various 
stereo arrangements easy to 

accomplish and the N1930 is the 
quietest mie I have 
ever used. I liked 
them so much, 
I bought them. 
- Dr. Fred Bashour 
Pro Audio Review 

"The compact size of the M930 is 
very useful when trying to get a 
mie into a tight space. It is smaller, 
lighter and has greater headroom 

than others It acquitted itself very 
well indeed in all cases, including 
all forms of human voice, captur-
ing lots of detail, but in a fairly 

neutral way. The M930 matches 
or exceeds the performance of al-
ternatives costing 
substantially more 

- Hugh Robjoh 
Sound on Sou 

"In all of the applications, the 
M930's small size was an asset. I 

found myself writing the word 
superb over and over. The M930 
gave me lovely, unblemished sig-
nals, that were easy to mix and re-

quired little or no ES/The M930 is 
a rare critter. In short, a superb 
professional mi-

crophone, among 
the best I've used. 
I bought them." 

- Paul Stemler 
Recording 

Get Rea 
Real History 

Since 1928, Gefell has led the world in microphone technology starting 
with the world's first condenser. In 1935 the remarkable M7 capsule 
was introduced that led to the legendary sound of the U47, the U49 

and in 1957, the UM57 - the first 
ever multi-pattern microphone. 

Today, Gefell continues the 
tradition under the direction 
of Mr. Kühnast Jr. with the 
original M7 capsule featured 
in the UM75 and UM92.1S 
tube microphones. 

Real Quality 
Quality comes with the desire to do it right. For over 75 

years Gefell has built microphones by hand in order to 
achieve the highest standards possible. From precision 
machining raw metal 
stock to hand stretch-
ing the diaphragms 
and individually test-
ing each microphone 
in an anechoic 
chamber, Gefell sets 
a standard that is 
simply higher than 
any other. 

Georg Neumann with Chief Engineer 
Mr. Ki.Mnast Sr. - circa 1933 

2004 — Hand drilling an M930 back plate 

Real Innovation 
Introducing the M930 - the most ad-
vanced condenser microphone made 
today. Compact for easy placement, the 
M930 features a full-size 1" diaphragm 
mounted on a triangulated pedestal to 
diffract body reflections away from the 

capsule and minimize acoustic field dis-
turbance. Inside, the M930's optical power 
isolation lowers self-noise to a mere 7dB 
while providing 80 Volts to the capsule for an 
unprecedented 142dB signal handling. The re-

sults are stunning: that 'big bold German sound' 
without compromising sensitivity, articulation or 

tonal structure. No other microphone comes close. 

Gefell is the Real Thing 

M930 matched stereo pair will 
SH93 X/Y bracket 

www.gefell-mics: GOO the original hand-made German microphone 

DISTRIBUTED BY C TEC - CABLET LECTRONICS LTD. - 1638 KEBET WAY, PORT COQUITUUA BC V3C 5W9 TEL: 604-942-1001 FAX: 604-942-1010 EMAIL: infcŒgefell-mics.com 



From the company who brought you FilterBank and CompressorBank... 

www.mcdsp.com 

Channel G 
The Complete Console 

Introducing Channel G, the ultimate 

channel strip solution. Channel G is 
comprised of four plug-ins featuring a 

Console EQ, Console Dynamics, a 

combined Console Strip and a 5.1 

Compressor/Limiter. Designed for 

seamless integration with ICON 

Channel G delivers the big board 

sound with unprecedented flexibility. 

Post, Music, Integration... 

WE WILL BEAT 
ANY DEAL! 

EVERY MAJOR BRAND IN STOCK! 
Guitars • Amps • Drums • Keyboards • Synthesizers • Samplers 

Sound Systems • Recording Equipment • Software • Accessories 

Donno D'Irrito and Nikki Sinn 

shopping at West L.A. Musa 

Nam. 
A 

Legendary rap artist Tricky wit Sotiophonist David Sanborn with West L.A. Musu, Mork Spiwok 
with Eagles guitorist Glenn fray West L.A. Music staff member West L.A. Music s Mike Griffin 

West L.A. Music stall membor with West L.A. Mtn.« s Don Giiiiin with Country star Dwight Tookom Virtuoso drummer Vinnie Coloiuto 

the legendary Steve Winwood Velvet Revolver guitarist Slosh with West L.A. Musii, Glenn Noyes with West L.A. Mos., Tony Adams 

Shop Where the Pros Shop • Call Us Today! 

\ Music 
lià %\, 1 rnli now. 3 I 0-477-1 9.45 • soeles@westlamusic.corn 

' ' We will beat any price from any authorized stocking dealer anywhere in the United States 

• )1.-11.' 1...1 

Rcid 5.0 
(Windows) 

Chorus, and Simple Delay) that can 

sync to tempo. All I can say is — it's 

about time. 

When you're finished with your master-
piece, burn it to CD (disc or track at once). 

Well, at least you can; my computer 

refuses to talk to the Sony, Sequoia, or 

Waveiab CD burning engines ever since I 
mode the mistake of installing Roxio CD 

burning software that came bundled with 

a DVD drive. (Guess I'd better hack the 

registry and get rid of it.) 

3.4.132 

44` 
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MIDI's been spiffed up a bit with con-

strain to scale (just noodle on the key-

board, then snap to a specific scale/key 

to banish bad notes1 The MIDI imple-
mentation is still kinda low-rent; don't 

expect a lot of editing goodies, or the 
ability to plug-in MIDI effects. But it 

will get you through recording your 

virtual instrument parts. 

I use a lot of bus effects, so I'm happy it's 

possible to route a bus to another bus 

(and it won't let you do anything stupid, 

like set up a feedback loop). 

Customizable media folders help organize 

the files you use in a project, and you can 
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save a project path in a rendered file to 

edit a rendered file's source project. But 

the killer feature is Sony's new Media 

Manager technology for locating different 

types of files, as well as the ability to tag, 

search and browse files with metadata 

that makes specific attributes easier to 

find — think " database and search" 

functions. The program even gives you 

access to a listing of all 130+ CDs in 

Sony's Loops & Samples collection, tags 

the libraries you already have, and provides 

immediate links on how to purchase a 

particular collection. 

Acid can serve as a ReWire 1.0 client and 

ReWire 2.0 host. Well, sorta. It worked 

perfectly as a client vvith Adobe Audition, 

but when I hit stop with Sonar 4 and Live 

3, Acid would freeze. It hosted Reason just 

fine, but audio sync would fall apart with 

Project5 — unless P5 had the focus. And 

as e Storm 3 client, the audio was garbled; 

as a host, it didn't work. Sony had done a 

lot of testing with a variety of programs 

(but not some of the ones I used) without 

problems; maybe the issues are unique to 

my setup, but in any event they indicated 

an interest in getting more data so they 

can do any necessary fixes. 

Part of the Pro package is Native 

Instruments' Xpress instruments 1134, 

Pro53, and FM7). These are not keyed to 

Acid so you can use them with other VST 

hosts (thank you!). 

There are other goodies too, like 

downmix monitoring for surround projects, 

easier ways to create loops out of one-shot 

hits, a chopper window, Macromedia Flash 

format import, event reverse, and assignable 

keyboard mappings. And here's a real labor-

saver: Changing a loop envelope can affect 

all selected loops. If you've ever noticed a 

click on a loop after you'd painted in a zil-

lion instances, then had to go into each eff-

ing loop and add a teeny fade to get rid of 

the click, you'll appreciate this. 

WHAT'S MISSING 

The biggies: No one-click " freeze" function 

to premix a virtual instrument track, then 

archive it to give the CPU a vacation. Nor 

can you control the level faders, or any 

parameters for that matter, using external 

hardware control boxes. This is a major 

omission if you're into adding the human 

element by working with a control surface. 

Version 5 

smooths out 

Version 1-F's 

rough edges, 

while adding 

significant 

features. 
Put this on the " must-have" list for Version 

6. As to MIDI, editing options remain lim-

ited; it's really a record/playback engine. 

CONCLUSION 

Acid started as a simple, elegant program. 

When it added features to compete with 

more conventional programs, it started to 

lose its way; MIDI had a tacked-on feel, and 

little was done to tweak the user interface. 

Version 5 smooths out Version 4's rough 

edges, while adding significant features 

that greatly enhance the experience of 

making music on Acid. I mean, with Acid. 

I still wouldn't say Acid competes with 

hosts like Cubase SX, Samplitude, Sonar, 

and so on; they're apples and oranges. But 

I also feel it shouldn't try to — by zeroing in 

on being the best implementation of Acid it 

can be, Version 5 shows it's neither willing, 

nor ready, to cede its long-held turf. And it's 

still the quickest way to put music together 

on Windows. 
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by John Krogh 

Type: Portable DSP engine for native-

based DAWs 

Price: $995 

Contact TC Electronic, 

www.tcelectronic.com  

DSP chips: 2x150 MHz 

Connections: 3 FireWire 

Included Plug-ins: EfIsat, 

ClassicVerb, MegaReverb, 

MasterX3, Vintage CL, VoiceStrip, 

24/7•C limiter, 01 synth, 

Chorus•Delay, Character, Filtroid, 

Tubifex 

Plug-in Formats: VST (Mac and PC), 

Audio Units ( Mac) 

Resolution: 24-bit/96 kHz 

Software Version Reviewed: 1.9.3 

Minimum System Requirements: 

Mac: 63 or 64 with OS 10.2 or 

higher, 256 MB RAM, VST- or Audio 

Units-compatible host application, 

400 MBit FireWire connection 

PC: PI11/500 or faster with Windows 

XP, VST-compatible host applica-

tion, 400 MBit FireWire connection 

Tested with: dual processor 1.25GHz 

64 with 1.25GB of RAM, OS 10.3, 

Logic 6.4 and 7 

PRESETS 

FILE am., 

TC Electronic 
Power-Core Compact 
Packing bags for a power trip 

here's nothing worse 

then getting deep into 

the mixing stage of a 

project, only to run out of CPU 

resources for more plug-ins. 

What can you do? Render 

tracks with effects? Shuffle 

sample buffer settings to 

relieve the CPU strain? It's a 

situation many of us have 

faced. One of the more 

appealing solutions is to 

employ a dedicated DSP 

device, which can be used to 

run proprietary plug-ins within 

your host. The net result is, 

you're able to run way more 

software effects without tax-

ing the main CPU. These DSP 

"helpers" are a boon for those 

of us with native-based music 

production studios. 

TC Electronic virtually 

defined this market when they 

launched PowerCore PCI, a 

processing card (now called 

PowerCore Element) that fea-

tured Motorola DSPs and 

included a collection of high-

quality effects. It wasn't long 

before TC released an external 

version, PowerCore FireWire, 

which was rack-mountable — 

a big plus for recording engi-

neers on the go. But 19" rack-

mount gear isn't exactly the 

most ergonomic solution for 

those who like to travel light. 

So TC has added PowerCore 

Compact, which features a 

smaller, stylish, smooth-con-

toured form, which slips neat-

ly into backpacks and soft-

shell computer cases. 

There's less CPU horse-

power onboard compared to 

other models. Compact has 

two 1 50MHz DSP chips and 

two 512kWord S-RAM mod-

ules — half that of the larger 

FireWire model. Fortunately, 

Compact uses the same 

266MHz PowerPC processor 

as the rackmount unit. And if 

o 100 
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one PowerCore isn't enough 

for you, you're free to mix and 

match; you can mix and match 

up to four PCI units and two 

FireWire units on a single 

computer to create an extend-

ed DSP " farm." 

Back in December 2003 we 

reviewed PowerCore FireWire, 

along with its included effects. 

This time out, I'll concentrate 

on Compact specifics, includ-

ing the new Character plug-in, 

along with the recently 

released MD3 stereo master-

ing bundle, which TC was gra-

cious enough to send me in 

time for review. 

GETTING STARTED 

Installing Compact is simple 

and straightforward: Connect 

the power supply, then con-

nect a FireWire cable from 

your computer to one of 

Compact's three FW slots (the 

extra ports can be used for 

fi 100 
TARGET 

COMPARE 

›i ro."+^:. STORE emniei. 

DESIGNED BY NOVELTECH, CHARACTER is ONE OF 12 PLUG- INS INCLUDED WITH COMPACT 
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Velocity. 

At B&H Pro Audio, a huge inventory and our velocity 

equals the right gear for your needs. Online, bhproaudio.com, 

puts your order on the fast track. 

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

88LH Pro Audio 
For more about B&H Pro Audio, call us toll free at 800-875-6951, 
click to bhproaudio.com, or visit us at 420 Ninth Avenue, New York, NY. 

Check out all the in-depth product and technology information you can handle in our two-volume, 
1,500 page Pro Audio Hardware & Software SourceBook. 
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RELIABLE 
Genelec, the benchmark in active reference monitoring, 
offers the most complete line of active reference monitors 
for professional audio, no matter what type of audio you 
are producing. 

The new pathbreaking 8000 MOETM Series deliver powerful, 
extended resolution and realism - from electrical signal to 
acoustic event. With extended frequency response and 
lower distortion across their entire bandwidth, the 8000 
Series offer monitoring precision with no tolerance for error. 

Combined with Genelec's 7000 LSETM Series subwoofers, 
accurate reference systems can be easily integrated into 
nearly any environment, whether you are working in stereo 
or surround. 

Contact us for system specification and a demonstration 
using the complete range of Genelec 7000 and 8000 Series 
monitoring solutions in your room. 

www.genelecusa.com 

International inquiries: Genelec Oy. Olvitie 5, FIN-74100, lisalmi, Finland 
T +358-17-83881. F +358-17-812267 Email genelec@genelec.com 
In the USA: Genelec Inc., 7 Tech Circle. Natick, MA 01760 
T 508.652.0900, F 508.652.0909 Email genelec.usa@genelec.com 
In China: Genelec China Rep. Office, SOHO New Town, 
88 Jianguo Road, D-1504, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100 022. China 
T +86 10 8580 2180. F +86 10 8580 2181 Email genelec.china@genelec.com 

8000 Series. ) 

8030A's shown in optional silver finist 

Wage 

GENELEC 
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daisy-chaining other FireWire 

gear). Next, install the soft-

ware, and that's it. 

When you're finished, 

PowerCore's12 plug-ins will 

appear along side any other 

effects within your VST host. 

For Audio Units hosts, 

PowerCore automatically 

"wraps" its VST plug-ins, so 

they'll run as AUs. In Logic 7, 

all the PowerCore plugs 

showed up immediately after 

I installed them. However, 

adding optional plug-ins 

requires an extra step: After 

installation, you'll need to re-

run the PC installer, and 

choose an update option, 

which scans for any new 

plug-ins. Once this process 

is complete, the installer 

works its wrapping magic. 

When it's finished, the plug-

ins show up in AU hosts. 

This worked without a hitch 

when I installed the MD3 

and Dynamic EQ plug-ins 

(th@ latter of which I hope to 

review in the near future). 

STRESSING THE TESTS 

So how much power can 

Compact bring to the table? 

To find out, I performed a 

Some words of caution: 
These tools require 
practice. Vou won't 
master them in a 
couple of days... 

series of stress tests. In 

Logic Pro, I was able to run 

12 24/7•C limiters and two 

5-band EQs before using up 

my available DSP. That's not 

a lot, when you consider 

you'd likely get way more 

native compressors and EQs 

from your host app. But 

according to TC, the 24/7•C 

is a detailed hardware emu-

lation based on an 1176, and 

consequently requires more 

DSP power than your aver-

age host comp. 

While there's no reason 

you couldn't, or shouldn't, fill 

up an entire PowerCore with 

compressors, a more practi-

cal approach would be to 

pick and choose your effects 

on the basis of typical mix 

conditions. For example, I 

was able to run one instance 

each of Classic Verb, 

MegaReverb, and TC 

Chorus/Delay, two instances 

each of VoiceStrip and 

24/76C limiter, and an EQ 

Sat before hitting the wall. 

The lesson is this: While 

Compact's DSP might not 

afford you dozens of 

PowerCore effects, you can 

expect to run more than 

enough choice reverbs, 

along with, say, Master X 

multiband compression, and 

a few other useful proces-

sors during mixdown. 

COMPACT'S SLEEK, SEXY DESIGN COMPLEMENTS APPLE TITANIUM AND SONY VIA° LAPTOPS NICE-

LY MORETOTHE POINT, COMPACT BOASTS A HEALTHY AMOUNT OF DSP UNDERTHE HOOD, AND AWELL-

ROUNDED SET OF INCLUDED EFFECTS. 

CHARACTER ACTING 

Developed by Noveltech, 

Character is the newest addi-

tion to the line-up of effects 

included with PowerCore 

Compact and fireWire. On a 

technical level, I'm not exact-

ly clear just what Character 

does. The documentation 

suggests Character is related 

to conventional dynamics 

and EQ, but it doesn't really 

fall into either camp. There 

are no attack, ratio, or thresh-

old controls, nor are there 

frequency gain and band-

width settings. What I do 

know is, with Character it's 

possible to enhance and 

emphasize a particular fre-

quency range. It works best 

on individual tracks, not full 

mixes, and to my ears, the 

results sound a bit like multi-

band compression based on 

predefined EQ curves. 

I suspect there's a lot 

going on behind the scenes, 

but on the surface, there are 

few controls, making it easy 

to dial in a pleasing tone. The 

Target parameter sets the rel-

ative frequency range where 

the processing is, um ... tar-

geted. This doesn't represent 

an absolute frequency range, 

but rather, a relative range 

based on the input signal. 

Essentially, Character ana-

lyzes the input signal to 

determine the frequency 

range that Target will affect. 

To help narrow your 

"characterization," three 

modes are provided. Mode 1 

is optimized for percussion 

and vocals, Mode 2 for gui-

tars and synths, and Mode 3 

for bass guitar and pads. Of 

course, you're not required 

to adhere to these guide-

lines. I was able to signifi-

cantly reshape the tone of 

guitar and vocal tracks by 

using " alternate" modes. It's 

all about using your ears, not 

your eyes. 

This is Character's 

strength. Twist a couple of 
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SF-24 t 
Phantom-Powered 

Stereo Ribbons 

For any seeker of scintillating 
sound. the SF-24 is a true find." 
Mix 

The SF-,Q4 is one beautiful-
sounding microphone." 
Recording Magazine 

"Its low, noise level and superb 
ambience pickup was just 

Pro Midi() Review 

www.royerlabs.com 
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THE OPTIONAL MD3 BUNDLE IS A DIRECT PORT OF SOME OF THE MASTERING FACILITIES FOUND IN TC'S OWN 

SYSTEM 6000 

dials to focus on the frequency content 

you'd like to emphasize, then crank up the 

Character knob. It's simple, and doesn't 

overwhelm with parameter "option anxi-

ety': so you can get on with the mix. 

MD3 STEREO MASTERING BUN-

DLE COOLNESS 

First there was the Finalizer, a hardware 

"mastering" processor whose specialty 
was multiband compression and EQ. Then 

came Master X, a software incarnation of 

the Finalizer. More recently TC, rolled out 

the System 6000, a multichannel hard-

ware processor that includes, reverb, 

multi-effects, and mastering-oriented 

tools. The MD3 Stereo Mastering for 

PowerCore is a port of two System 6000 

algorithms — the multiband dynamics 

processor and full-range limiter. At $995 

(the cost of Compact itself), the MD3 bun-

dle isn't exactly an impulse buy. But if you 

operate a well-heeled project studio or 

mastering facility, MD3 is well worth the 

price of admission. 

TC's claim is that the MD3 Multiband 

Dynamics (MD) and Brickwall Limiter IBL) 

are designed to protect against digital 

overs, which can sneak past most other 

dynamics plug-ins. Detailed AES papers of 

the danger in producing mastered tracks 

that cross the threshold of OdBFS and 

why this frequently happens can be found 

online at TC's website (www.tcelectron-

ic.com). It's worth checking out. 

Brickwall Limiter uses upsampling to 

preserve sonic quality, and is guaranteed 

to eliminate signals that will distort on 

consumer players. Interface-wise, BL is 

uncluttered and simple to use. Release 

times are fixed, with " normal," fast 1/2/3, 

and slow 1/2/3 — there's ne worrying over 

how many milliseconds of release time is 

necessary, and so on. 

MD comprises a stereo 4-band EQ, 3-

band compressor, limiter, soft clipper, 

aria MS encoder/decoder, all within a sin-

gle menu-tabbed interface. You can 

bypass each section, but the signal path 

is fixed; EQ > normalizer > 

compressor/expander > limiter. 

The look and feel of MD and BL is 

quite different from other plug-ins in 

PowerCore's stable. The Ul is " flat," clean, 

and 2-D, which is a nice break from the 

norm of hardware-looking software. It's 

easier on the eyes, which is a good thing, 

as you'll likely be spending a lot of time in 

front of these interfaces, especially MD's. 

My only complaint: Many of the multi-

band's related parameters aren't present-

ed on the same menu page. so I found 

myself clicking around more than I'd like. 

For example, EQ frequency, gain, and 

type controls are separated, not available 

within a single page. Fortunately, it's pos-

sible to group any six parameters from 

any page along the bottom of the screen, 

which helps minimize excessive clicking. 

Any operational inconvenience is 

minor in significance compared to the 

sonic quality of MD3. Simply put, this is 

the most transparent and effective set of 

software mastering tools I've ever used. 

In particular, the EQ is capable of radical 

or microscopic gain changes without intro-

ducing any phasey artifacts. Even with 

extreme settings, my tracks never 

became lopsided or smeared, as can 

sometimes happen with lesser EQs. 
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The compressor never showed signs of 

heavy-handedness, either. In fact, using MD 

in combination with the brickwall limiter on 

full mixes, I was able to achieve much more 

perceived loudness, with remarkable defini-

tion in high-frequency material (shaker, 

acoustic guitar strumming, mallet percus-

sion), smoother mid range without any 

scratchiness, and solid, contained lows. In 

short, these plug-ins rocks. 

Some words of caution: These tools 

require practice. You won't master them 

in a couple of days, or even a couple of 

weeks. That's not to say you can't get 

great results quickly. But the MD3 bundle 

is a serious set of tools that take time to 

learn. However, the time you take to 

experiment with them will be well spent, 

and no doubt, your mixes will be that 

much better. 

THE SCOOP 

If you're hitting the limits of your CPU 

during mixdown, or you're looking to beef 

up the processing power of your portable 

DAW rig, PowerCore Compact is a com-

pelling option. It comes with a well-round-

od sot of software for oreative and utilitar-

ian needs, works with all major Mac- and 

PC-compatible hosts, and can be expand-

ed by adding optional effects. 

At just under $1000, Compact isn't 

cheap, but it costs a lot less than what 

you'd pay to upgrade your entire machine, 

and you'll be guaranteed a fixed amount of 

DSP for your projects. And besides, it just 

looks cool — how can you resist? 

Great tear and great tracks...BUT... 
your mix' doesn't sound the same in the car? 

Tune Your Room! 

. • • _ 
_ 
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Visit Auratex.com or call 
1•800•95•WEDGE for your 

FREE Room Analysis. 

After 25 years and over 10,000 studios, 
we're the experts at helping you achieve 

TOTAL SOUND CONTROL. 

COMPACT 

Strengths: 

• Doesn't require PCI slot 

• Travel-friendly design 

III 12 plug-ins included 

• Growing family of optional plug-ins 

NI Can use up to four units on a computer 

Limitations: 

• Host CPU is still limiting factor on number of plug-

ins you can run 

MD3 MASTERING BUNDLE 

Strengths: 

• Super-transparent compression and limiting 

• Ea is capable of sonic surgery without introducing 

distortion or phasing 

Limitations: 

MI Fixed signal path in M.d fiiaid Dynamics 

SUPPORTING CREATIVITY WITH INNOVATION AND STYLE! 1  

Synergy XL Series' n 

Sesesgy nseries Is 
provide beautiful and funct 

console housings for all the po 
mixers, providing you with op 
flexibility to accommodate these 
mixers and associated periphe 

The S6DXBXL pictured featu 
• One 6-space rack hay sloping 

lii.. up on the right side of the 
IF DXB, with a large writing 

surface between it and the 
wrist pad. 
• I he left side has a small writing 

surface is next to thc wristpad, 
-... followed by 2 ratkepaces, with 

•, 6 mom reaspates angling up. 
,These rack spaces have a usable 

'•. ' depth varying from a little (Wer 
:e in the front section to 14" in 
' the back. 
' Padded wrist rest across the front 

•-• of each writing surface. 
- The DXB has it's own built-in 

wrist rest. 
• Mounted on heavy duty 

powder-coated black steel legs. 

essional console furniture 

Synergy S6DXB XL 
for Mackie DXB 

"Everything that is produced by 
Omnirax is of the highest quality, 

_ affisrdahle, innovative and personal. 
They have been designing my office 
and studio wimp for 12 years 
now and 1 ans very pleased with 
-the TeNillIN. Ohlilitait is Ille 
source." P 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966. 

800.332.3393 415.332.3392 
FAX 415.332.2607 

www.omnitax.com info@omnitax.com 
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by Mitch Gallagher 

Type: Passive 2-way monitors, 

2-channel power amp 

Price: PRM 165 (pair), $ 1,299 

(hyper-shielding $ 100), Model 

Six Hundred, $2,499, ( optional 

polished front panel, $ 199) 

Contact Hot House, 

www.hothouseoro.com  

PRM 165 

Format: 2-way rear-ported 

Low-frequency driver: 6.5' 

long- excursion woofer 

High-frequency driver: 1 dome 

tweeter 

Impedance: 8 ohms 

Frequency response: 58Hz-20.5kHz, 

±-3dB 

Recommended power: >100 watts 

per channel 

Inputs: binding post 

Magnetic shielding: yes 

Dimensions: 12.5' H x 8.5' W x 13' D 

Weight: 25 lbs. each 

Hot House PRM 16S/Model Six Hundred 
Rock the house \_vith this passive 
monitor/amplifier combo 

IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR TONS OF 

EQ AND ROOM COMPENSATION 

CONTROLS YOU WON'T FIND THEM 

HERE - WHAT YOU WILL FIND IS 

GREAT SOUND QUALITY, SOLID 

LOW END, AND NO EAR FATIGUE 

hese days the trend is 

unquestionably toward 

active monitors (speak-

ers with built-in power amps). 

And actives are attractive; 

they're convenient, compact, 

they require fewer cables, and 

so on. But that doesn't mean 

that passive monitors (which 

require external power amps) 

are dead. Hot House has been 

offering the PRM 165 passive 

nearfields for some time, as 

well as a substantial line of 

power amps that can be paired 

with any passive monitors. We 

reviewed the PRM 165 back in 

October '99, so the focus here 

will be on the Model Six 

Hundred power amp. 

Simplicity is the word with the 

Model Six Hundred. There's a 

power connector, power switch, 

inputs and outputs. That's it. Plug 

it in, turn it on, and go. 

The Model Six Hundred does 

its job well — in my trials it was 

clean and transparent, with 

excellent dynamics. Frank Wells 

at Pro Sound News also put the 

Model Six Hundred through its 

paces: "The highest praise you 

can give an amplifier is that it 

has no distinctive sonic signa-

ture. The Model Six Hundred 

performs as advertised, simply 

taking the input, making it louder, 

and driving speaker loads 

without audible artifacts. I used 

the amp with PRM 165s, Tannoy 

System 600s, cheapo consumer 

speakers that have proven a 

difficult load in the past, and 

even with a modest PA stack. In 

all cases, the Model Six 

Hundred performed its task with 

transparent ease." 

Frank also put the amp on 

the tech bench: " I measured 

the throughput gain at just 

over 28dB, with left and right 

channels matching within 

0.01dB. The power ratings are 

conservative. I measured 

184/285/325 watts/channel at the 

onset of clipping. Intermodulation 

distortion numbers were equally 

good, as was frequency response: 

I measured the 3dB down point 

at close to 100kHz, acceptable 

even for high-resolution audio." 

The PRM 165s are an 

excellent match for the Model 

Six Hundred. They provide great 

dynamics, surprisingly solid low 

end for a compact driver/cabi-

net, and excellent imaging. 

They're un-hyped tonally; ear 

fatigue is not a problem. They're 

revealing of negatives in a mix, 

particularly in the midrange. I 

found them plenty loud for 

nearfield applications. 

POWER ON DEMAND 

If you're using passive monitors 

with a less than stellar amp, 

the Model Six Hundred will 

provide you with an instant 

upgrade. It's powerful, 

dynamic, and transparent. 

Paired with the PRM 165s, 

you've got a high-performance 

monitor rig that can rival 

anything out there. 

Strengths: 

PRM 165 

• Solid low end 

• Unhyped highs and lows 

• Compact size 

• Capable of high volume 

• Extremely revealing 

MODEL SIX HUNDRED 

• Plenty of power 

II Transparent 

Limitations: 

PRM 165 

MI None to speak of 

MODEL SIX HUNDRED 

• No overload indicators 
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FOR OVER 30 YEARS LEXICON HAS BEEN IN 
WORLD-CLASS RECORDING STUDIOS... 

--71e114 

QM EGA 
Lii3C111Vir à I Wilt) 

...NOW YOUR HOME CAN BE ONE OF THEM. 

OMEGA DESKTOP RECORDING STUDIO" INCLUDES: 
Steinberg Cubase LE — Multi-Track Recording Software 

Lexicon Omega — 8 Input x 4 Bus x 2 Output USB I/O Mixer 
Lexicon Pantheon — World Class VST Reverb 

More than 30 years ago, when Lexicon invented digital 
reverb, most recording studios were multi-million dollar 
moms occupied only by famous rock stars and big record 
labels. And while Lexicon still lives in that ratified air of 
staniom with the world's most sought-after reverbs, now 
you can find us a lot closer to home. 

Now Lexicon brings you the Omega Desktop Recording 
Studio, a completely integrated recording system with 
everything you need to transform your computer into 
a full-on professional 24-bit digital studio, all in one 
box. In addition to Steinberg Cubase LE® recording and 
production software, you'll get an 8-input, 4-Bus, 2-out-
put USB I/O mixer with inserts, instrument input, MIDI 
I/O and complete metering and monitoring functions. 
Record up to 4 tracks at once from 8 audio sources, 
and mix up to 48 audio and 64 MIDI tracks almost 
anywhere...with the lush, exquisitely rich mverbs that 
made Lexicon famous in a VST version of Lexicon's 
Pantheon® reverb plug-in. 

Pick up an Omega Studio at your Lexicon Pro dealer 
today, and discover for yourself why that famed "Lexicon 
Sound" has been on the majority of hit recordings 
since 1971. Who 
knows? Maybe 
the next one Immulimmiumn exicon 
will be yours. 

COMPLETE RECORDING SOLUTION 
CONTAINS ALL THE COMPONENTS NECESSARY TO TRANSFORM YOUR COMPUTER INTO A PROFESSIONAL 24-BIT RECORDING STUDIO. 



by Phil O'Keefe 

Type: Small-format analog mixer 

Price: $ 149.99 

Contact www.soundcraftcom 

Mono inputs: 2 mono XLR/1/4' 

mic/line inputs with 48v phantom 

power, 12dB/octave highpass filter 

on channel 1, hi-Z switch on 

channel 2 

Stereo inputs: RCA line inputs, RCA 

and balanced 1/4" Playback In 

Outputs: balanced 1/4" mix and 

monitor outs, balanced 1/4" and 

RCA record outs 

Mic preamp gain: 60dB 

ED 

Low-frequency: shelving at 60Hz 

Midrange: peaking at 600 Hz 

High-frequency: shelving at 12kHz 

Boost/cut: ± 12dB 

Frequency Response: 20Hz-20kHz, 

±0.5dB ( mic/line input to any 

output) 

THD + Noise: <0.007% (Mic gain 

30dB, mix out, fader max 0 1kHz) 

IMPEDANCES 

Mic input 2k ohm 

Line input: 10k ohm 

Hi-Z input: 300k ohm 

Stereo input 47k ohm 

Outputs: /5 ohm 

MAX LEVELS 

Mic input + 16dBu 

Line input +30dBu 

Stereo input +20dBu 

Dimensions: 10.9' W n 2.17 H x 

9.69" D 

Weight 3.85 Lbs. 
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Soundcraft Compact 4 
Defeat latency with this handy mixer 

t's always good to 

know who your 

friends are. Unlimited 

time and money? Very definite-

ly: friends. Latency? Very clear-

ly not a friend. More like a 

committed enemy of anyone 

who is trying to record audio 

via a computer soundcard. But 

savvy engineers know that you 

can get around this problem by 

using an external mixer to 

monitor the output from the 

computer simultaneously with 

the input source. What they 

may not know is that the 

Soundcraft Compact 4 is 

designed to meet this need. 

Does it? Well, let's see. 

With two mono input 

channels and two stereo 

channels, the Compact 4 first 

appears to be a fairly typical 

small-format mixer. You get 

3-band EQ on every channel 

with a 60Hz low shelf, 12 kHz 

high shelf and 600Hz peaking 

midrange controls. While 

Soundcraft states that they 

decided on 600Hz for its 

usefulness when recording 

vocals, I wish they had picked a 

bit higher mid-center frequency. 

That aside, the knobs do have 

center detents 

so you can easily set the EQ 

flat. There's no E0 bypass, but 

you wouldn't expect that in this 

type of product anyway. 

Moreover, the EQ is effective 

and sounds very good for a 

product in this class. 

The two mono input 

channels have 1/4' balanced 

and XLR inputs on combo 

Neutrik jacks for mic and line 

use. Channel 1 has a 

12dB/octave highpass filter, 

while channel 2 substitutes a 

hi-Z switch for DI recording of 

guitars and bass — a smart 

choice. The switchable 48V 

phantom power-equipped mic 

preamps have up to 60dB of 

gain, and sound quite nice. You 

also get insert jacks on these 

two channels for applying 

outboard processing. The two 

stereo channels have RCA jacks 

for connections. One notable 

addition to the stereo channels 

is the RIAA EQ switches for use 

with turntables. This makes the 

Compact 4 an attractive choice 

for DJs who need a small mixer. 

A pan/balance knob and rotary 

level control are also included 

on all channels. 

I would have liked a USB 

interface, but adding that would 

have increased the cost. 

However, Soundcraft plans to 

release an optional 

battery 

pack for the Compact 4, so lack 

of USB bus powering shouldn't 

be a large issue for mobile 

users. The location of the power 

jack on the recessed side panel 

makes removing the line-lump 

AC adapter's plug impossible 

without yanking on the cable 

itself. The lack of aux sends may 

also be a limitation for some 

users, but for the most part, 

these aren't major issues. 

Where the Compact 4 differs 

from many small mixers is in 

the bussing and monitoring. 

Each channel has two switches 

to handle audio routing. When 

the first switch, labeled " Rec" is 

depressed, audio is routed 

through a master record level 

control and then out to the 1/4' 

and RCA record outputs. The 

channel Monitor switches act as 

a stereo-in-place PFL, and when 

depressed, the signal is also 

routed to the two headphone 

jacks — one for the engineer 

and one for the artist. A " Mix" 

control allows you to blend and 

control the relative levels of 

the input source and the 

computer playback level from 

the dedicated 1/4' and RCA 

"Playback In" jacks. It's a fairly 

clever and intuitive layout that 

makes things easy for a novice. 

For someone who needs a 

good set of basic tools for DJ 

or computer home recording 

use, the Compact 4 delivers at 

a rock bottom price 

Strengths: 

• Good mic preamps. 

• Clever routing and monitoring design. 

la Great latency control features. 

• RIM EQ switches for DJ use. 

• Good price/performance ratio. 

Limitations: 

III Unusual midrange ED center frequency 

II Power jack is difficult to access. 

• No aux sends 
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HR824 Studio Monitor 

605250 List $84900 
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by Lee Flier 

Type: Acoustical panel/bass trap 

Price: $ 179.99 each 

Contact RealTraps, 

www.realtraos.com  

Dimensions: 2' x 4' 

Weight: 16 lbs 

Peal Traps MiniTraps 
I'Diving your studio an up-i iarket uperade 
for downtown prices 

hen it comes to stu-U dio gear, acoustical 

treatment seems 

about as exciting as, well, 

acoustical treatment. We'll 

spend untold hours and 

thousands of dollars purchas-

ing microphones, preamps, 

converters, monitors and 

other gear, but the actual sound 

of the room is all too often an 

afterthought. This seems a 

shame, considering that room 

acoustics easily dictate more 

of the eventual sound of our 

recordings and mixes than 

anything else we buy. 

Yeah, you might own a 

high quality mic, but if you're 

recording in a bad sounding 

eieu I ail a Ea um 

room it will only faithfully 

capture the room's negative 

qualities. And even the best 

monitors are still subject to 

the laws of physics and if your 

room isn't accurate, you won't 

get an accurate mix. The 

reverse is also curiously true: 

less-than-stellar mics and 

monitors perform better if the 

room's acoustics are good. So 

it pays to spend time and 

money getting the acoustics 

right, right? 

Well, for those of us with 

small home studios, improving 

the room's acoustics seems 

like a futile exercise: changing 

the shape or size of a room, 

which is usually the problem, is 

not a solid choice. And I've 

never been happy with the 

available options for home 

acoustical treatment. Foam 

tends to create a " sterile" 

sounding room while doing 

nothing to improve the low 

end. Building wood and fiber-

glass panel bass traps is very 

time consuming, and traps that 

perform well are typically large, 

heavy structures that take up 

most of your wall space and 

require a lot of hardware to 

support the weight. 

Ethan Winer and his 

RealTraps company propose 

to change all that. Their 

MiniTraps bass traps absorb 

sound all the way down to 

50Hz, while remaining 

slightly reflective in the mid 

and high frequencies. Each 

trap measures only 2x4 feet 

and weighs just 16 pounds. 

MiniTraps also outperform foam 

in absorbing bass frequen-

cies, while retaining most 

of the high and mid fre-

quencies and thus avoiding 

a " dead" room. To me, this 

sounded like the best of all 

worlds. I didn't expect it to 

make my basement sound like 

Carnegie Hall, but I was anxious 

to discover just how much the 

room could be improved. 

IN WE GO 

How many MiniTraps you will 

need and where to place 

them depends on the size of 

your room and the existing 

treatment. My room is quite 

large for a home studio, 

19x24, and it's already got the 

advantage of an absorbent 

drop ceiling stuffed with 

insulation. So how much 

benefit would I gain from the 

traps, anyway? I mean, the 

room never sounded that bad, 

although it did have some 

definite low end problems, 

i lam 

THE MINITRAPSTIP THE SCALES AT 16 POUNDS APIECE AND ARE HUNG 

USING THE SAME HARDWARE USED FOR PAINTINL,S 
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and a few flutter echoes that caused an 

annoying ring in the upper mids. Well, 

after looking at my floor plan, RealTraps 

recommended that I use 12 traps, and 

gave me a rough idea where I should 

place them. 

At 16 pounds each, the traps can be 

hung with ordinary picture hangers, 

without any special hardware or damage 

to the existing walls or ceilings. Typically, 

one installs them in each of the room 

corners, with additional traps in the 

wall-to-ceiling corners, and some flat on 

the walls as well. 

I did hang several traps on the walls, 

but wall-to-floor corners are " corners" just 

as well as floor-to-ceiling, so in several 

cases I simply laid one edge of a trap on 

the floor and leaned it against the wall. 

This takes up more floor space than ceiling 

mounting, but considering I already have 

an absorbent ceiling and I like having the 

flexibility to move the traps around (more 

on this later), I considered it worth the 

sacrifice in space. 

Also, rather than permanently 

installing traps in each of the four room 

corners I decided to mount four of the 

traps on mic stands (detailed instructions 

for doing this can be found on RealTraps' 

web site) and place them in the corners 

that way. Again, this gives me the ability 

to move them around easily. 

TESTING, TESTING, TESTING 

I'm intimately familiar with my studio 

and its sonic signature, recording and 

rehearsing in it for the past four years, 

and wondered if I'd notice a difference. 

When my band rehearsed for the first 

time after the traps were in, we all 

noticed how much the clarity was 

improved in all frequencies — the bass 

and kick drum were tighter and more 

focused, as well as more pronounced, 

guitars were clear and ringing without 

any harshness, and everything just 

seemed to be better defined. 

The first recordings I tried were with 

guitar amps and vocals. In both cases, I 

was looking for an up-front focused 

sound. I took four MiniTraps from their 

positions on the floor and simply stood 

them up around the amp for the guitar 

tracks, fashioning a makeshift booth. 

The traps will stand up on their own, 

although you can hold them together 

with twine if you're worried about them 

falling over. The result was fabulous — 

the track sounded up-front as desired 

and the amp itself had a greatly 

improved tone. 

I then used the four traps from the 

corners that I'd mounted on mic stands 

for the vocals and set these around the 

mic in sort of a makeshift vocal booth. It 

had traditionally been hard for a vocalist to 

"work the mic" by varying the distance, 

because the vocal would lose definition as 

the room's anomalies came into play and 

the voice would sound thin. But with the 

MiniTraps, the room characteristics are 

much more pleasing, and also more con-

sistent no matter where the vocalist is in 

relation to the mic. With the 

MiniTraps, I often don't use any 

kind of " vocal booth" at all now 

— if the room sounds good, I like 

hearing some ambience in the 

vocal as opposed to being forced 

to close-mic all the time. 

Having had great results so 

far, it was time for the ultimate 

test: drum recording. Drums are 

one of the toughest things to 

record in a smaller room with 

poor acoustics, because it's such 

a loud instrument and cuts 

across such a wide and complex 

frequency range. So I was most 

curious to see what the 

MiniTraps would do for drum 

tracks. 

Well, the low end was more 

present and leSs muddled than it 

had been before, and I found 

that I had to apply less EQ in the mix. 

Also, where drums normally have a huge 

amount of buildup in the 250-500Hz 

range in a small room, most of these 

"bumps" are now lower down, in the 

150Hz area, which sounds more flattering 

to the mix in many cases. 

We also used traps to vary the 

drum sounds for some songs. While 

most of the tracks were cut in the 

wide-open room, for songs where we 

wanted a particularly tight drum sound 

we simply surrounded the drum kit 

with traps on three sides, as I had for 

some of the guitar tracks. The snare 

and toms sounded punchy and well 

defined in a way that they hadn't 

before in this room. Far more dramatic 

differences in the sound were 

achieved using traps than we've ever 

managed by using different mies, preamps, 

or compressors. 

AND THE WINNER IS? 

The small size, lightweight, and portability 

of the MiniTraps also make them useful 

for recording in less conventional 

spaces. We cut some drum tracks in my 

garage, for example, and placing the 

traps in front of the garage door helped 

tame the worst of the reflections off 

the steel and glass while leaving the 

"live" character of the concrete block 

walls intact. 

Mixing accuracy, too, is greatly 

improved. I can now hear the low end 

more consistently with fewer holes 

because of standing waves. And the 

harshness in the high mids is mostly 

gone too. 

In short, RealTraps have a winner. All for 

the price of a single good mic or preamp. 

I don't know if I was supposed to be 

keeping them, but I am going to. 

Strengths: 

In Light and portable 

• Don't "deaden" the room 

• Easy to install with no damage to walls or ceiling 

Weaknesses: 

• None to speak of 

[Ed. Note: In the interest of full disclosure, 

it should be noted that Ethan Winer from 

RealTraps is a freelance contributor to 

EQ and moderates our Acoustics forum 

at Musicplayer,com.) 
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by Phil O'Keefe 
Joemeek Threeril. 

Price: $299.99 

Contact Joemeek, dist. by PMI 

Audio, www.pmiaudio.com or 

www.joemeek.com  

Strengths: 

• Clean mic preamp 

III Punchy compressor 

• Effective tone-shaping EC 

• Improved metering and control 

Limitations: 

• Rear-panel phantom power 

switch/indicator 

• Compression ratio fixed at 5:1 

• Some hiss at extreme input gain 

settings 

by John Krogh 

he Joemeek line has T a good rep as the 

"go to" secret 

weapon for engineers who 

seek brash, " in your face" 

sounds with oodles of 

musically pleasing coloration. 

While the Three() may 

appear similar to the earlier 

VC30 and MQ3, it's a 

completely redesigned 

product. Like the earlier 

units, it's a " channelstrip in a 

1/2-rack box," comprising mic 

pre, optical compressor, and 

3-band EQ. 

A front-panel switch 

allows you to leave front- and 

rear-panel inputs connected 

and switch between them. 

The phantom 

power switch 

remains on the 

back, and the 

phantom indicator was moved 

to the rear panel. If the 

ThreeQ is rackmounted, 

phantom switching/verification 

will be a hassle. But with so 

many controls on a 1/2-rack 

unit, compromises had to be 

made.The mic preamp is 

clean, uncolored, and offers 

60dB of gain; there's some 

hiss at high gain settings. 

Instead of a 4-segment LED 

input meter, you now get an 

8-segment LED output meter. 

A peak LED lights at 6dB 

below the preamp clip point. 

The EQ has changed from 

the older models. You still get 

±15dB of boost/cut on three 

bands. The 80Hz low and 

12kHz high controls are now 

peaking instead of shelving, 

and the mid EC) is now 

sweepable between 300Hz 

and 5kHz — a nice addition. 

The EQ is better suited for 

tonal adjustment than 

precision problem solving. 

The compressor has the 

expected Meek color and 

punch. The compression control 

range has been increased 

and the new 4-segment 

gain-reduction meter makes 

dialing in the compressor 

much easier. The compression 

ratio remains fixed at 5:1. 

The ThreeQ retains the 

classic Joemeek flavor, with 

loads of musical color. While 

the preamp is neutral, the E0 

and compressor are definitely 

not transparent. If you're 

looking for uncolored sounds, 

look elsewhere. But if it's 

brash, rude, and flavored 

sounds you crave, the 

JoemeekThreeQ delivers. 

Roll Music Systems Folcrom 
Price: $1,000 

Contact Roll Music Systems, 

www.rollmusic.com 

Strengths: 

• Passive design for pure signal path 

• Each input channel can be 

set for left, right, both, or 

neither output channel 

• Affordable 

Limitations: 

• Requires an additional 2-channel 

mic preamp (factor this into 

the cost) 

official: Mixing DAW 

projects entirely in 

the digital domain is 

passé. The new trend? 

Summing mixers: boxes that 

mix 16 channels or more down 

to stereo. We've seen several 

approaches to this basic 

concept. The Dangerous 2-Bus, 

for example, features a built-in 

amplifier. Roll Music Systems 

has a different take. Their 

RMS216 Folcrom is passive; 

there are no op amps or ICs, no 

gain or pan 

controls, and 

no power 

supply. 

All processing 

V (EQ, compression, 

and so on) and gain/pan 

automation is handled by your 

DAW. You route as many as 16 

separate tracks (e.g., eight 

stereo subgroups) via your 

multichannel audio interface into 

the Folcrom, which is equipped 

with two 8-channel DB25 audio 

connectors. This is where the 

fun begins: You can use 

whatever preamps are available 

to you, letting you color and 

fatten your mixes as you see fit. 

Each channel can be routed 

to the left, right, or both outs, or 

neither output, which is handy 

for monitoring only certain 

channels or subgroups in the 

mix. The summed signal 

requires around 30-40dB of 

gain, which means you'll need 

some sort of 2-channel mic 

preamp to bring the output 

signal up to line level. I found it 

was easier to work this way 

than to use my DAW's 

group/solo functions. 

I own a few " higher end" 

preamps, all of which yielded 

different results when used as 

2-bus preamps. While I was 

happy with the results of one 

preamp over another, I can't say 

there was a " magic bullet" 

combination that improved 

mixes. But in general, Folcrom 

mixes had more detail in reverb 

and delay tails, better separation 

among instrument subgroups 

(drums, guitars, vocals, effects, 

and so on), and I found it easier 

to deal with levels, without 

worrying about digital clipping. 

Indeed, the Folcrom seems very 

hot signal tolerant. 

Is it better than mixing in the 

box? It's very difficult to make 

direct comparisons, because I 

recorded the analog-summed 

mixes back into my DAW for 

NB-ing, which required another 

stage of level matching. Since 

the resultant stereo files 

weren't " maximized" like mixes 

I'd made entirely in the box, I 

used some limiting to bring the 

analog-summed mix up to a 

"competitive level" for 

comparison. At that point, 

determining which method is 

better becomes subjective. That 

said, I haven't bounced a final 

mix in the box since I added the 

Folcrom to my setup. 
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Sounds 

MODERNBEATS.COM 
Vinyl Scratchez vol. 1 

Contact: ModernBeats.com, 

vvww.modernbeats corn 

Format: downloadable soundset in 

Reason NN-XT, Native Instruments 

Kontakt/Battery, Logic EXS24, 

SoundFont, Steinberg HALion, and 

WAV formats 

Price: $29.95 

eing avid E0 readers and 

seasoned sound biz 

heads, you probably have 

crazy turntablist skillz, right? 

Bumping big beats and 

breaks, you KNOW YOUR WAY 

AROUND the so-called 

vaunted wheels of steel, 

yeah? Well, me neither. 

But there have been more 

times than I care to recount 

(either for producing " nu" 

modern rock tracks or hip-hop 

sound-a-likes) when I've found 

myself in desperate need of 

authentic sounding vinyl 

scratches. I'm no seasoned 

scratch specialist, so I've 

relied on vinyl simulation 

software and tedious sample 

editing to approximate 

credible results. And when 

I've had the budget, I'd hire 

real experts, which certainly 

adds to the production costs, 

but at least I was getting the 

real deal. Thankfully, 

ModernBeats.com has a 

cost-effective, street-approved 

alternative. They specialize in 

hip-hop scratch samples — 

kicks, vocals vocal phrases, 

and what not, all performed by 

hip-hop DJs. 

Modern Beats sent me the 

first volume of their Vinyl 

Scratchez Collection titled 

Vinyl Scratchez 1 for review, 

but there are many more to 

choose from. VS 1, like all the 

MB soundsets, is presented 

in a variety of soft sampler 

and "friendly" audio formats, 

and in the case of the sampler 

presets, the producers have 

thoughtfully keymapped 

related scratches, which I 

found to be a big time saver 

when it came to auditioning. 

The focus of VS 1? Kick 

and hi-hat/snare scratches. 

And while I was hoping for 

more spin-downs, and tweazy 

kicks, stuttered vocals, and the 

Ilke—there doesn't manage to 

be much variety here. All of 

the high-frequency material 

(hats, cymbals, and so on) 

have a " samey" quality, and 

the kicks, though more varied, 

tend to be short. However, 

what IS here is good stuff. I 

was able to sequence new 

scratch patterns and drop vinyl 

hits into tracks easily, and 

because Vinyl Scratchez 

consists primarily of single hits, 

I didn't have to worry about 

re-quantizing the scratches to 

match the feel of my tracks. 

Final word: despite a few 

warts, namely some samples 

that sound unintentionally 

"clicky" (translation: poorly 

edited), for the price, you can't 

go wrong. And to sweeten the 

deal, ModernBeats.com 

offers free " scratch" drumkits 

Vintechi 
Iratrc,cluices the X730. 

We put this piece head to head with vintage Neve 1073's at this 

year's AES show. It is 100% guaranteed to meet your expectations 
and is an incredible value. List price $ 1595 Special $1375 

The X73 
The Vintech X73 features custom hand wired concentric style 
switches with gold plated pins. Swiss made military grade atten-

uator switch. List price $ 1995 Special $1795 

The "X81 CLASS A" 

The Model 473 
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DRUMCORE 

10 amazing 
drummers. 
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MIDI drums. 

Beat generation. 
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and sampler packs of 

newly released titles. All 

you have to do is join their 

mailing list. So what are you 

waiting for? — JOHN KROGH 

SONY PICTURES 
Sound Effects Series 
(Volumes 1-5) 

Contact: Sony, 

www.sonv.com/mediasoftware  

Format: 5 CD-ROMs (44.1kHz/16-bit 

WAV) 

Price: $499.95 

Every studio needs a 
good sound effects 

collection, and these five 

volumes (drawn from 

Sony's never-ending audio 

archives) offer a lot We'll 

cover the big picture; for a 

listing of each volume's 

effects and durations, surf to 

or: SomyarAme•S•••AllaerlA* 

weeNnonolbor, 

htto://mediasoftware.sonv  

pictures.com/oroducts/show 

product.aso?PID=916. 

Categories include 

Animals, Natural Elements 

(rain, waterfalls, and so on), 

Backgrounds (mostly ambient 

city sounds), Home and 

Office (doors, appliances, 

phones, clocks), Impacts 

(bottle breaks, footsteps, 

and my next kick drum: 

"Impact Body Heavy"), 

Weapons and Explosions, 

Instead of a 
zillion sounds, 
you get a 

more limited 
number — but 
there's zero 

filler. 
Sports and Recreation (fairly 

lackluster), Vintage Cartoon 

(Pay dirt! Work these into 

your next dance mix), Vocals 

and Wallas (babies, crowds, 

laughing), and Vehicles. 

The emphasis is quality 

over quantity. Although 

samples like comedy 

"boings" are naturally short, 

many backgrounds clock in at 

over a minute so you can lay 

down a decent bed without 

detectable repetition. Instead 

of a zillion sounds, you get a 

more limited number — but 

there's zero filler. 

I'm surprised Sony elected 

to do a box set, as all five 

CDs would have fit on a 

DVD-ROM, even with 24-bit 

resolution. Perhaps they 

plan to break out individual 

volumes someday. In any 

event, this series brings 

major league sound effects 

within the reach of real-world 

studios. —CRAIG ANDERTON 

GET YOUR 

AD IN 

EC1 
CLASSIFIEDS 

TODAY! 

Contact e 
DErick Joy A,. 

(650) 513-44031P 
djoy@musicplayer.com 

or 

DarlEnE labrEcquE 
(650) 513-4217 

dlabrecque@musicplayer.com 

The ADAM Audio 

folded 
ribbon 
driver. 

No other pro studio monitor uses anything 
that works like, or sounds like it. 

Distributed in the United States by ADAM Audio USA (805)413-1133 

Come meet the entire ADAM family at www.adam-audio.com s ADAM 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
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Tech Bench by Todd G. Tatnall 

MIDI Troubleshooting 

T 
roubleshooting MIDI in your computer-

based DAW always starts with your 

MIDI interface. If the interface isn't 

working properly, or if your computer is 

having problems communicating with 

the interface, you won't get far with 

MIDI production. In this installment, 

well take a look at AudioMIDI Setup (AMS) in Mac OS 

X (version 10.3). I'll use a MOTU MIDI Timepiece AV 

(MTP AV) in my example, but these steps apply to 

almost any MIDI interface. 

When you open the MIDI Devices page in AMS, you 

should expect to see your MIDI interface ( in this case 

the MTP AV) appear automatically ( Figure 1). If your 

interface doesn't appear at all, or it's " ghosted" or 

grayed out (Figure 2), try the following steps. You may 

only need to perform one or two before things start 

working. So try them one at a time, see if the interface 

appears properly, and try the next step if necessary. 
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Fig. 4 

1. Make sure the unit is on and attached to the Mac with 

a USB cable. 

2. Make sure you've got the newest available driver for 

your MIDI interface. In almost all cases, drivers can be 

downloaded free of charge from the manufacturer's 

website. Drivers get updated frequently — don't assume 

that because you just bought your MIDI interface or it's 

"new in the box" you've got the latest drivers. Driver 

installation in Mac OS X often works best when the 

device is turned off or disconnected — turn the interface 

back on after the drive is installed. 

3. Try creating a " New Configuration" in AMS ( Figure 3). 

This allows the system to rescan for interfaces and 

drivers and " start over." You'll need to add your external 

MIDI devices again, but this ensures that all is being 

detected correctly. 

If the interface isn't working 

properly, or if your computer is 

having problems communicating 

with the interface, you won't get 

far with MIDI production. 

4. Try resetting your MIDI interface to its factory 

settings. Fort example, the MTP AV can be reset by 

holding its Panic button while turning its power on. 

Check documentation for reset procedure if you have a 

different interface. 

5. Try a different USB cable, then try a different USB port 

on your computer. If you're using a USB hub, try bypassing 

it so the MIDI interface connects directly to the computer. 

6. Use the " Test Setup" ( Figure 4) button to test the 

interface. With " Test..." turned on (blue) clicking on a 

MIDI dovioe connected to the MIDI interface in the 

picture should make output lights on your MIDI interface 

illuminate, as well as make the connected device play 

some random notes. Additionally, if you play notes 

on a controller device ( like a keyboard) sending in to 

the interface, you should see corresponding input 

lights illuminate. 

Getting your MIDI interface to function properly is the 

first and most important step. Of course, there's much 

more to look at, including your MIDI devices and the 

host DAW application. We'll cover other aspects of MIDI 

troubleshooting in future installments. 

Todd G. Tatnall is the Senior Tech in Sweet water's 

Technical Support department. 
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who Iry 

Every new student enrolling in our Audio Technology Program at SAE Institute in the 

_-• Air - s.44%-er_txis 

US receives their own Apple iBook and Pro Tools LE digital recording system! 
Subject to change without notice; terms and restrictions apply. 

.•2.1111 
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ley by John Krogh 

Emagic Logic Pro 
Configuring the Environment for multitimbral soft synths 

Objective: Play multitimbral software instruments by building multi instruments in the Environment 
and patching them into audio instrument channels. 

Background: Unlike some other host programs, Logic has no direct, straightforward way of 
addressing multitimbral software instruments. MIDI data sent to soft synths isn't automatically 

channelized to specific parts. The solution? Create a multi instrument in the Environment and then patch 

this into an audio instrument channel. Normally, multi instruments are used to represent hardware 

synths — you can enable up to 16 channels per instance, which is assigned to a MIDI port. But because 

we want to play a software instrument, the set up is a bit different. 

'Stylus RMIX Mini 

• I (Prg 

111•1111=1•1411113 

4444ffle431010. 

flanc 

1 From the Environment window, choose to 
view Audio objects from the flip menu ( left 
hand side). 

rj Create a new multi instrument (from the 
Environment window's submenu, go New 
> Multi Instrument), and then enable the 
MIDI channels you wish to use by clicking 
on the numbered squares. 

3 Instantiate a multitimbral instrument on an audio channel, if you haven't 
already. Next, name the newly created 
multi " Multi MIDI A" or something 
more meaningful based on the name of 
the instrument you just loaded. ( For 
our purposes, I chose Spectrasonics 
Stylus RMX.) 

L Drag the virtual patch cable from the multi 
-T instrument to the audio channel. Note, the 

Port assignment for the multi should be 
set to Off. 

Go to the Arrange window and create 
several MIDI tracks set to different MIDI 
channels for the multi you just created. 
Now when each of these tracks is record-
enabled, MIDI data will only be sent to the 
selected part/MIDI channel. 

B Finally, record MIDI data for each o/ the 
tracks. Each track should play back only 
on its respective MIDI channel. 

• If you frequently use multitimbral software 

instruments, save a Logic template with these plug-ins 

and their multi instrument " modules" already patched, 

so all you have to do is choose sounds and hit record. 

•Some instruments, such as Native Instruments 

Kontakt, can operate in omni mode, which means each 

part will receive data from all channels. To avoid this, 

make sure to assign discrete MIDI channels from within 



BSW's GrabiliGo 
Portable Studio Package! 

For about $500, you can have a full-function, great sounding studio that goes w ere you go. 

• 
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TASCAM 

L/ SENNIIElie audio technica 

0  Tascam DP-01FX Digital Portastudio Nee 
The first digital recorder with the intuitive interface of a Portastudio, 
the DP-01FX is an affordable 8-track music production factory. With 
dedicated knobs for each channel's pan, effects send, high and low 
EQ controls, you won't need to decipher cryptic menus to make 
great-sounding music. It features reverb, multi-effects and two XLR 
mic inputs with phantom power at an amazing low price. 

Sennheiser HD 202 Headphone 
This durable, sealed-ear headphone provides crisp bass response 
and good insulation from ambient noise. 18 Hz- 18 kHz powerful 
neodymium magnets and lightweight diaphragms for high sound 
levels; cord take-up; removable earcups; damping perforation 
ensures powerful bass response. Impedance 32 ohms. 

O Audio-Technica AT2020 Condenser Mic 
State-of-the-art design and manufacturing techniques set the 
AT2020 apart from other side-address mics in its class. Its low-
mass diaphragm is custom-engineered for extended frequency 
response and superior transient response. With low self-noise 
perfectly suited for sophisticated digital recording equipment the 
microphone offers a wide dynamic range and handles high SPLs 
with ease. Its rugged construction is designed to stand up to years 
of studio use. 

Package Only $499! 
You Save $348.95 AND get FREE SHIPPING when you order on the web • Order Item Number: DP01 FXPKG 

Save BIG MONEY with BSW on these cool rides: 

audio technic 

Audio-Technica 
AT 2020 Mic 

Finally an affordable studio 
mic from a company you 
know.The new AT2020 

condenser is Audio-Technica's 
introduction to the $99.00 
mic market but it still offers 
many high-end features. See 

description above. 
List: $ 199 

LowestPrice • $99e! 

Apogee MiniME USB 
MicPre/Interface 
This 2-channel mic pre 

features line level inputs, and 
a unique new 3-curve stereo 
comp/limiter. A comprehen-
sive mono/stereo monitor 

section allows you to balance 
the direct sound you're 

recording with audio returned 
he USP • -rt List: $ 1,495 

BBE MaxCom Multiprocessor Pun: 

The BBE MaxCom is a dual-channel compressor and limiter 
gate which features an onboard BBE Sonic Maximizer circuit all 
housed in a compact and easy-to-use 1RU package. It gives you 
a live or recorded mix with the clean, clear punch that only a truly 
professional dynamics controller can, with the added benefit of 
the enhanced sound delivered by BBE processing. 

List: $329 LowestPrice 0111019PN 

Genelec 8030 Powered Monitor 
Offering very smooth frequency response and 
superb imaging qualities, the 8030 features the 
advanced Genelec Directivity Control Waveguide, 
a revolutionary flow-optimized reflex port design. 
Magnetic shielding, overload protection circuitry 
and versatile room response controls are stan-
dard. 5" LF and 3/4" metal dome HF drivers with 
40w/40w bi-amplificai • 

List: $ 595 ea 

SONY. 

Sony MDR-7506 
Headphone 

The Sony MDR-7506 head-
phone is a best-seller at BSW 
and has been for the last 
15 years! It delivers a wide 
frequency response of 

10 Hz-20 kHz in a comfortable, 
sealed-ear format that 

provides excellent isolation. 
List: $ 130 

Only $99!!! 

111 FREE SHiPPING ON ORDERS OVER $189!!! Just make your purchase on our website and we'll cover the shipping! 

Same Day Shspping 

Free Shipping on Web orders over $ 189 

Lowest Prices at: www.bswusa.com 

ma:L'-YeA 
Knowledgeable Staff 

LowestPrice bswusa.com 

1-800-426-8434 



PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION 

Powerpod1860Deluxe 2X 400W, 8 Mic/Line 

2 Stereo GEQ DFX Powered Mixer 
Phonic America 
Launch Date: January 2005 

The Powerpod 1860 Deluxe is a 2x 400-Watt powered mixer with 
16 digital effects, parameter control and foot switch controllability. 
It features individual phantom power switches and a stereo 10-band 
system EQ. Comes with an integrated handle and removable cover 
SRP: $399.99 
www.phoniccom 
800-430-7222 

Winter '05 NAMM Booth 4351, Hall C 

Hear Back I Personal 

Monitor Mixer System 
Hear Technologies 
Now Available 

Hear Technologies has designed a 
personal monitor mixer system called 
the Hear Back. It changes the way 
monitor mixing is accomplished on 
stage or auditorium, as well as in 
the studio. 
SRP: $ 1495 
vwAN.HearTechnologies.com 
256-922-1200 

TranzPortTm 
Fruntier Design Group 
Launch Date January 2005 

Compatible with most popular DAW software, the revolutionary new 
TranzPort'm uses wireless RF to control transport functions, level/pan 
settings, display signal levels, and more from anywhere in your studio 
via backlit LCD display and LED indicators. 
SRP: Estimated at $ 199 
www.trontierdesign.com 
603-448-6283 

Winter '05 NAMM Booth 6820, Hall A 

UM900 'The Phantom' 

Microphone 
Gefell 
Now Available 

48V Phantom powered tube 
microphone features original M7 
capsule in distinctive noise 
diffracting body. Producer Dave 
BottriII chose the ' robust yet natural' 
UM900 to record lead vocals on 
Staind's upcoming album. 
SRP: $5000 US 
www.gefell-mics.com 
604-942-1001 

Winter '05 NAMM 

Booth 6953, Hall A 

To advertise in this section of EQ contact Derick Joy at 650-513-4403 djoy@musicplayercom 
For more information about these products, visit www.eqmag.com/sbotlight.htm 

Eta JANUARY 2005 www eqmag corn 



SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION 

AT2020 Cardioid 

Condenser Microphone 
Audio-Technica 
Now Available 
The AT2020 establishes new price/per-
formance/quality standards in 
side-address studio condenser tech. 
nology. Custom-engineered low-mass 
diaphragm for extended frequency 
response/superior transient response. 
Wide ctynainic range. High max SPL. Piv-
oting stand mount included. 
SRP: $ 169 
www.audio-technica.corn 
330-686-2600 

Winter '05 NAMM 

Booth 6740, Hall A 

AR-15 II Voltage Regulator/Power Conditioner 
Furman Sound, Inc. 
Now Available 
This single rack space unit provides a constant 120 volts of clean, filtered power 
to connected equipment. At the same time it features the most comprehensive 
protection available from surges, spikes and even extreme voltages. 

SRP: $650 
wonnzFurmanSound.corn 

707-763-1010 

Winter '05 NAMM Booth 6990, Hall A 

OBSESSION 
Big Fish Audio 
Now Available 
The first of three in the ignition vi. series 
by e- Lab. An 8-track Rex2 player plug-in 

includes a massive 3.7 GB DVD — 3000 
loops, 5000 drum samples and the abil-
ity to import external Rex2 files. The 
ultimate RnB and Hip Hop loop player 

SRP: $299.95 
http://www.bigfishaudio.com/obsession 
800-717-3474 

Winter- ' 05 NAMM 

Booth 6314, Hall A 
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RSM-2 Ribbon 

Studio Microphone 
Nady Systems 
Now Available 
Breakthrough affordability, with 
the uncompromised performance 
of a classic ribbon mie: figure-8 
pattern, smooth audio with natural 
low and high ends, ultra- high SPL 
capability, unmatched transient 
response and stunning realism. 

SRP: $349 
www.nady.com 
510-652-2411 

Winter '05 NAMM 

Booth 4650, Hall C 

MAX-Wair m 

Auralex Acoustics, Inc. 
Now Available 
MAX-Wall is our patented mobile, acoustical environment designed to 
provide you with absorptive capabilities wherever your needs dictate. 
MAX-Wall is available in many different sizes and colors and is expandable. 

SRP: from $159 to $999, depending on configuration 
www.auralex.com 
317-842-2600 

Winter '05 NAMM Booth 4295, Hall C 

vvvvvv.eqmag.corn JANUARY 2005 EQ 



DJ EI by Craig Finderton 

Steinberg Wavelab S 

ri 

Creating a DAM data backup using Wavelab 

Objective: Backup data on DVD media using Wavelab's DVD-burning functions. 

Background: Wavelab not only makes Red Book audio CDs and DVD-Audio discs, but can also provide 
data backup on either CD-R/RVV or DVD±R/RW discs. You can even print labels from the program. 
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Go File > Now > Data CD/DVD ( or type 
Alt- F, NT). 

Make sure that " DVD Scale" is selected. 

Drag the files you want to backup on top 
of the DVD icon in the lower left pane. 

Click on the Burn icon, and when the 
disk label window appears, enter the 
backup's name. 

The disc writing window appears. I just 
use the defaults, but if you want to know 
what all the goodies are, consult the 
online Help and documentation. I do 
recommend checking " Verify destination 
media after write." 

Watch the " Writing disc" progress bar, and 
wait for media verification — when the 
disc pops out of the drive for the second 
time, it's done. 

Track UIIIIIIIUIUUUUIUIUIIIIIIUIIIII 

Total UIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIUIIIIIUIIIIII 

Prowess 1 672 02 MB of 1,724 71 MB 

Status Wrong track 1 of 1 track(*) 

20 Seconds rertianng 

0, 15°°, le!)°,  

•••••••• 

.,LJ2_(1 
978 

978 

1 1 1 1 1 1 250 01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13 1 1 1 1 400 01 1 1 14 

Ill This shows how easy it is to burn a basic DVD-ROM, but the program has 

some bells and whistles — for example, you can rename files in the 

Explorer-type window before burning. 

liTo create a set of labels, go to the same place where you chose the DVD 

Scale, and select " Create Label Set." 

En JANUARY 2005 www.eqmag.com 



MARKETPLACE 
To Advertise in Mdlketplace plea5e contact Derick loy at 650,513.4403 or djoy@musicplayercom 

Putting music back into 

1111A A WIP9111,9 /9" At/ a • flea 

"1-swasorssosswirws— 

The Industry Leader In Studio Furniture 

smoWsliqemml 
.1.1.`ske`r•d•de 

The Synergy XL:s are 
designed co provide 
beautiful and ergonomic 
console housings for all 
the popular mixers, 
providing you with 
optimum functionality 
to accommodate these 
mixers and associated 
peripherals. 

P 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966 
800.332.3393 415.3323392 FAX 415.332.2607 
www.onminut.com infoCeomniru.com 

www.cran 

715 398 36 

..."The sound was perfect: huge, 
creamy and tightly focused...the 
sound was so rich and full that I 
would've sworn that this was a 
tube pre, except that the sound 
also had a solid-state focus." 
- PEQ 1 /PEQ 1 R review, Mix June '04 

PEG! CM7 CM I 2 

- - ek> • 44  
PEQ I R i wunder 

Ne,wunder audio 
main number new york 
512.338-6777 516.505-0544 

www.Floarinusicco.com 
alatrialleIMUllaltilF=11118=11111M1111W.n.Milr.=—.1-.a 

MEICOMONIZ 

Music PC' S 
1-800-378-7599 

- Crazy Daisy Productions 

1r Complete, full-service 

CD Mastering 
Professional, high-quality CD mastering 

for less than 5250 

Email us an mp3 to get 
a FREE mastered sample clip 

Short-run duplication packages available 

Phone: 541.517 1458 

Fax: 425.790.0630 
rmail: infqxcrazymastering.com 

ae 
VIS A 

tr] 

IMO - 

MASTERING 
YOURSELF? 
'THAT'S LIKE HOME 

ENTISTRY! 

TREELADY 
STUDIOS 

www.treelady.com 
412-816-0300 

www.eqmag.corr JANUARY 2005 EC) 



CLASSIFIEDS 

MARKETPLACE 

eat 

e‹11 
Manufacture your 
CD at Oasis and get all of the$ 
promotional services—FRE 

• OasisSamplerim Radio Promotion 
• Distribution: CD Baby, Borders.com, CD Now, 
Amazon.com, Virginmega, Waldenbooks 
• XM Satellite Radio Airplay 
• Sonicbide Electronic Press Kit 
• CD-ROM of 14,000 Music Industry Contacts 

• Direct SoundScan® Upload 
• Patent- Pending Retail Display Racks 

h. OASIS:] 
CD MANUFACTETRING 

www.oasisCD.com 

tel (888) 296-2747, (540) 987-8810 

email info@oasisCD.com 

eas . 

..• . 

'To edvertise in 

Marketplace please rntaCt Derick Joy a 
650.513.4403 

djoy@musicplayer.com 

or Darlene Labrecque at 

650.513.4217 
4 

dlabrecque@musicplayer.com 

CATEGORIES 

GEAR FOR SALE 

EDUCATION AND TUTORIAL 

DUPLICATION 

SOUNDS / SEQUENCES / SOFTWARE 

ACCESSORIES 

MASTERING 

STUDIO FURNISHINGS 

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS FIND SERVICES 

GEAR FOR SALE 

NEW!2U to Min SKB type case 
irawriara Aim; .01.1e_je. 

. - . _ _ Rack-Mount PC's for Live and Studio .... . .. • , -custom setup tor ProTools. 
Sonar. and Cubase/Nuendo 

nr SEP web tor latest price 
1-888-50 SOUND 

-best price, best performance 
quietest and FASTEST PAW 's' 

Can you hear what's 

really 

going on in your mix? 

"The DAC1 lets me hear what's rcili going on 
in my mix." 
Michael Wagener 
R.:cording Engineer for Ozzy Osbournie, 
Nletallica. Janet Jackson. etc. 

The DAC1 is a 2-channel, 24- bit, 192kHz 
capable D-to-A converter that is unveiling 
digital audio all over! At $975, it's probably 
the studio's smartest investment. You too 
can produce better music by using a DAC1! 

Call or write Benchmark Media Systems 
today for your FREE catalog: 
800-262-4675 www.BenchmarkMedia.com 

Visit www.midi-classics.com 
helping musicians since 1993 

Low prices, Selection, Service r 

Pro audio,software, samples _ 
Call 800-787-6434 NOW! 

EVERY MAJOR BRAND OF EVERYTHING 

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF MUSICAL GEAR IN 

STOCK 

ALTO MUSIC 

Guitars, recording, keyboards, amplifiers, 

drums, pro sound, new & used One of the 

largest selections in the country. 

We ship everywhere 

(845) 692-6922 • saIes@altomusic.com 

180 Carpenter Ave Middletown, NY 10940 

Ask for Uncle Freddy - He loves Yal 

adjustable filter settings ." 

Pop fitters that adjust to YOUR voice 
before th microphone 

ORDER TODAYk 

Popless Voie ScreensTel: 1(800) 252-1503 

WHAT PART Tx-1 

« OFTHE WORD 0,1121 .11 

-e7r" • 

AGONIZER 490e 

DON'T YOU GET, e 
MONKEYBOY?? 

C42 Cardioid Condenser Microphone 

JOSEPHSON 

ese 

Josephson Engineering 
www.josephson.com 

ThePorfectilassm 
Exceptional selection. service Cprice 
mi EXOTIC 11888 marl RI your Pant! BASS! 

866 751.3220 I Inta@ThePortactliass cam 

EDUCATION ANO TUTORIAL 

81ERECORDING ENGINEER 

46*. 

Pry 

* TRAIN AT HOME 
Easy Horne- Study practical ' raining in 

klullierack Recording. Join ow successful 

working graduates.' build your own studio. 

1 AEC INFX19MATION. 

Indio Institute of .‘neerica 
614 4fee /berme SudenJI,San ,rancesco CA g4121 

I os al ww.auclIolnstItute.corn 

›It 
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DUPLICATION 

Lonely 
RECORDS 

CD & DVD Manufacturing 
to% National Price Guarantee 

99e 
Retail Ready 

CD Package 

PRINTING 
GRAPHIC DESIGN 

AUDIO MASTERING 
DVD AUTHORING 

POSTERS 
BUSINESS CARDS 

POSTCARDS 
BARCODES 
AND MORE , 

Get a FREE Catalog 
1.800.409.8513 

www.lonelyrecords.com 

Emm.-

PRODOCTIONT 
100 FILL RETAIL READY CDs $244.00! 

Includes 4/0 Full Cofer Cover and 4/O Full Color Traycard, Assembly and Shrink Wrap 

Quality CD Duplication 50 to 500 copies in 24 to 48 hours! 
VISIT US ON THE WEB 

www.elsproductions.com 1-800-927-3472 
Call for more info or free sample packet 

CD • DVD • CD-ROM • SHAPED CD • ' ;ASSETTE • PACKAGING 

NEED CDs? 
the choice is 

CRYSTAL CLEAR 
DISC & TAPC 

Trusted experience for over 30 years. 

1000 CDs • $999! (complete, Read Steady) 
1000 Promo CD Pack • $599! 

1000 DVDs • $ 1899! Complete' Retail Ready) 

1-13130-13EICII-c30-73 
crys ta lc leaf-cos .COM 

CD & DVD Manufacturing 

2500 CgeS 
Only $ 1999 
Includes: On Disc Printing • Bar Code 

Full Color Printed Booklets • Cello Wrapping 

1-877-633-7661 
www.OddsOnRecording.com 

Visa • Mastercard • Amex • Discover 

Complete CD Packages in Just 7-10 Days' 

(Ds, flW1 Manufacturing 

Short- Run CD/DVD Duplication 

Commercial Printing 
N E W S*11 II G 0.•Or  

Full Service Prepress' 
800-964-DISC 

CD Replication, ruffillment & Internet Distribution 
Bulk CD Replication as Low as .29 ea./ 1,000.54 ea. 

1,000 CD's in Full Color Jacket/ $.99 ea. 

2 & 4 Panel 4/1 Color Package/ $ 1.09 & $1.29 ea. 

Retail Ready with Bar Code and Cello Wrap 

MADE IN USA - 
www.faultlineaudio.com 

831-338-6005 or sales@faultlineaudio.com 

CD - R DUPLICATION 
100 CD's $1.39 ea. 

With Color Inserts 1 99 ea 2 Page & Tray ) 

THE 4111 CREATION 
DUPLICATION 

Pnce Includes CO - R. Duplication 

Thermal Imprinting, Jewell Boo. 

Inserting of cover. & Shrink...rapped 

(936) 756-6861 

www.EQmag.com 

You should care 
who makes your CD. 

•the best customer service in the business* 
• instant online quote 
• inhouse mastering, design & multimedia 
• quality finished CDs, DVDs & vinyl 

d ie-M USIC 
M ANUFACTURING 
S ERVICES 

www.musicritanufacturing.com 

US: 1-800-293-2075 
Canada: 1-800-667-4237 

New York • Toronto • Montreal • St. Johns 
'Read our client ;iurvey results to find out more 

YOOMWIIIMIDRS 

SOUNDS / SEQUENCES / SOFT11/FIRE 

www.soundboyz.net Bangin Hiphop/ 

R&B Drum Samples CD in Way format. Low 

intro price. WE DOTS DAT FIRE! 

www.SOUNDandMIDI.net 

Musician's Fleamarket 

Dopest Hip-Hop/R&B 

sound libraries on floppy disks. MPC-

2000, MPC-2000x1, MPC-3000, ASR, EPS, 

SP1200 and ,WAV. (310) 842-7670. 

wwvv.soundsforsamplers.com. 

www, eqmag.corn JANUARY 2005 EQ 



CLASSIFIEDS 

ACCESSORIES 

Cases Cases Cases Factory Direct! 

Any ATA Case For $99 Mixers, Amps, 

Heads, or Keyboards 

www.discount-distributors.com 

800-346-4638 

LA-2A LA-3A OWNERS Before you by a 

new T4B optical attenuator, have it 

rebuilt at a fraction of the cost. Also 

stock OPTO's. ANTHONY DEMARIA LABS 

845-255-4695 

JustStrings.com 
World's Largest Selection of Guitar & Bass Strings! 

www.juststrings.com (800) 822-3953 

hearing is believin 
Extreme Isolation H ea dphoh"eç„ 

• • ¡HI net leek s 

• kecord 10111' 
neolii-irock ie 

• Record 111t . drums 
otulli-track 

/ 
e ta 

• timai or microphone placement fi 
lue ,. tel % pelt el lintrumeeli 

www.extremeheadphones.com 
or search the web 

Toll Free 1-877-962-2832 , 

TALENT RNDEMPLUMENT 

Start a career at Sweetwater! 
Sweetwater is the nation's premiere music 
technology retailer centrally located in 
Fort Wayne, IN. As a Sweetwater Soles 
Engineer you'll be surrounded by musicians that 
shore your interests and you'll be helping aspiring 
musicians and industry professionals realize their 
creative goals. Plus, you'll interact with audio legends 
like George Massenburg and Bob Moog. 

Beyond the most generous commissions in the industry, you 
can earn tens of thousands of dollars in incentives. Our Sales 
Engineers earned hundreds of thousands of dollars in incentives 
in 2004...and 2005 looks to be even better! 

Fort Wayne is o vibrant, upscale community with excellent schools, 
activities, festivals, and one of the best salary to cost- of- living ratios in 
the country. 

Every year we all make the some New Year's resolutions. As a Sweetwater 
Soles Engineer, the only resolutions you'll ever have to think about again will 
be 44.1, 48, 96, and 192kHz. 

Start the New Year off right! Call or e-mail our human resources 
deportment today. 

www.sweetwater.com/careers 
Fort Wayne, IN 46 

(800) 222-4700 Human Resources, Ext. 1 
5335 Bass Road 

dirti 1 

MASTERING 

MASTERING 
"BIG LABEL" Sound...Guaranteed! 

,n Located New York $4 '7 5 Complete 
ServIng the U.S Complote 

Deal! 
SInce 1989 

in 1-800-692-1210 
www.mitsichow,eina›,terinli..corn 

www.WorldClassMastering.com 
CALL TOLL FREE 1.877.507.0130 

High End Audio Mastering 
$150 flat fee 

High End ADAT-Pro Tools 
Transfers $25 flat 
(800) 370-5089 

DRT Mastering 
thn Analog Spernlist 

You will have the fat, slammin' major-label 
sound that sells discs... or the work is free. 
Custom gear. First-class results. Free 16-pg brochure 
800-884-2576 www.drtmastering.com 

STUDIO FURNISHINGS 

Gear racks, 

media drawers and more 
The RACKIT"' System 
Factory direct since 1984 

Free brochure ( please mention 1 Ql 
Per Madsen Design ( 800)82 I -4883 

www.rackittm.com 

argoeyoonecite.00m 

EQ JANUARY 2005 vi ww eqrnag corn 



ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

WiROd Nrn 
SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

Celebrating over 14 years of reducing 
sound to a Whisper! 

Recording, Broadcasting, Practicing 

MDL 1021415 
X10.5) 

19 Sizes and 2 Levels of Isolation Available 

New! Sound Wave Deflection System 
(Change parallel walls to non-parallel) 

Immediate Shipping! 
www.whisperroom.com 

PH: 423-585-5827 EX: 423-585-583 I 

pi AcousticsFirsr" Toll Free 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com  

SILEN 3) 11144-71344 
FAX 

INFO 

(413) 6.1-2377 

56 Nonotuck St.. Northampton. MA 01062 

ORDER ( 800) 583-7174 
I nfoesIlentsource. corn - www.silentsource. corn 

Acousticore Fabric Panels - Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers - A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Silence Wallcovering • WhisperVVedge 
Melaflex S.D.G. Systems • Tecnifoarn 
R.P.G. Diffusors - Sonex • Sound Quilt  

R EA LT RAPS®  

MINITRAPS — Affordable Acoustic Treatment 

Rave Review 
From 

Top Pros 
blide 

"Our control room at Le Crib 
'os needed serious help. After 
installing MiniTraps the room 
unds better than we believed 
ible, with clear, round bottom 

- and vastly improved imaging. 
Fantastic product, great company." 

—Nile Rodgers 
1866-732-5872 TRAPS 

wiw.8wo.aou_9ra5lwexicDoin G YAuralex E 

«reccrt.r.site-..s. - • FREE Acoustical 
Room Analysis • Widest Range of Sound Control 

Products • Exceptional Customer Service 

TOTAL SOUND CONTROL 

lb, ACOUSTIC 
Design Consulting 

Products 
.soundcontrolroom..o, 

toll free 866-788-1238 

Control the Power of Sound 

ECH 
BUSTE 1-888-ECHO BUST 
DECORATIVE ACOUSTICAL TREATMENTS www echobusters corn 

• Improve Acoustics 

• Noise Control 

AD ORDER FORM 

Mee C2)..e 

ClearSonic Portable 

Isolation 

clearsonic.com 

1.800.888.6360 

(Li US IA 1(, 

Vocal Booth.com 
MODULAR SOUND REDUCTION SYSTEMS 

See Us At NAMM  ilC 2005! 
ootii# 4-334 fla 

541-330-6045 
VONW.VOCALBOOTH.COM 

INGE I REMOVE , 
• VOCALS 

Unlimited Free Backgrounds 
from Original Standard Recording 

Thompson Vocal Eliminator"' 
VE-4 Free Brochure/Demo 
24 Hour Demo/Info Line , • 

(770)482-2485 Ext28 
LTSound Dept E01 7980 LT Parkwaylithonia, 58 

frivvverv.Voca/Eliminator.comici.orace 

Better Than Karaoke For Over 25 Years! 

An ad in EQ's Classifieds reaches more than 40,000* serious musicians for only $2.15 per word plus $7.00 for an address. Minimum charge: $25.00. Please underline words to appear in bold type and add $0.50 
per every bold word. Please indicate clearly any words to appear in all caps and add $0.25 per every cap word. Each phone number, e-mail address, or website address counts as one word. Display Classifieds are 
$138.00 per vertical column inch. Color (Display Classifieds only): 25% extra. Deadlines are the 10th of the month, 2 months prior to cover date (for example, April 10th for the June issue, on sale in early June). 
All Classified ads are also posted on our Website (www.eqmag.com) at no additional charge. Businesses must list business name in ad. All ads must be received in writing, paid in full in advance. All ads must be 
music-related. Retail advertisers may not list discounted prices or percentages on specific models, unless items are used or discontinued. Advertisers must provide us with complete name, street address, and phone 
number, whether or not included in the ad copy (you may list a PO Box address in your ad, however). Mail ads to: EQ Classifieds, Attn: Derick Joy, 2800 Campus Dr. San Mateo, CA 94403. FAX (if paying by MasterCard, 
lisa,  or American Express): (650) 513-4616. For more information, call Derick Joy at (650) 513-4403; E-mail: djoy@musicplayer.com. (*Audited circulation: does not include pass-along rate.) 

Company Name 

Address  

Telephone  E-mail  

Please print your ad clearly. Use a separate sheet of paper if you need more room. 

  Contact Name 

City   

(do not include address when counting words) 

Category: 0 Guitar Shows 0 Instruments 0 Parts/Accessories 0 Duplication/Replication D Websites 

71 Schools 3 Instruction 0 Software 0 Songwriting D Records/CDsNideos 0 Employment 0 Other 

EC 

TO COMPUTE COST OF AD 

 words x $2.15 = 

 bold words x $ . 50 = 

 ALL CAPS wds x .25 =  

Address $7.00 = _ 

Total cost per issue =  

(minimum $25.00) 

x number of issues to run x  

Total payment = 
0 Payment enclosed, or Charge my 

0 Visa 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 

Card #  _  

Expiration date:  

Signed:   

www.eqmag.com JANUARY 2005 EQ 



Bus-powered 

MOTU Studio 

recording is 

now more 

powerful 

and portable 

than ever 

PRCLIUNDM INPUT TRIM 

Apple 
A sleek, lightweight and powerful mobile recording studio 

Starting at just $1,599, the newest PowerBook family offers more. More power. More speed. 

More Digital Performer — as in more tracks, more plug-ins and more virtual instruments. 

Whether you prefer the ultra-compact 12-inch model, the coveted 15-inch powerhouse or the 

breathtaking 17-inch stunner, every new PowerBook 04 features faster PowerPC 04 processors, 

with speeds topping the charts at 1.5GHz. Want to create your own CDs and even OVDs? 

The new PowerBook models offer 4x-speed SuperDrives. The PowerBook 04 is the ideal platform 

for Digital Performer, the all-new Traveler, and a host of third-party plug-ins and add-ons. 
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MOTU .iveier 
Bus-powered high definition FireWire audio 

The Traveler is the first bus-powered FireWire audio interface to offer four mic inputs 

and exceptionally high-quality high definition analog recording and playback. Just plug 

in the FireWire cable and power everything off the battery in your computer — you can 

operate you studio anywhere! At only 3.8 pounds and 14.75 inches wide by 9 inches 

deep, the Traveler slides easily into your knapsack or back, next to your PowerBook. 

TC Electronic' 
This portable processing powerhouse slides easily into you bag 

PowerCore Compact is the perfect way to add a dozen world-class TC Electronic 

effects plug-ins to your MOTU portable studio, while freeing up your PowerBook 

to run plenty of native plug-ins and virtual instruments. That's because the 

12 included TC plug-ins run entirely on two 150MHz Motorola DSPs in the 

PowerCore Compact, via convenient plug-and-play FireWire connection to the 

computer. And thanks to Digital Performer 4.5's new automatic plug-in latency 

compensation features, timing is sample accurate. The included plug-ins deliver a wide 

array of effects — all with TC Electronic quality and pedigree: classic reverb, mega reverb, 

delays, chorus, E0, compression, guitar amp simulation, vocal processing, vintage 

synthesis, the renowned Master UT'', Filtroidn" and the innovative Character n" plug-in. 

emu eMEEITenriE _ INOuu Ti© ee 800 e-emo 



Audio Ease Altiverb V5T 
Your first choice for convolution reverb 
Altiverb broke new ground as the first ever convolution reverb plug-in, delivering 

stunningly realistic acoustic spaces to your MOTU desktop studio. Altiverb V5 continues 

to lead the way with cutting edge features. Altiverb V5's ever growing Impulse Response 

library provides the most diverse and highest quality acoustic samples on the market. 

Recent additions are shown below from the Altiverb Fall 2004 East Coast Tour. 

Version 5 delivers more seconds of reverb, more instances, and less CPU overhead 

than any other convolution reverb. And its new adjustable parameters are a snap to 

use! Altiverb takes full advantage of the Altivec' processor in your PowerBook 64 or 

desktop Power Mac 64 or 65. THE must-have reverb for every MOTU studio. 

at, 

PRESETS 

IMPULSE RESPONSE 

CPU Control — Altiverb is the most 
efficient of all convolution reverbs. 

I, 0, 

the frequency behavior 
ng reverb times. 

• Highest quality samples on the market. 

• Legendary concert halls and studios. 

• Versatile damping and hires-E0 section. 

• Click-and-drag 3D sound placement. 

• ' Size' parameter shifts resonances and room modes. 

• Gains and delays for direct early-reflection and tail. 

• Waterfall diagram shows time-frequency behavior in 3D. 

• Surround up to 192 kHz. 

• Snapshot automation for mixing and post-production. 

• Available for MAS and all other Mac plug-in formats 

The new multi-channel waveform overview 
reveals crucial detail about gain levels and timing 
during the first tenth of a second of a reverb 
tail. The rotatable and zoomable 'waterfall' (3D 
time/frequency diagram) reveals even more 
about Damping, E0 and resonances. 
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A rotating VR 
(Virtual Reality) 
movie helps you 
feel the presence 
of each room. 

Snapshots let you 
automate complete 
preset changes. 
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Allaire studios Great Hall. Shaken, NY 
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www.allairestudios.corn 

Canon. NYC 

Speaker Placer — Put the violins stage left, cellos 
stage right, and percussion in the back, all in stereo. 
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Mechanics Hall, Worcester, MA 

Clubhouse Studio, Rhinebeck, NY vAviemechanicshall.org — Photo by Steve Rosenthal 
wivwclubhouseinc.com 

E0 — Use up to four bands of ED, tailored for 
reverb tail adjustment, to fine-tune the sound. 

lbaNNO t' L 

0 

Forest Austerlitz, Netherlands 

Sound on Sound Studios, NYC 
www.soundonsoundstudios corn 
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Focusrite 
A Console Master Section Without the Console! 

Every MOTU personal studio deserves luxurious outboard gear. And what better than a 

piece that delivers the sound of 40 classic mic pres and 40 vintage compressors in one 

box! The Focusrite Liquid Channel is a revolutionary professional channel strip that can 

replicate virtually any classic mic-pre and compressor ever made! Combining radical new 

analog pre-amp technology with special Dynamic Convolution techniques, 

the Liquid Channel fuses cutting-edge analog design with lightning fast SHARC DSP. 

Augmented by fully digital controls, the Liquid Channel provides unlimited possibilities 

with available FREE LiquidControl software, which allows for remote control of the Liquid 

Channel and future FREE pre and compressor replica downloads for unlimited additional 

sound expansion. The Liquid Channel provides the ultimate fluid vintage collection. 
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BIAS Peak 4.1 Mastering & Restoration Edition 
Peak 4.1 plus SoundSoap Pro and SuperFreq. Imagine the world's most popular stereo audio 

editing, processing, and CD mastering program for the Mac, combined with unparalleled noise 

reduction and restoration technology— all at a jaw dropping low price. You get Peak 4.1 

(including Impulse Verb, Sqweez, Vbox SE, Jam 6, SFX Machine LT, and more), SoundSoap Pro 

(combines four state of the art restoration and noise reduction tools in a single plug-in), and 

the SuperFreq suite of mastering Ms all in one great package. Launch Peak directly from DP4 

for more editing and processing power. Run SoundSoap Pro within DP4 or in Peak as an AU 

plug-in. For the very best in sample editing, batch processing, file conversions, loop creation, 

sound design, restoration, and Redbook CD mastering on OS X, pick up the Peak 4.1 Mastering 

and Restoration Edition today — the perfect mastering and restoration companion for DP4! 

Native Instruments INhvnth 3 
Bend, mold, meld and morph sounds! 

ABSYNTH was used extensively, together with Digital Performer, on the Matrix 

Reloaded soundtrack by electronica mastermind and Juno Reactor founder Ben 

Watkins. And now, this award-winning synthesizer hits the scene for the third time 

armed with a host of new and unique features. ABSYNTH 3 brings dozens of new 

features that greatly expand its already extraordinary sound spectrum. The powerful 

synthesizer now incorporates a new user interface with convenient one-window 

editing, envelope-controlled surround sound features, live audio inputs, real-time 

fractalization, unison mode, advanced envelope control, 2 new special effects and 

256 additional presets. Combining FM and subtractive synthesis, ring modulation, 

a live stereo input, classic and granular sampling with the most advanced envelope 

control ever implemented, this unrivalled synthesizer will take you on the most 

outrageous sonic adventures. There's really nothing else like ABSYNTH 3. 
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Spectrasonics S-tv4! HMX 
The power of groove production 

Stylus RMX is the first product to offer the combined power of Groove Control " with 

Spectrasonics Advanced Groove Engine (S.A.G.E.TM) giving users dramatic new control 

over groove production. Dozens of new features include a completely redesigned interface, 

a new 7.4 GB core library of cutting-edge grooves and sounds produced by Eric Persing, 

and the ground-breaking, always changing Chaos Designer. Real-time groove creation 

has never been 

so simple, and 

has never 

sounded so 

good! Kits and 

over 10,000 new 

single-hits, too. 

RMX is the 

ultimate Remix-

oriented sound 

module for 

building millions 

of grooves. 
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PreSonus Central StationTM 
A Console Master Section Without the Console! 

Special limited time offer! 
get a CSR-1 remote with your Central Station 

for only $99! Save S50! 

2 

The PreSonus Central Station is the missing link between your MOTU recording interface, 

studio monitors, input sources and the artist. Featuring 5 sets of stereo inputs (3 analog 

and 2 digital with 192kHz D/A conversion), the Central Station allows you to switch 

between 3 different sets of studio monitor outputs while maintaining a purely passive 

signal path. The main audio path uses no amplifier stages including op amps, active IC's 

or chips eliminating coloration, noise and distortion enabling you to hear your mixes more 
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clearly and minimize ear fatigue.ln addition, the Central Station 

features a complete studio communication solution with built-

in condenser talkback microphone, MUTE, DIM, two separate 

headphone outputs plus a cue output to enhance the creative 

process. A fast-acting 30 segment LED is also supplied for 

flawless visual metering of levels both in dBu and dBfs mode.   

CENTRAL STATION ' 
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Mackie 
Automated hands-on control for the DP4 studio 

Imagine the feeling of touch-sensitive, automated Penny & 

Giles faders under your hands, and the fine-tuned twist of a 

VPotTM between your fingers. You adjust plug-in settings, 

automate filter sweeps in real-time, and trim individual track 

levels. Your hands fly over responsive controls, perfecting 

your mix — free from the solitary confinement of your mouse. 

Mackie Control delivers all this in an expandable, compact, 

desktop-style design forged by the combined talents of Mackie 

manufacturing and the MOTU Digital Performer engineering 

team. Mackie Control brings large-console, Studio A prowess 

to your Digital Performer desktop studio, with a wide range 

of customized control features that go well beyond mixing. 

It's like putting your hands on Digital Performer itself. 
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Mackie .dio Monitors 
Nearfield monitors for your MOTU studio 

Mackie's HR-Series Active Studio Monitors are considered some of the most loved and 

trusted nearfield studio monitors of all time, and with good reason. These award-winning 

bi-amplified monitors offer a performance that rivals monitors costing two or three times 

their price. Namely, a stereo field that's wide, deep and incredibly detailed. Low frequencies 

that are no more or less than what you've recorded. High and mid-range frequencies that 

are clean and articulated. Plus the sweetest of sweet spots. Whether it's the 6-inch HR-

624, 8-inch HR-824 or dual 6-inch 626, there's an HR Series monitor that will tell you 

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. 

Sweetwater 
Your personal MOTU studio expert advisor 

When setting up and maintaining a MOTU desktop studio titule are many considerations to factor 

in to your decision making. Both the hardware and software landscape are constantly changing, and 

it's hard to keep up with all of the advancements. That's where Sweetwater comes in. Your personal 

Sweetwater sales engineer offers much, much more than just a great price. They do the research, 

day in and day out, to ensure that you'll fine-tune your MOTU system to fit your exact needs. 

Call now for your MOTU Studio To Go 
personal consultation: 800-229-4700 
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STUDIO NAME: The Velvet Lounge 

CONTACT: www.vIrecording.com  

LOCATION: Cottage Grove, OR 

KEY CREW: Keith Schneider (owner/engineer/ 

producer/multi-instrumentalist), Phredd Talbot 

(engineer/producer/low-resolution delay aficionado) 

CONSOLE/MIXERS: Mackie D8B digital mixer with 72 inputs 

RECORDERS/PLAYERS: Mackie HDR 24/96, Alesis Masterlink, 

Nagra TA 1/4" 2-track 

MONITORS: Mackie HR 824, dbx 15" sub, 223 crossover; 

Ashley CGT 1800 

OUTBOARD: Empirical Labs Distressor 121, RSP Saturator, 

Apogee PSX 1000 AD/DA 

EFFECTS: Line 6 Echo, Mod, Filter Pro, POD XT, Bass POD 

MICROPHONES: Lawson I,47MP [ 21, AEA R84, Neumann 

KM184 [21, Shure SM-57 [ 21, SM-58 121, Sennheiser e835 [ 21, 

AKG D550, CAD TSM 422 [31, Rode NT- 1, Electro-Voice BK1 

MICROPHONE PREAMPS: Manley Voxbox, Millenia HV-3D (four 

channels) 

COMPUTERS: Windows XP PIII with 384MB RAM, 240GB 

hard drive 

DAW: Digidesign 001 

SOFTWARE: Digidesign Pro Tools, Syntrillium Systems Cool 

Edit Pro, Sony Sound Forge, Antares Auto Tune, TC Electronic 

TC-1 reverb 

KEYBOARDS/MIDI: Roland Fantom X, Rhodes, VK-7; 

Wurlitzer electric piano, variety of vintage Casio and garage 

sale air organs 

GUITARS: Gretsch Country Classic JR, Duo Jet; Fender 

American Standard Stratocaster, Danelectro Baritone, Hodad, 

Dan-0 bass; Washburn custom-shop readnaught, 1964 Gibson 

acoustic, many more 

AC POWER: Furman IT- 1220 

ACOUSTIC TREATMENT: Acoustic Room Systems 

STUDIO NOTES: The year 2005 marks the start of, not only the 

10th anniversary of velvet, the fabric, but also the 10th year of 

operation for Oregon's The Velvet Lounge. OK, wait. That stuff 

about the fabric was a lie, but the Velvet Lounge stuff was on 

the up and up. The studio's produced over 50 full-length albums 

and 2005 sees them with a completed studio space renovation 

that had them gutting " the interior of our 1,200 square foot 

building and starting over. It was a monumental task, made 

easier thanks to the tireless help of several local high school 

kids — Rex, Ian, and Jason.... 

"We're very fortunate to have Chris Klein of Acoustic Room 

Systems (www.acousticroomsystems.com) located in our little 

town of Cottage Grove. Chris helped us create a control room 

that is a joy to work in. We now have the control room 

acoustics of a million-dollar studio. The ARS treatment is a 

system that provides low- and high-frequency absorption and 

also high-frequency diffusion in a 1-1/4 thick profile. Once the 

acoustic system is installed it's covered with stretched fabric so 

it looks.. beautiful. 

"This studio is a space where artists feel completely secure 

to push the limits of creativity. Musicians who come to the 

Velvet Lounge want to stay forever; it's a really comfortable 

place to record. We're even in the process of purchasing a large 

yurt from Pacific Yurts, which will serve as living quarters for 

studio guests. 
"And we're big fans of any piece of equipment that does 

severe damage to the signal. Distressors, saturators, filters — 

anything that makes something sound wounded. We record a 

lot of bold indie rock bands and songwriters who have the Tom 

Waits' aesthetic, so we often get to create strange 

alterations of everyday instruments — which 

makes our job a blast." 

HEY, EC) READERS. WANT US TO FEATURE YOUR STUDIO? SEND 

PICS AND INFO TO mgallagher@musicplayer.com. 
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Listen to the AX PER TS! 

Ntow  
+If All the Hardware you 

Ar-fflomild 
peREIIIEWER'S 

/IL PICK 

need for your SOFTWARE based studio 

:: Aug. 2004 

The Yamaha Olx is the answer to all my needs 

for integrating everything I do with audio and 

music. Its bargain price makes it a no-brainer 

purchase for anyone who wants a DAVV con-

trol surface, high-quality audio interface and, 

of course, a hardware digital mixer. 

Macworld Oct. 

KEYBOARD Jan 2004 

After using the 01x for a few months, the 

coolest aspect is that it blurs the lines between 

a traditional digital mixer, control surface and 

audio/MIDI interface — it's all three. 

Electrooic Musiciao Nov. 2004 

Considering all the functionality packed into 

the Olx's silver-gray front panel, its user 

interface is a miracle of modern ergonomics. 

Reconouic 
Dec. 2004 

Quality inputs and effects and the ability to 

integrate into your computer setup could make 

it the perfect centerpiece for your project studio. 

FIrT113C :: Dec. 2004 

The converters are great, and the subsequent 

digital signal processing is fantastic, including 

the EQs and, particularly, the compressors. 

The 01 x now features 
For more details go to 
vvvvvv.studioconnections.org 

SFUDIO CONNLC I tONS 

REC.11.1 

www.yarnaha.corn www.0 11 xray.corn 

NEW LOW PRICE 
See your authorized Yamaha dealer for details. 

YAMAHA 
CÇJ L'UUb Yamaha Uorporation of America 



Bui Powerea. 
High Definition. 
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Introducing the Traveler 
Slide the Traveler into your briefcase 

or bag, alongside your laptop, and 

you've got a complete audio 

recording system — to go. 

At an incredibly efficient 9 watts, 

the Traveler draws power directly 

from your computer via FireWire, 

with no AC or DC power required. 

So you can record anywhere at 

sample rates up to 192kHz. 

For extended remote recording, 

the Traveler can be powered by a 

standard battery pack. The Traveler 

also delivers industry leading 

features, impeccable audio quality, 

steadfast reliability and broad 

compatibility with your favorite audio 

software on Mac and Windows. 

Your studio-to-go is ready — no 

power cords attached! 

• Sturdy lightweight construction 

• Compact size ( 14.75 x 9 inches) 

• Fits perfectly under any laptop 

• Powered by computer or battery 

• 20 channels with 4 mic inputs 

• Individual 48V phantom power 

• Digital Precision Trim' — adjust 

preamp gain in ldB increments 

• Save & recall multiple trim setups 

• Record up to 192kHz 

MOTU 
motu. corn 

• 8-bus monitor mixer 

• Front panel LCD programming 

• Stand-alone operation 

• 8 channels of optical at 44.1/48K 

• 4 channels of optical at 88.2/96K 

• AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital I/O 

• MIDI 

• Word clock, SMPTE & ADAT sync 
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attach the included 

ratA ears for convenient 

studio installation. 
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flexible power 

options fit any 

recording situation. 
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